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P R E F A C E  
This study had as  its major objective the effect of regular ex- 
ercise, supervised ae ing to a plan, on the bone density and calcium 
balance of healthy human males, as  noted in the title of the project. In 
the protocol, huwever, other tests were made on blood and urine, with 
' monthly reports covering many of these. For example, excretion of 
calcium and phosphorus have been covered in the monthly report dated 
19 December, 1968. In this report, it was shown that urinary excretion, 
both of calcium and phosphorus, was higher during Bed Rest I, with no 
exercise practiced, than that during the ambulatory periods, o r  during 
Bed Rest  11 with regular supervised exercise. The monthly report dated 
19 January, 1969, carried these comparisons further, giving the statistical 
differences between these periods, and showing further that the ones who 
exercised regularly excreted less  calcium and phosphorus than those 
who did not exercise regularly. bone density values also supported 
this finding. 
Bone density and calcium - phosphorus excretion values during 
'i 
this study are given in full detail in the body of this report. Other 
analytical results have been given in some detail in monthly reports, 
and.wil1 only be reviewed briefly in this PREFACE, 
Nitrogen. Jh addition to a further discussion of calcium and 
. phosphorus, the monthly report of 19 February, 1969, contains a 
v f discussion, together with data, on the metabolic balan\ce of nitrogen. 
The mean daily nitrogen balances were fdund to be.positive for all of 
the periods of the study, although it was shown in the report of 19 March, 
1969, that more nitrogen was excreted during Bed Rest I with no exercise 
. taken than during the Pre-Bed Rest Ambulatory Period with a highly 
significant difference 0.001). During Bed Res t  IT, how 
who exercised regularly excreted a slightly higher ievei of nitrogen Cnan 
they did in the initial ambulatory, although the difference was only 
significant(P 0.O5). 
0: those who exercised "at will", there was a highly significant 
difference between the quantity of nitrogen excreted during the pre- 
liminary ambulatory period than during Bed Res t  It, with the latter higher 
than the former (P< 0,001). When Bed Res t  I was compared with Bed 
Rest II, on the other hand, there was no statistically significant difference 
between the Cwo periods, 
Creatine and Cre inine. The report of 19 April, 19.69, gave in 
some detail the urinary excretion of creatine and creatinine. Because 
-
ii 
of the importance of this  phase of the study, the monthly report is r e  
produced in the Appendix. 
As one of 
interesting aspects of the Bed Rest  Study under discussion, Circadian 
nents. This fac 
June, 1969. 
The first of these issues includes brief reports found for rhythms which 
were plotted for calcium, phosphorus, nitrogen, creatinine and creatine, 
while the second covers various aspects of the urinary excretion oi 17 - 
hydroxycorticosteroids during.bed rest and ambulation, a s  well  as the 
rhythms which were found in urinary excretions of this type of component. 
Copies of these two monthly reports also a r e  given in the Appendix. 
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I N T R O D  U C T  I O N  -
Man has pursued an evasive frontier over continents, across the 
seas, an3 to  the ples both north and south. -Man has looked to the 
ocean's depth and spxulatd as to the earth's core. Man's earliest 
records attest to h i s  interest  and concern i n  the space above him - the 
sun, the stars, the man. 
With the recent efforts on the part of scientists associated 
w i t h  the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, it has b e c m  
possible for  man to  extend his st r ide from the earth t o  the m n  and 
Tne IZesearch Insti tute of the Texas Wonmn's Uaiversity since 
1963 has been engaged in research projects which contribute s u p p r t  to 
m's exploration of outer space. The study canpising t h i s  repr t  is 
a part of a larger program conducted for the pwrpose of finding possi- 
ble 1~3thds of maintaining the mtabolic equilibrium and of consenhag 
the n.xxular-skelctal integrity of adult m l e  subjects during p r i o d s  
of horizontal bed rest, which has been shown t o  bc the nearest to  null  
gravity possiblc to a t ta in  on earth. 
E& rest studies i n  which these labratories have participated 
have k e n  reprteil by Mack anci hC1icmce (1) , by bkck and Creamer (2) , 
1 
2 
and by V-, Mack, ,P.easley, Spencer, Cardus, and V a b n n a  (3) . Evaluation 
of the bone density changes experienced by the astronauts of Ge_lnini mis- 
sions IV, V, and VI1 have been described by Mack, LaChance, Vose, and 
. Vog-t (4). 14easuremnts of bone density changes during @flo missions 
VII and V I 1 1  have been reprted b;! 14ack et al. (5 ) .  
- ,  
In all bed rest studies and i n  a l l  space missions investigated to  
date, skeletal density has been alter& negatively i n  the os calcis, i n  
the hand phalanges, in the wrist, and i n  the distal ends of long bones of 
the arm - the anatomic sites which have been investigated. The extent of 
the losses havs been relate3 to the dietary intake, particularly to  the 
mineral content of &he diet, and probably to other factors, which are not 
readily masurd such as stress. 
During the Gf.-;ruinimissions a new variable v7as introduced involving 
p r o g r d  exercise, p r h x i l y  of the feet and legs (4).  
was mde possible because of the fact  that an exerciser developl  by 
Dietlein and Papp ( 6 )  was placed aboard the spacecraft during this f l igh t  
for the purpose of rreasuring inflight exercise work tolerance. 
Ynis exercise 
The bone density losses experienced by the astconauts of the 
Gernini V I 1  f l iqh t  were far less than those of the astronauts of the Gez6n.i 
IV and Lle Gemini V missions. 
a e  13et.zreen the astconauts of Gemini VII i n  coxparison.and tha t  of the 
two earlier rtsissions =re found, with the Gemini V I 1  men consuming mst 
of the food put &ad for L\m whekas those. on the t w o  earlier orbi ta l  
f l ights  consum3 only parts of their  provided f a i l ,  it s e e d  necessary to  
perfom a supprting M rest study i n  which exercise was the only variable 
Because m k e d  differences i n  dietary in- 
. .  
factor. The results as described by 'Hack et al. (4) showed that ,  when 
food intake did not vary throughout the study, the  lesser rqductions i n  
bone density were associated s ta t i s t ica l ly  with 
In preparation for the A p o l l o  Misdons, 
requested by the National Aeronautics and Space 
the exercise pmgram. 
this laboratory was 
Mministration, Manned 
Spacecraft Center, to conduct an investigation in which six healthy 
adult males would participate, w i t h  a l l  variables controlled including 
diet. 'The broad objectives of the study were to determine the effects 
of procpmmed exercise during highly disciplined horizontal ked  rest, 
with two 28 day bcd rest periods conducted. 
period no exercise was  to tr, taken by any subject. 
recxuhncy period, lt7it.h an equilibration ambulatory period intervening, 
three of the subjects w e r e  to engage i n  the exercise program routinely 
During the f i r s t  bed rest 
During the second 
four times daily, while three subjects foLlowed the exercise plan Wer 
supervision, only when they would desire to do so. 
The general objective of the investigation v a s  to study mans 
of maintaining metabolic equilibrium during periods of supreme inactivity, 
and of conserv-ing simultaneously the muscular-skeletal integrity of the 
Tne s p i f i c  objectives of the study reported i n  this disserta- 
tion were the follming: 
1. To contiihilte to  the total data amassed during previous 
studies by increasing the length of t i m e  folLowe3 an3 
nulnber of m n  employed under M rest conditions; 
4 
2. To accumulate additional basic infomtion on the relation 
of daily calcium jntake to the maintenance of the in- 
. tegrity of skeletal mineral; 
3 ,  To include exercise of the hard and laer arm in a mre 
previously by the 
4. To include both.is0rnetric and isotonic types of exercise 
in the program; 
5.  To test the effectiveness of the Exer-cJenie in reducing 
skeletal loss in the lower extremities during the 
6. To gain s o ~  insight into the mount of exercise which 
would produce an opthum benefit, by comparing the 
effects of varying levels of exercise in which the 
voluntary participants engaged in coqarison w i t h  
the fixed load of those taking part in the regular 
p r o c g d  exercise. 
R E V I E W  O F  - L I T E R A T U R E  
me. of the f i r s t  detailed reports of the effects of disuse of 
bone was Mde by Allison and Brmks (7) in 1921. In 13 e x p z r b t s ,  
dogs were aployed with non-use of the forelhlb achieved i n  three ways: 
(a) paralysis lq section of the brachial PlexUSr (b) a f l a i l  joint  
achieved by excision of the upper end of the hmrus,  and (c) fixation 
by plaster-of-Paris cast, 
Bone atrophy appeared to  reflect  the degree of non-use. The 
. . . -  . . . .  ... . .  - - .  
m9111'Lt?a mile w d s  ULLLLLIttL Q11U I*yLILF=L' ' , V J . U I  c*ulLuI-L.>~lL~ U A L C u L U i ~  
st.rmgth due t o  loss of bone substance, "liere was no change in the 
chemical coqmsition of the bone. 
Folladng their  earlier report on bone atrophy, Allison and 
Brooks d o m t e d  clinical cases of disuse of various t p s .  
observed the changes i n  bone which result from lack of use of ex- 
fxexities in various clinical conditions and axpard L?ese obsema- 
tions with those made on experbtal anbmls. Zie following groups 
of cases were studied: (a) p l iqe l i t i s ;  (b) spastic paralysis; (c) 
peripheral reme injuries; (a) Fr idre ich ' s  ataxia; (e) p s e u d o m s d a r  
atrophy; (f)  syringomyelia; (g) chronic infectious arthritis; (h) tu- 
berculosis of hone; (i) acute pyogenic osteomyelitis; ( j)  ischemic 
They 
. 
contracture; (k) fracture; (1) congenital deformities; and (m) astasia 
abasia (8).  
5 
6 
Whan a large nun& 
cases were selected 
of persons were available in any of the 
so as to include various ages and periods 
of existence of the disabling disease. In a l l  cases, the age, the 
duration of the  disabil i ty,  and the extent of the disabil i ty were ob- 
tained. 
used and nonused-extremities were studied. 
When the  lack of use was unilateral, the bones both of the 
Romtgen-ray examination _ . _  
study the bones ally,  with microscopic exmination 
possible 3 n  stme cases. 
ness, d i a ~ ~ t e r  of the m e d u l l a r y  canal, thickness of t!e cortex of the 
sMt and the rnmber and thickness of the trabeculae of the cancellous 
bone. In children the epip3yseal cartilages were canpaxed as to  regu- 
The bnes w e r e  studied as to  length, thick- 
k i t y  and thickness. 
have the bones as nearly as pssible i n  the saxe position and at the 
Ln making the roentgenograms, care was taken to  
san~ distance between tne cube an6 piace, so khat accurate comparisons 
d d  be &e. 
I 
From the study of the changes i n  bones which followed k m -  
bilizations and lack of use f r o m  vgrious causes, both i n  children or 
in adults, these authors found that the failure to use the bones was 
the cause of the bone changes, rather than the debili ty which preceded 
the cessation of use. There was no evidence that bone atrophy w a s  the 
resul t  of a specific nerve influence on bone. 
One of the cases observed by PJlison and Wmks and included 
in their report was a white man 48 years of age, who was confined to 
bed for a period of a year incidental t o  re-Rated operations for an 
intxa-alibminal disease. In  this woman, al l  of the b n e s  of the ex- 
extremities showed mxkd  atrophy. The fact  that  b n e  atrophy occurs 
7 
as a resu l t  of conf inmat  to  bed was not& by these investigators as 
a of spcial clinical significance a t  the t i n e  of tlie report. 
The ' f i rs t  study o€ inactivity in was re- 
in 1929 by Cuthbcrtson (9), who h t  that atrophy of muscle 
is mainly of rigin, and 
hqnsed rest. Tne problem w e r e  
fed to be complicated by an atrophy of 
C varied with the degree of disuse, 
bone. The m u n t  of bony 
the cause of t i e  disuse k i n g  
aXthbertson's subjects were volunteers in perfect health, o r  
admitted to the hospital with loose f ragents  of cartilage i n  
rrrAJc--ivuLL, i j i l~  oL;iiiL"jist= ;i y& il&~&. illey W e L e  di;uwm; iu 
select the qaali ty and quantity of foodstuffs which Lley desired, from 
a pxepar& list. 
keg& constant during the course of the experiment. 
. 
This intake, as w e l l  as  the int&e of water, ~7as 
scr , a rise was noted 
i n  
of 
i n  
phmms, and calcium, in that 
fa i r ly  steadily for a 
nitxogen equilibrium. Within a day or 
a period of mscle rest of the order de- 
the excretion of sulphur, nitrogen, phos- 
order of priority. 
varying period, af ter  which it gradually 
This loss was main- 
- Calcium equilibrium took longer to at ta in  than Phosphorous. 
not attained i n  three of the experiments unt i l  the period of 
i t y  was well advancecf.. There aptpeared to Jx a retention up to  
, 
8 
that pant .  
diet, or not, cannot definitely be s 
Whether this was due -to we high calc -. . 
for a loss of calcium to oc 
The animal 
strated by visual examination of X-rays and by brecaking strength of 
that bone atrophy through disuse cou 
Cuthbe.rtson (9) concluded that expzxhwnts dealing w i t h  mtabolism of 
phosphorus and calcium should be of mu& longer duration, and, that  
they should have much longer pre-pricds than those dealing With the 
sm of nitrogen and sulfur. 
It is of interest to  note when reviewing a repork by one who 
is reaarded to be the first investiqator i n  a cevtain f ie ld  to  see 
w h e t h e r  or not he cites earlier investigators as preceding his work. 
A &se in pint is that Cuthkertson cited t w o  persons as having worked 
in his f ie ld  previous to his  early report. They were Beige1 (LO), and 
Shaffer (11) , w i t h  neither of Llem having made a for& publication of 
their observations. 
recreation w i t l l  a period of rest on a sofa. H e  had found differences 
mean quantity of urea excreted per day, Gith the excretions 
greater during the of activity. He had not includd calcium 
OK other b n e  minerals in his  limit& exprimat, nor had he related 
h i s  findings to hone changes. 
he explained the lengths of t k  of his observations. 
His e x p e r h t  had no mntrols,  nor had 
9 
The ohsexvations of Shaffer rere made i n  1308 on a man who 
s p e n t t w o  days wholly in bsd, and then for the following four days was 
up for a few hours to sit i n  a chair. This p e r i d  was followed by one 
of normal activity. 
4.77 g. and 4.40 g . ,  and the sulphur excretion w a s  0.438 g.  and 0.424 g. 
-during th3 inactive am3 active periods, respectively. Shaffer con- 
cluded that either increase or decrease of mscular activity within 
physiological limits has _pr se no effect  on protein netabolism as in- 
dicated by the urinary excretion of nitrogen and sulfur. 
The average to ta l  daily nitrogen excretion was 
Cuthbertson 
noted, hwever, t3at it appears that no pre-test period was followd 
before the expzriment began to insure thst nitrogen gJilihriutn had 
been establ ishd.  In addition, the inactivity period was short and 
In 1941 clinical in te res t  concerning the possible effects of 
prolonged M rest on hmm subjects was aroused by the study of 
Albright, Esumett, Cope and Persons (12) of Earvard i n  which a 14-year 
old boy who suffered from a fractured femur caused by a bone cyst was 
hnmbilized because of the injury. "he patient develoLpd m k e d  hyper- 
calcemia and h p r c a l c h u r i a  and he was examined for a possible para- 
thyroid tumr without sumess. 
Albright and his co-mrkers Eliereupn concluded that i m b i l i -  
zation of a large part of the sF.eleton i.n irdi.viduals may result  i n  
hypercalcemia asscxiated with a rapidly developing osteoprosis.  The 
patient w a s  m b i l i z d  and promptly exhibited hp rovmnt .  
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In 1945 iloward and Big1m-n of LTohns Hopkins (13) studied the 
urinary excretion of calcium and phosphorus in patients convalescing 
from fracture. The subjects were 13 male patients aged 14 to 64 years. 
These investigators studied the pattern of urinary excretion of calcium 
and phosphoms in patients hmbilized in extensive casts after frac- 
ture of the fen;ur. the tibia, and after 1 osteotomy. 
D i e t a r y  content of the food was  calculated from Sherman with 
saw check analyses in the investigator's Laboratory. 
rni& were determined by analyses. 
Figures used for 
Abrupt chmges in calcium of the diet from high to 10~7 or re- 
verse were made. 
The caloric and nitrogen ratios of tne diets were approximteiy 
1000 calories p r  6.25 grams, so that the caloric content could readily 
be ascertained frm the munt of ingested nitrogen. 
The sustained excretion of calciurn via the urine v7as but little 
influenced by dietary changes, or by administration of calciferol or 
alkalis. I tms  similar to that found in patients on mnstant diets. 
Giving calcium in milk ( w i t h  coincident changes in phosphorus) did not 
shox significant chwges i n  urinary calcium; but when a large increase 
in dietary calcium was provided as calcium lactate, given in water 
after mals and then withdrawn,  sawwhtxt larger changes in urinary ex- 
cretion Ere noted. 
/ 
Even on fixed constant diets of a l l  tyiees used in these experi- 
mts, the daily output of these e l m t s  in  the urine fluctuated to 
sone extent (up to 100 mg. or even mre), due to  other influences as 
yet not determined. Therefore, a dietary change must uniformly affect 
an alteration of nmre than 100 mg. per 
phosphorus output t o  be considered significant. 
in the urinary calcium or 
ographic s i n  plaster or i n  
splints for long periods of i m b i l i z a t i o n  usually disclose marlced 
rarefaction or' the bones. 
especial attention to the m u n t s  and concentrations of these el-ts 
in the urine, was studied in a group of 17 patients a t  bed rest w i t h  
The mvc?.nxn-k of calcium and phosphorus, w i t h  
avlete leg par t ia l  body casts. 
In order to evaluate the relationship between the amunt of in- 
gested c a l c i u m  and the calcium content of the urine, abrupt changes i n  
the calcium of the diet from high to  l a v  or in  reverse order were made 
i n  several instances. 
A research.project was r ep r t ed  from the Iakoratory of Physio- 
logical Hygieae, University of Minnssota in  1945 on the effects of 
three weeks of complete bed'rest on blood v01un-e and related reaswe- 
mnts. 
E Y s  (14) 
This study was reported by Taylor, Erickson, Fknschel, and 
A secofid stxdy from the sm-e laboratory was published in 1948 
by Taylor, Nenschel, Erozek, and I<sys (15). These investigators used 
six young men as subjects i n  preconditioning, bed rest, and recondition- 
ing periods. The m mre kept j.n a precondition perid of s ix  meks 
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followed by -three weeks of bed rest and s i x  weeks of reconditioning. 
During the in i t ia l  conditioning pr id  they walked on a treadmill under 
standard- conditions 'for six days a week. A training period in the psy- 
&omtor area also w a s  incluiied in tbe progiam. cardiovascUlar response 
to posture was determind by m a n s  of t i l t i n g  measurerentso . 
. .  - .  
The d ie t  was  adjusted to mintain cardiac balance as est' 
front body weight. Pulse rates, respiratory efficiency, oxygen cons- 
tion, respiratory quotient, and mechanical efficiency w e r e  measured be- 
fore and after bed rest. 
.. . 
Bed rest p&duced a 17 per cent decrease i n  heart v o l m  and a 
decrease in the transverse diameter of the he&. Pulse rate, oxygen 
produced a markd deterioration i n  cavdiovascular response as measured 
by pulse rate and blood pressure changes produced by t i l t i ng  .to 68O On 
a tilt -le. 
Three reprts fmm the Departxent of !.ledicine, Cornell univer- 
sity Y k d i c a l  College, The New York Hospital and The Russell Sage Ins t i -  
tu te  of Pathology lished on the rrelationship of im- 
rmbilization of healthy subjects with various Etabol ic  factors. The 
first of these reports was published in 1943 by Dietrick, Whedon, and 
Shorn (16). This mnstituted a classic contribution to  the understcm-3- 
ing of m y  of the  effects of bed rest recumbency. 
This investigati-on incluck3 four healthy young men, of whom two 
were participants for a period of six weeks and two for seven weeks. 
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’ Tnese subjects w e r e  continued 
rids of six to eight s57eeks. 
i n  an initial.conditioning phase for pe- 
During this control p r i d  they engaged 
i n  exercise of many types. 
were placed & bivalve casts which exteriied from the umbilicus to the 
toes. 
Dfwing the bed rest period the subjects 
Tne E n  w e r e  remved from the casts each day for hygiene pur- 
es and ergoireter tests. 
The mn were on a constant d ie t  which provided 2,500 
calories, 85 to 90 grams of protein, 0.852 to  0.920 grams of 
and 1.50 to  1.64 gram of phospho.rus. Dietary analyses were 
out during the course of the studies. The biochemical tests 




a series of hematological m a s u r e n t s ,  blmd tests €or calcium, phos- 
phorus, and t o t a l n i t r q e n ,  wrhary analyses for pH, v o l m ,  calcium, 
.I P .  - > a  - - > -  --.>?I phvsphEus , widi riitrwen, c~eaiinir~e , creaLLie, ~ U L L L L L  , uulir ac.AuI 
sodium, and potassium, f e d  analyses for calcium, phosphorus, to ta l  
nitrogen, sc2iwn, and ptassium, and food analyses for calcium, phos- 
phorus, total nitrogen, sodium, and potassium 
X-rays were mde of the long bones and spine undzr duplicated 
X-ray techniques in an effor t  to detect visually dism~hle bone rare- 
faction resulting from i~mmbilization. 
Cmgared ko the p r e - b b i l i z a t i o n  tests, there ~7as a decrease 
in total blood v o l m  and a marked deterioration in exercise tolerance 
after immoSrilization, with mst of the physiological functions showing 
recovery from three to  six weeks posD-irnnohilization. 
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With respct to  the netabolic finclings, immbilization brought 
about a pronpt increase both i n  urm and fecal. calcium. 
excretion (urinary and f e c d )  recovered slo;.7Ly continued to shag 
values greater than the control period during the f i r s t  three weeks. 
Muumum post-irrsndbilization calcium levels were reached i n  two subjects 
Calcium 
. .  
ing the f i f t h  
'other -.two subjects. 
s ,  w i t h  a longer th~ required for the 
In the secon-3 study of t h i s  series, M~edon, Dietrick, and Sliorr 
(17) becams? concerned w i t h  measures which xrtiglit reduce the disadvanta- 
geous results of long b b i l i z a t i o n .  
investigation of the Sanders slowly oscil lating bed. Three n o m 1  
healthy young m who wsre studied with the earlier group, who had 
This investigation involved an 
week period of trrmbilization. The msn were m i n t a b e d  i n  the s- 
type of plaster casts use3 in ths f o m r  study, w i t h  the osc i l l a thg  
beds used during the recul-clbency period. 
part i n  the immbilization experinmt on standard fixed bcds, and hence 
the rnetablic and physiol0gj.c data were availaSle from the formr ex- 
The three subjects had taken 
periment, and could serve as a control for t h i s  study. 
During the control priods the subjects were appro&tely i n  
calcium equilibrium. 
gradual increase i n  calcium acretion, primarily i n  the urine. 
crease i n  fecal calcium was cqpxat ively small. 
creased less rapidly than in the fixed bed e - r h n t .  
subjects the nzwinum urinary excretion for a three- t o  f0ur-da.y pooled 
During the b b i l i z a t i o n  phase, there was a 
The in- 
Urinary calcium in- 
For all three 
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calcium s-le had an average of 3 1 1 ~ .  
a higher urinary calcium excretion by the saw. three su?rjects in the 
fixed’bed . During the recovery phase f o l l  ’ hmbil iza-  
tion in the oscillat-ing bed, calcium excretion decreased t m m d  control 
levels mre ra2idly than it had i n  the fixed M study. 
Tkis is to  be contxasted with 
s and nitrogen excretion levels f o l l m d  scamhat the 
sam pattern as calcium, especially in b m  of the s&jects, During the 
recovery phase, mstmta?mlic and physiologic functions returned to 
normal mre rapidly following the oscil lating tllan follming the fixed 
bed ekpmimmts. 
The third study of this New York series was carried out by 
immbilizing disease, acute anterior polimyelitis. 
jects were studied, nine of t h e m  i n  a mtah1i.w ward &ere they re- 
ceived constant dietary intakes for periods which ranged from five to 
Ntogether 11 sub- 
nine mnths. Seven of the nire patients had all four of the extremi- 
ties involved. 
- me following tests were mde during this experimnt: u r i ~ a r y  
and fecal calcium; urinary arid f e d  phosphorus; urinary citric acid; 
serum calcium and phosphorus; and s e m  alkaline phosphatase. 
Thfl first mbilization to a chair was 2 1/2 mnths, w i t h  walking 
beginning 3 1/2 mnths after onset.’ The average period before walking 
could be begun was six mnths for seven of the patients. The other two 
progressed only to  a wheel chair while the study was  jn progress. 
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rnrrelation bebeen 
ciumloss, maximal negative 
serum calcium levels was high for total 
calcium balance, anti urinary calcium 
excretion. Maximil negative cal ge at  
nine weeks after onset. Negative for an aver- 
age of seven rnnths, with pos 
patients Segan to stand on their feet. 
approxixately a f te r  
MetaboLic studies were made by Lynch and colleagues (19) on 44 
healthy rmn before and during bed rest a t  ground level and a t  a s h -  
la- alt i tude of 10,000, and 12,000 feet. Sixple bed rest resulted in 
loss of calcium, phosphorus, nitrogen, sodium, and chloride w i t h  little 
change in potassium. 
m t l y  reduced the loss of urinary calcim, phosphorus, nitrogen, so- 
I 
The simulated alt i tude of 12,000 feet s i p i f i -  
dium, chlori& and to t a l  nitrogen. The 10,000.fcot simulated alt i tude 
was associated with urinary calcium losses quantitatively intermediate 
between ground level and 12,000 feet, with jncreased total sodium and 
potassium losses. 
aspect of acclimatization t o  sitmlated alt i tude was discussed i n  this 
re*mrt. 
# 
The possibil iw that bone resorption represents one 
I 
. >  
BFrkhead, Blizzard, Daly, Haupt, Issekutz, Myers, and Rddil 
(20) at  Lankemu Hoqpital, Philadelphia, i n  a project mdtored by. 
-Chance a t  Fkight-Patterson Air Force E&se mule an extu?sive study 
on the effect  of bed rest on four healthy m. 
to the mtabolic ward of the hospital three tJeeks before the beginning 
of 40 days of bed rest. During the prelizUinary perid they were given 
The m n  were admitted 
a prgyam of physical  training.^ They were retained for three weeks 
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following the bed rest phase of the study for observation and physical 
status improv-t. . .  
During the study the subjects were on a weighed diet of 2,523 
calories, 72 grams of protein, 74 grams of f a t ,  385 grams of carbohy- 
drate,.and 1.724 grams oE calcium. Analyses of the diet for calcium 
and nitrogen were mde a t  frequent intervals. 
w i l y  of a l i p i d  f o d a .  
The lliet consist& pri- 
During the bed rest the only activity 
allowed the subjects was  the metrent of arms and legs. 
In addition to  extensive functional and physiological tests, the 
following xetdmlic analyses were mde: blood tests for sodium, p t a s -  
- sim, chloride, henoglobin, hemtncrit,  alkaline phosphatase, calcium, 
exwetion of nitrugen, of calcium and of phosphorus; and fecal tests 
for nitrogen. 
Metabolic findings from this investigation include the fol lw- 
ing. 
This is a t  variance w i t h  certain other investigators, although the 
finding is discussed by tbe authors. 
during bed rest included der‘inite increases in excretion of calcium and 
phosphorus. 
&&led, and the increase kegan during the f i r s t  six days i n  bed. 
A l l  four subjects were in nitrogen balance throughout the study. 
- .  I .  
“?ne mst =ked changes found 
In s a x  cases the urinary excretion of calciummre than 
Hamglobin and hematocrittralues decreased i n  the course of ttlp, 
e x p e r k n t ,  and reached their  lovest levels a t  the end of t??e reax7ery 
phase. N o  .other ramrkable blood value changes were noted. 
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. GEE OF ~ PPmBmCY 
A s  early as 1944 nmrous  jnvesti 
the abuse of rest 
vasc disease. I 
visits to a n m b r  of European cl 
a theraput ic  masure for 
s w i t h  to  sit up in  chairs 
about the hospital wards. This p i n t  of view concerning 
t reatmnt  of heart disease expressed by Levine (21). During the 
year ~ a s t m n  (22) puhlishd an article On the abuse of rest in 
obstetrics. 
Irtarobilization of hwnan subjects has been reported by ntmerous 
investigators as causing zn increase in whole blood v o l m ,  including 
the red blood cell velum ana the senm v o i m .  
by Okrfield et al. (23 ) ,  F7hO have described in detail  Lleir msthcd of 
blood studies by the chreum 51 tedmique. 
*ithis has review& 
Issekutz et al. (24) have investigated the effect of prolonged 
bed rest on urinary calcium outiut. 
h a m  t h a t  prolonged inacI5vit.y in the horizontal p s i t i o n  increased the 
urjnary excretion of calcium i n  healthy young E n ,  w i t h  the nitrogen 
output not shming any consistent response. 
They s&te that it has Long been 
Heaney (25) has report& on radiocalcium metabol ism in disuse 
“ h i s  investigator states that mtabolism is de- osteopxosis in m m .  
pendent u p  mechanical factors, such as muscle pulls and weight bear- 
ing. Phen thsse factors are decreased or remved, hone mss decreases 
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and osteoporosis ensues. 
over studies  have been p r f o r m d  in a series of normal and paralyzed 
,adults. 
discussed in this report. 
Ccanhind calcium balance and radioactive turn- 
The kinetic factors responsible for disuse osteoporosis tkre 
The book by Davidson e t  al. (26) on Hurrran Nutrition and Dietetics 
states that disuse atrophy, which is a c m n  occurrence in  bedridden pa- 
tients, m y  be related to  reduced physical activity. 
Lutwak and VXiedon (27) have described osteo;?orosis as one of the 
mst commn, yet least understood affl ictions of bone. 
protein, mineral, or hormonal a s p c t s  of bone mtaholism have been 3x1- 
Disturbances i n  
plicated as causative factors which lead t o  increased resorpf5on of bone. 
logically, and histologically. N o  single therapeutic approach has seerred 
to be effective i n  a l l  osteoprotic patients. 
min D, and dietary calcium needs t o  be examined, according to  these re- 
search workers, and a mltifaceted approach ms recomtended. 
The use of homnes,  V i t a -  
K o t t k e  (28) 'has reported on the effect  of limitation of activity 
upon the humn m y .  This .investigator states that, although rest my 
be protective for a darcraged organ, it results i n  progressive loss of 
functional capacity for n o m 1  organs. Limitation of activity during 
prolonged bed rest causes significant deterioration of multiple organ 
systems, including the skeletal, neuranuscular, cardiovascular, respira- 
t o q ,  wogenitzl, and nervous systems. 
trol and intellectual p r f o m c e  are a l l  impaired by prolonged Ixd rest. 
N f e u r a m u s c u l ~  and emtional con- 
20' 
xbsmlinsky and Dushkov (29) conducted an investigation re 
to specific features of adaptation of human subjects to prolonged stay 
in  s e a l d  
the experiIlEnts in which they 
volm in wkich the tenperatwe w a s  mintajned within 20 t o  25 degrees 
centigrade, w i t h  n o d  atmspheric pressure. 
f m .zg& 24 to 38 years took part h 
placed in  sealed chambf?rs of small 
No pathological deviations were observed in the psychologic ac- 
t iv i ty  sf the tested subjects. 
Changes in the neme-emtional sphere tes t i fy  to scare reduction 
in m t i o n a l  stabil i ty.  
cab the stress-condition. 
Pronounced changes in homnal  rrretaboLism M- 
The changes in higher nervous activity indi- 
At' the beginning of: prolonged e x p e r h t s  mtal performance 
sharply deteriorates, then on the 9th-10th day it is stabilized. 
the end of the e x p e r b t  under the effect of e n v i r o r n t a l  factors 
(sensory deprivation, lcrw mtorici ty ,  mnotonous pose) mtal perfor- 
mance again diminishes. There is a definite depndence on volitional 
processes (the 'so-called "final effort", i.e. the improverent of in- 
dexes before the discontinuation of the experkat). 
At 
3s a rule, muscular performance gradually gws dam from the 
f i r s t  to  the last day of thz -'kat, increasing only before leaving 
the chamber. 
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EXERCISE AND PHYSICAL STATUS -
Vogt, Mack, Eeasley et al. (3) conducted the f i r s t  bed rest 
study during which h n e  density m a s w m t s  were mde and calibrated 
exercise was added to the investigation while the subjects w e r e  in su- 
pine, horizontal bed rest. The exprimnbl study was performed a t  the 
Institute for Rehabilitation and Research w i t h  the cooperation of 
'S si& in of 1963 to  (a) the 
-changes in os calcis bone density w i t h  bed rest and (b) the effect  of 
isomtric exercises in preventing the loss of calcium during prolonged 
h a  rest. 
Seven healthy young adult males participated in the study which 
was divided into two 14-day periods of bed rest, preceded and followed 
by an observation period. 
rest without exercise, 
shoxr3ed a diminished density With the insti tution of bed rest, the great- 
estchanges occurring i n  the f i r s t  3 or 4 days. 
The f i r s t  hed rest period consisted of bed 
Bone densitcmtry m a s u r m t s  of the os calcis 
- 
aUring the second h b i l i z a t i o n  period, the subjects w e r e  re- 
@ed to  perform controlled. isometxic exercises a t  hourly intervals k- 
g h n h g  a t  9 a.m. and ending a t  4:30 p.m. 
designed to provj-de the following: 
The exercise procedure was 
1. Musculoskeletal exercise on the os &lcis and lmer back, 
since x-ray d e n s i t m t r i c  studies were used to  evaluate 
the os calcis and third lumbar vertebrae. Previous ex- 
. e  pcrience has ken acmmIlated on radiographic analysis 
- of these anatomical sites. 
2. wrcise to mssive muscle groups of the lower extremities, 
back, and shou.tders, since it tms thought that lack of 
exercise m y  contribute to  the "cardiovascular decondi- 
tioning" of bed rest. 
3. Relative gravitatianal 'constancy (i.e., action of gravity 
on M y  does not change direction) as required 
'in the design of the cardiovascular portion of the study. 
-atus was constructed for use i n  bod to  provide msculo- 
skefetdl exercise to  the lover extremities and back w i t h  the body main- 
fxhed in a horizontal position. 
A recording was made of every exercise routine for each subject. 
An auxiliary Eter, synchrornzed w i t h  the myodynagrapn, w a s  placeci Fur- 
ea* xkwing of the subject to allcw h i m  t o  maintain the desired forces, 
and thus perfom the prescr- arrmunt of exercise w i t h  each tr ial .  The 
subjects were required to produce a thrust force i n  the range of 300 "- 
400 poundsr the desired value having been determined for each subject 
before kmbil izat ion.  
ferent subjects, and the exercise levels prescribed were approxjxn$ely 
60 per cent of maxirrnrm for each individual. 
Maxim1 effort forces were variable for the,dif- 
men the bone mass hta for the centxal"section of the os calcis 
. were pooled for the pre-bed rest period and w e r e  ccmpard stat is t ical ly  
With the pooled data for all roentgenqrms mile during the first bed 
r e t  period, the f o m r  surpassed the la 
(P 
- .  
by a significant difference 
The differences also were 0.01) -for a l l  subjects grou2_7ped together. 
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I .  
significant for each individual su'.je&, w i t h  P < 0.10 t o  P < 0.001 
representing the range for the respective' d jects .  
- . -  - _  . -  
- -  
. . -  - The results obtained during the ked rest With exetcise period 
showed bone mass values which exceeded those found i n  the sane subjects 
during the first bed rest p e r i d  when exercise w a s  not administered, 
&en the data were poo~ed for a11 subjects for  each of ths two peri.&, 
the bed rest w i t h  exercise bone mass surpassed that of the period w i t h -  
q x t  exercise significantly (P C 0.05) . 
subjects were considered for tize two iespective periods, the s a  find- 
ings OOCUZTed, with P < 0.10 to P < 0.001 denoting the range of statis- 
ti& significance found for the individual subjects. 
. .  - -  _.  
When the data for individual - _  - - 
- _  
. .  - - -. - -  - -  - d -  - L~ 
The dailv diet of the subjects was designed to  approximate a --_ . - - 
2,400-calorie~ - 1, 000 milligvam calcium, and 100 gram protein conpsi- 
tion. 
perid w a s  1088 mi1Ugra.m~ per day, 
. -  
The average calcium intake by d y s i s  during the first study 
During the semnd study period it 
- was 1035 milligr& daily. - - - -  
. - .  - -  - 
Van Liere and co-workers (30) found that exercise 
laboratory animls caused a significant increase in their 
- -  - .  _ .  - - -. - ---- - - _- - -  _ -  . 
imposed q m n  
intestinal 
- - _  
mtility, In discussing their  results, these authors stated, "Since 
- ,- - - -. - I  -. _... . - - -  
exercise produces hypertrophy of st r ia ted muscle, it is conceivable 
that the muscles of the viscera, Likewise, muld be strengthened by 
_ .  - ._ 
In an interview i n  1959, D r ,  A. L. Chapm (31), forrrerly of 
the Uniked S t a t e s  public Health Service, was asked: "Why is exercise 
helpful?” In replying, T)r. Chapmm stated tha t  vessels are 1’ 
with sinmoth muscle fibers which atrophy 1 
they do t exeicisd. ~e went on to expla d 
bled stream for  oxygen was the way to exercise a b 
mscle tissues 
a l l  other 
vessel. When 
e up oxygen at an increased rate, as i n  physical ac- 
heart beats faster to renew 
a1 
faavis, Logan, and McYhey (32) list the follodng biophysical 







7 .  
l4~1sculz activity stimulates gwith &d developmnt. 
? & ~ s d a r  activity inproves the efficiency of the living 
u I y u l . L L U L L 1 .  
Muscular activity increases adaptability t o  external forces. 
Mwcular activity ai& i n  the body’s internal adaptation. 
Muscular activity promtes desirable errrtional releases. 
Muscular activity helps prevent bodily injury. 
Muscular activity aids i n  ske le ta l  atrophy restoration. 
Mawas  (33) wrote that the tendon, according to the extent of 
the muscle pull, transmits t o  the underlying bone a lesser or a gre 
action. These “pull-pressure effects” exerted on bone by muscle &d 
i tu te  a developrent stimulus on the bone. Th 
&es i t s e l f  f e l t  in t w o  directions: 
growth of bone in bulk and size;  and on the other, it provokes a change 
of the inner structure, location, and numkr of b n e  fibers, i n  order 
on the one hand, it activates a 
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to met the varied demnds of 
the fact that there exist, in 
power exertion, Of great importance is 
t h i s  connection, specific laws of stimuli 
effects. 
function is of decided significance in bone mineral StinuiLation. 
It has been shmm that an-ount, as well as duration, of muscle 
Brannon, Rochwcod, ahd Potts (34) attmpteci to show L.?xxt specific 
exercises could prevent debilitating musculoskeletal disorders which 
would be of interest in space travel. 
The importance of regular activity and exercise to n o m 1  
function generally is conceded. 
Large =sure upn the stresses of muscular contractions and weight- 
bearing conpression forces. 
N o m 1  osteoblastic capacity depends to 
The loss of these stirrruli results in in- 
and increased porosity of bone. 
and resiliency and is subject to patholcgical fractures. 
The softened bone loses its strengtlh 
The minten- 
ance of the healthy state of striated muscle also requires the stjmulus 
of gravitational stress and activity. Elimination of these factors pro- 
duces hypotonicity and wasting of rnuscle. 
!Re undesirable m9zhlic and physiological effects of lengthy 
confhemnt and inactivity on the musculoskeletal system are w e l l  docu- 
mted. 
strated that muscle atrophy and bone demineralization readily occur un- 
Clinical observations and experbtal studies have demn- 
der these cirwtances, influenced by degree and duration of inactivity. 
Subjects were 30 volunteer airma aged 18 to 22, all healthy 
adult males. Fhviromat, diet; activity, and health of participants 
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were s t r ic t ly  controlled. A l l  subjects e r e  given the saxe 2300 calorie 
diet which included a daily average of 1.25 grams of calcium, 250 grams 
of caybo'nydrate, 100 g r m s  of fa t ,  and 106 gr  of protein. 1s 
t b s  daily. Tne study ted 60 days. 
!fixe2 types of exercise were investigated, as follows: (a) the 
off ic ia l  U. S .  Air Force physical f i tness program which includes basic 
exercises of the calisthenic type, (b) IsotorLc exercises, and (c) Iso- 
metric exercises. The m were divided into these five groups of s i x  
nxm each: 
allawed normal activity as h r s  of a work detail. Category I1 sub- 
jects were confined to bed rest and were given isotonic exercises with 
10 pounds of applied resistance and 1 0  r e p t i t i o n s  of each exercise. 
Subjects in  Category I were restricted to the ward, but were 
ercises without applied resistance, and w i t h  10 repetitions of each ex- 
ercise. Category IV were confined to bed rest and were given ismtric 
exercises using the resistance of the agonistmscle or the bed, w i t h  a 
count of six during each muscle contraction, w i t h  10 reptitions. Cate- 
gory V subjects were confined t o  bed rest and given no exercise routine. 
Wemmks of those i n  the last group were conf 
eating, washing, handicraft projects, and use of the bed pari. 
to si t t ing,  turning, 
Laboratory tests included blood tests for: 
values; (b) blood values for calcium, phosphorus, alkaline' phosphatase, 
potassium, sodium, creat-he, CreatirTline, chloride, cholesterol, urea 
(a) he.mato1ogical 
nitrogen, glucose, total protein, a l b m ,  and A/G ratio. Urinary de- 
termbations included tests for: specific gravity, pH, calcium, ptas- 
sium, sodium, chloride, creatine, and create-. 
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Body weight changes, physiological masuremnts, and tests of 
extremity muscle strength and mass also were included i n  the tests. 
N o  abnoml  alterations were found i n  the red cell blood count, 
hemglobin, hematocrit, or p r o t h r d i n  time. The daily urine outputs 
for each subject did not fluctuate appreciably for the 60-day period. 
Urine determinations made on the 24-hour total volurru; aliquots failed 
to &cxv variations in the specific gravity, reaction, or chemical tests. 
W i t h  respct to body weight, the Category I group (normal ac- 
tivity) gained an average of 1.4 kilograms during the study period, 
while the subjects'in the bed rest categories los t  i n  average wight.  
There was no loss of pmer in the hand grip of those in Category V (bed 
rest with s c m  activity,  but no routine exercise), although loss of 
girth in the forearm and upper arm averaged 0.7 cm. All bed rest cate- 
gories showed s m  decrease in the gir th  and strength of the calf ms- 
des, w i t h  this mst evident i n  Category I11 (bed rest with isotonic . 
exercise without weights) and Category V (bcd rest w i t h  s o m  activity, 
but no weights. 
Elton (35) reported on stress reaction of bone in anrry trainees. 
The author had spcnt four years in the p r a c t i e  of ortl?opedics primarily 
w i t h  problems of the army trainee. 
"stress reaction" of bone indicates that a normal healthy adult mle 
can suffer from such a reaction, which is regional i n  mture and which 
mifests i t se l f  by osteoporosis of bone. 
The author states that the term 
" h i s  is followed by break- 
dam of the internal trc7becular bone pattern, and at  t i ~ ~ s ,  but not 
frank fracture of the hone at 
Ganslen (36)  has reported on the 
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its makest point. 
influence of training and exer- 
cise upon the.physiological and n-echam 'cal properties of muscle. 
states that, since 40 per cent of the human M y  is devoted to mscle 
He 
human mfmr performnee should be considered in t e r m s  of "biawx3hanics" 
or "dynamic 
This zuthor reccmends mzdexate exercise, and states that tie 
should train our ligmts, Cartilage, and tendons, as w e l l  as our 
muscles. 
Sterhexg et al. (37) of Stockholm, Sweden has reprted on the 
hemodynamj_c response to work with different muscle FoUpS, sitting and 
supine. 
and- r m x h l  work on bicycle ergom&ers with anns, with legs, and with 
arms and legs, i n  sitting and supine positions, respctively. 
lowest exercise values were registered during arm work in a sitting 
position, and the-highest during ann and leg work in a supine position. 
This group has coniiuczeii e x p e r h t s  wi-iicii iriciuritxi s;UIildxL~ai. 
The 
€?evegard et al. (38) also working in Sweden, have reported on 
the circulatory'adaptation ann and leg exercise in supine and sitting 
positions. 
combined ann and leg exercise was studied by c&diac catheterization in 
supine and sitting position. The hemdynamic and ventilatory respnses 
weye equal during leg exercise and'when mre mcle  groups pzrticipated 
as during canbind urm and leg exercise: During exercise with the arms, 
however, total ventilation, hec2rt rate, and lactate formation were 
In six healthy, young males, the adaptation to arm, leg, and 
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significantly higher for a given oxygen uptake. With arm exercise the 
systolic, diastolic,  and m a n  pressures in the aorta increased mre in  
relation to  the cardiac output than when the legs participated in the 
work. 
versus leg exercise indicate higher sympathetic to& during ann exer- 
The observed differences in circulatory adaptation during a r m  
cise. The effect of 
cise only than when in the work. In the si 
sit ion w a s  mre pronounced during arm exer- 
position the stroke volurrts did not increase on transition frm rest to 
ann exercise when the legs ~7ere passive. 
Cooper (39). in discussing the physical effects of seated and 
supine exercise, with and wit lout subatnaspheric pressure applied to  
the lower body, states the following: 
Eight subjects were evaluated on a bicycle ergmeter once a 
week for  four weeks in both the upright and the supine position, tdth 
and without the addition of -30 m. w r m y  lmer body negative pres- 
sure. Upright ergmetry without negative pressure was associated w i t h  
the highestmxhum oxygen consunrq?tion, whereas upright exercise with 
negative pressure and supine exercise with and without negative pres- 
sure were  remxi&ly . The cardiovascular response during 
submaximal upright exercise with negative pressure resembled that  seen 
after physical deconditioning. This difference has not as apparent a t  
nw&mm p e r f o m c e .  
mt the integration of laver body 'negative pressure with upright exer- 
cise provides an overload phe.nmon that  m y  be used t o  accelerate a 
cardiovascular conditioning resFnse. 
These results indicate that  in an earth environ- 
I n  space, the ~ c h a n i c s  of 
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be facilitated, a good cadi  
could be provided, and a wans of orthostatic stress 
available. 
conditioning device 
testing wold be 
Greenleaf et al. (40) mde a study on th ical performance 
of wcmn following heat-exercise hypohydration. In this study, 12  
healthy wcxwn, ages 22 to 33, underwent a 5-mnth physical training 
period before being divided in to  two groups, a control group and a 
hypohydrated (water-depleted) group. 
the subjects alternately resting and walking (4.8 km/kr) a t  49 C unt i l  
Hypohydration was achieved w i t 3  
they lost a b u t  3.3 per cent of their body weight. They w e r e  then given 
various physical performance tests to  assess the effect  of the hypohy- 
dration. Statist ically significant changes (PQ 0.05) in the hypohy- 
pulse rates following a d f i e d  Harvard step test, and (c) the pulse 
rates and systolic and diastolic blood pressures during a standard 700 
tilt table test. 
02 intakes, sukmaximl VE, t o t a l  body reaction tims, and maximal iso- 
netric muscular strength. 
N o  significant decrenents were noted in s- 
The submaxulM ' _  1 ventilatory exchmge ratio 
. It w a s  concluded that there was s m  deterioration in  
e w a s  no gross deterioration 
in physical performance follcn7ing 3.3 per cent hypohydration i n  f i t ,  
young Won-en. 
Wasserman et al. (41) have reparted on the interaction of 
physiologicalmhanisns during exercise, 
and duration on the n&almlic,circulatory and ventilatory res,nonse to 
The effects of work intensity 
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exercise are quanti in healthy le subjects during cycle ergometer 
exercise. 
oxidative energy sources. 
dependent on w r k  intensity (the tinu3 arterial b l d  lactate concentra- 
tion stops increasing). 
There is a well-ordered relationship between work rate and 
Steady-state t b  for oxygen consunption is 
At d e r a t e  work, anaerobic ~talool ism is a 
very mll part of credit oxidation, while a t  very heavy work, the 
m a t e - l a c t a t e  mhanism is the mjor creditor. Tne increase in gas 
exchange ra t io  reflecting the production of carbon dioxide from bicar- 
bonate buffering of lact ic  aid) is transient. After the steady state 
is reached, the ra t io  decreases. The heart rate increase during 
constant-load exercise parallels the increase in oxygen consumption. 
Physiological dead space/tidal volurne rat io  decreases from .33 to  .17 
during exercise. 
only slightly reduced as work intensity increases. 
tension does not decrease during exercise a t  sea level even atrmxhml 
rates of oxygen transprt .  
di€€erences suggest a fluctuation i n  p u M a r y  capillary carbon dioxide 
tension of approximately 8 m Hg during the respiratory cycle of ttie 
exercising subject. changes i n  minute ventilation are best predicted 
from t l ie rate of carbon dioxide prduction and the extent of respira- 
tory 'capensation for mtzhlic acidosis. 
The reduction is indepden t  of work duration and 
Arterial oxygen 
Arterial-end t i da l  ca rbn  dioxide tension 
Raab et al . (42) have reported on cardiac adrenergic prepnder- 
ace dus to  lack of physical exercise and its pathogenic inplications. 
The authors state elat lack. of exexlcise r e sd t ing  from mtorization, 
autosation, television s i t t ing,  and from the nearly universal availa- 
b i l i t y  of the mul.titude of lahor--saving devices, has becare one of the 
mst conspicuous characteu-istics of 20th century \filestern civilization. 
The study made by this group of exp rh te r s  involved 360 
Am&can and Austrian m, 17 to 50 s of age. 
ts, especially the ba a 
linear increase of cardiac sympathetic tone and decline of cardiac 
neukvegetative countemegulatoxy effectiveness in proportion to  de- 
creasing degrees of habitual exercise. 
reversed the situation. 
Physical training peri 
Ekpanded epid~sniological studies of primary nemovegetat 
factors together with other correlated pathogenic conditions (d 
social, emtional) ,  and the develo-t of d c a l l y  supzvised, pr 
-v---- - -L: - ---- -----A: J-: h-: n- -vnccT-=mc. Inv dnnanoJra+i nrr c 0 A o n f a n r  mn11- 
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lations are being urged. 
Wishsn et al. (43) have discussed tlie value of exercise 5x1 
peripheral arterial disease. 
ascertain whether or not exercise actually does produce an increased 
blood f l m  in the extremities of persons w i t h  and without peripheral 
arterial disease. It also ~7as desired to determine quantitatively the 
changes in blood flcw produced by a series of exercises requiring pm- 
gressively greater muscular effort, 
m s u r i n g  the c1earance of r ad iosd im ( ~ 2 4 )  from tissues. 
of this clearance reflects the effective circulation in these tissues. 
In this way the effects of exercise w e r e  determined hoth during and 
after exercise. 
These investigators conducted a study to  
The mthd used was  that  of 
me rate 
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Because, i n  a n o m 1  person, b l d  flav is greatly increased in 
muscles exercised against resistance, the effectiveness of th i s  form of 
therapy i n  peripheral a r te r ia l  disease was also studied and conpared 
w i t h  the mre cam;nonly used forms. 
The conclusions reprted by these research workers were the 
following: 
1. Passive postural exercises do not increase 
blood flow significantly. 
2. Active erercise is effective i n  increasing 
blood f l o w  during and shortly af ter  its adrl7inistration. 
3. The effect of exercise increases w i t h  in- 
in which the muscles of the involved extremities are 
offered considerable resistance against their  con- 
traction. 
Smith and Xiclera (44) have conducted an e x p e r h t  on the effect 
of program& exercise on non-specific T-wave abnormalities. An ab- 
stract of th i s  study folloiis. 
“Fifty asSlmpotomatic persons with non-specific T-wave changes 
were placed on a progwessive exercise stress program. 
no essential change i n  the resting electrocar-di-m or exercise test 
S i x  cases showed 
af te r  a period of programed exercise. Five of these cases were under 
35 years of age and the changes mre probably due t o  old, healed 
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myocarditis-pericarditis from a previous infection. 
45-year-old male also showed no changes on 
one case in a 
three mnths. 
and no 
and emtional reactivity. The use of progressive exercise stress seems 
to benefit a l l  of these factors and the retum of the electrocardiogram 
tdnormal is an indication of these benefits." 
General interest  i n  physical activity is hecoming widespread. 
An International Sppsium on Phys ica lk t iv i ty  and cardiovascular 
H e a l t h  (45) was held in Toronto, Ontario, Canada from October 11 to 13, 
1966, sponsored by the Ontario E e a r t  Foundation, the Ontario Medical 
Association, and the Canadian MedicalRssoci,ation. The concluding re- 
narks made a t  the Symposium, &e k q  I?. 0. Astrand, M.D. of Six&holm, 
STlreden included the follcwing: 
to . the  prediction of aerobic capacity, 
the are still unsolved 
m y  attwts to solve them. 
interest  in the mxhnnn oxygen intake you should ma- 
sure this quantity. 
cal screening test, you should ask yourself what accuracy 
is necessary for your pwrpose. 
If you have a research 
If you axe m e l y  seeking a practi- 
The heart rate may be 
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influenced by factors other than oxygen transport. 
could We as an exmple the downhill skier. %en the 
skier is about to s t a r t ,  his  h e a t  rate as masaced by 
t e l e a ~ t r y  is &ut 150 beats 
been so for the previous minute; within seconds of 
take-off, h is  heart rate w i l l  reach his mxhmn-about 
200. 1 refer tc, nvsasmawnts on one of the best dmm- 
1 
mixlute, and it has 
hill skiers in the world. 
throughout his descent. 
oxygen uptake, and a heart rate of 180 would be adequate 
to transprt the m m t  of oxygen he needs, so that the 
additional rate must be due to psychological factors. 
H i s  heart rate stays at  200 
W e  have also nvsasured h is  
F7e have used a similar t e l e t r i c  system to record the 
heart rate of a g i r l  a t t ad ing  a concert given by the 
Beatles. 
hea& rate varied kixeen 120 and 150. 
nounced that  the Beatles w e r e  appoaching, her heart 
rate increased fmn h u t  100 to  160; when they appeared 
it reached 200, and it stayed at this level, although I 
When the theatre orchestra was playing, her 
F?hm they an- 
would pre- that  her oxygen uptzke and cardiac output 
were low. T1-.le prediction of m a x h  aeyobic capacity 
from such data tmuld give erroneous results: We have 
also noticed during te lmtr ic  studies of car drivers 
that invariably, i f  there is a bend in the road that  
the driver does not expect, the heart: rate increases by 
. about 20 beats/rrhute or mre. 
3G 
"Tne strain on the individual m y  be related mre 
&o the heart rate than to the oxygen uptake. My wife 
hasm t h  e& 
faeart rate of the housewife While 
huuse; she has also made similar masurmts for other 
pmfessions, and found that  the 11.ean he& rate over an 
dght-hour day is related to the inaxhum heart rate. 
duals w i t h  a maximum of 200 work a t  a heart rate 
of about 115, while those wit21 a maXirrnrm of 150 work a t  
a heart r a t e  of a b u t  90. You cannot use the heart rate 
to tell how hard an individual should train. If 
ycnx goal is a heart rate of 180, t h i s  will be discourag- 
Zag for the person w i t h  a maxlirmnn heart ra te  of 1501 The 
pulse ra te  selected should be related & the individual's 
m&imutn. In t h i s  further discussion of prediction mth- 
want t o  emphasize that  i f  you plot data for 
t ages from 20 to 60, the heart rate a t  a given 
wxk load stays the s-. Conversely, the work load a t  
a heart rate of 170 is mre or less the same throughout 
the span of adult l i f e .  
globin also remain a b u t  the saxe, and the maXirrnrm V02 
The heart velum and to t a l  h m -  
ably influenced mainly by the decrease in maxirmXm 
M rate  and cardiac output; hmever, we do not have 
cmou$ data' to be positive., 
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"file f a h r  limiting oxygen uptake r d n s  unsolved. 
lW& is the limiting stage on tlhe way from the muth to  
the mikochondria? Is it on the regulatory side? Is s m .  
facto2 keeping the heart ra te  and/or b l d  pressure l m  
even during rnaxbmn exercise? If the blood pressure could 
be increased to  twice the noma1 level, it muld certainly 
provide adequate perfusion of the active rrruscles. Appar- 
ently the baroreceptors are akj-ve during exercise. 
perse -does not seem to influence cardiac output. If a 
large proprt ion of the b d y  musculature i s  involved i n  
m&mm effort ,  and masurenents are mde of cardiac out- 
put, heart rate ana stcoke v o l w ,  and i f  h p x i c  stxess 
Hypoxia 
i n  nm1 aildt3il hv nlacinu the subfect i n  a lm-messurz cham- 
ber a t  a simulated. alt i tuds of '14,000 feet, it does not 
influence the recorded cardiac output, stroke velum or 
heart rate; aEarently, the heart does not know whether it 
is working a t  sea level or a t  sh l a t ed  altitude, 
the rmxinmn oxygen intake dscreases i n  relation to  the un- 
Hodever, 
saturation of the ar te r ia l  blood. 
''1 want t o  turn 110~7 to the biopsy re su l t s  mitioned 
earlier. Pay I emphasize that we are exmin ing mitochon- 
dria in  healthy subjects. I Iiki.nk that, i n  the future, 
intracellular events will !E studied increasingly, and 
m y  in-partar-it findings will arise fram such investigations. 
Our studies have sham that during prolonged exercise the 
ate-rich diet, 
bad. 
d e r a t e  intensity, cmbustion is divided rather evenly 
between fa t  and carbohydrate; hcwever, during s 
exercise, g l y q e n  is the preferred fuel, and i f  the 
glycogen depots are q t i e d  the work load mst be re- 
Our data suggest that during work of l ight  or  
. A w w d  tllhc, ;n+- -emmnt~C;nn nF ciinh Finr7;nrrc ;c p- -. 
p1icate.d by the fact that  glucose is essential to the 
central nervous system; ex.?.?austion may thus be ex- 
perienced before the g l y q e n  d e p t s  are actually 
emptied. Migrating birds, such as the hurrsning bird, 
bum f a t  exclusively; t h i s  is a wise a r r a n g m t ,  
because glycogen storage becorns involved with w a t e r  
ch gram of glycogen that is stored, 
2.7 grams of water are also stored. If the migrating 
led its depots w i t h  glycogen, it would 
heavy takeoff. Fat is a compact aril 
l igh t  fuel, Some an burn a h s t  nothing but f a t  
r mscles; scgTk3 
, and some bum a 
burn alrrs3st nothing but carbhy- 
mixture. 01 a carbohydrate-rich 
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diet, the respiratory quotient is hicjber than on a fat  
&et, and thus in prolonged exercise the respiratory 
quotient will  b~ reduced. pkll-trained subjects have 
a capacity t o  work a t  a'heavy work load, where the free 
fatty acids contribute relatively mre thm the carbhy- 
drates i;b t h e  to ta l  ~ ~ l i s m .  
* '\I would like t o  c m n t  on the use and abuse of 
training for ths untrained. 
btween physical 'activity and cardiovascular health are 
very difficult, and I am afraid it may take a long tim3 
Studies on the relationship 
to get f ina l  proof. It is a critical question dnether 
we should w a i t  perhaps 100 years for this final proof, 
vie had t o  run in  order to sunrive. 
&ch have b e n  rep&, the risk of a coronary heart 
In those studies 
attack is two t o  three t h s  fitglier for tbe inactive 
than Zor the active: the chance 
heart attack is also two or three thes better in those 
surviving the first 
who are active. 
"Industrial activity can in f luace  aerobic ca- 
pacity. 
ference in the predicted maxirarm V02 kh7een different 
occupations; forest workers have a high capacity, follaqd 
In rry w i f e ' s  material, there is a definite dif- 
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by rock blasters, labourers, and carpenters ; drivers 
and white-collar workers have poor values. However., 
as Professor Montoye has pointed out, i n  north Zmerica 
it my be diff icul t  to find active people, because mst 
of thm have a set and inactive routine--the car to the 
office, the elevator up to  their  floor and down again, 
the car home, dinner, television and bed: there are 
sc~lle wilo claim t o  be active--they played golf imo or 
three v7&s ago and plan to  play golf within another 
''In order to llMintain a good functional ca-pacity, 
s l m l y  or run quickly, the energy required is a b u t  the 
s m .  This is in-prtantwhen discussing obesity. ?"ne 
doctor my say to his obese patient, "I prescribe that  
you walk five miles per hour, 30 minutes per day and 
after one mnth you w i l l  lose 1 1/2 pounds, everything 
being constant except for this walk," but the patient 
W i l l  not be impressed. Hmever, i f  he claims that  you 
should do this exercise every day for 1 0  years,.and you 
Will then lose 180 pounds, it is mre impressive! 
start tb gain weight the day you get your f i r s t  car, 
but it is only af ter  saw years you realize that your 
body weight has increased. 
You 
To mtch this tendency, mre 
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calories must be usedr and t h i s  extra usage w i l l  only 
be effective i f  continued over the years. - 
regard t o  whether fewer calories are consumed 
on the day of exercise, there are studies shadng that 
as body tmperzture increases the appetite is depressed: 
this might explain these findings. 
the intake of iron, vitamins and scm amino acids is 
prcportiond. to caloric intake. 
thousand calories a day were  consumdr the intake of 
these various i t e m s  was  adequate. 
population is sedentary, and the daily energy expendi- 
ture of 50- to 60-year-old t~o;nen is as l o w  as 1500 .I<cal. 
In  Sweden a t  least, 
b?hen three or four 
Nowadays, mst of the 
rm  ill^^ t;,& i&i &fkZLG o= gcy-L. LG 1ity-I . 
hen, viiiiiiiiiiiiiii and amino acids. 
to improve their nutritional status would he t o  increase 
their  ewrqy m d i t u r e ;  rmre food would then k eaten 
and their nutrition would be correspndingly b-proved.'t' 
The physiological way 
A list of 11 contr ihtors  from five courmtries have coolmated in 
a publication entitled: 
tem. 
each written by a recognized authority and dealing w i t h  recent advancss 
in the understanding or' the functional significance of some pat of the 
musculo-skeletal system. 
B i d i c a l  Studies of the Musculo-Skeletal. Sys- 
This includes eight original and previously unpublished papers, 
Techniques enploy& in research by sone of the 
authors have b m  adapted from the fields of mchanics and engineering-- 
techniques not c m n l y  used in biological and nzedical investigations (45) 
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The USSR Ministry of H e a l t h  conducked a 62-day study in whi& 
six healthy young m, ages 23 to 36,  <.ere confined to  beci during th i s  
period. Ebverrents without disturbance of the horizontal position =re 
pnni t ted  to  the subjects. 
cises daily according t o  a special progrm (47). 
Tluree of the m engaged i n  physical exer- 
The investigation was regarded as having practical significance 
for the problems of selecting cosmnauts. 
were dram f r o m  the study. 
The fol ladng conclusions 
Two mnths of h p k i n o s i s  produced varLous disturbances i n  sys- 
t a n s  and organs. 
differed from subject t o  subject. 
The extent of these disturbances and their  pathogenesis 
TIze mst mrked. disturbances w e r e  i n  
&LA-- --&<-A- -.--L--- -.a-;& hqJ c.- anGrn4-n-r n4rw +r\ t-hn amvin-,c,n+ 
a - - -  - . L - - -  & A  -- __ - - - -_ - .. 
I 
The translation of the dmve did not state whether or not the 
individual m were isolated. Nor waq any information given concerning 
the i n i t i a l m d i c a l  and psychiatric status of the e n  reported. D i e t s  
fed before and during the bed rest also were not described, w i t h  no 
analysis of the calorie and nutrient content of the foods supplied. 
type of exercise also ~3as not described. 
The 
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THIsrxJMm? -- c___ 
The human adult skeleton contains about 206 bones, accortling t o  
&&an and U r i s t ,  (48). 
structure which once f o d ,  remined unchanged indefinitely. 
is regarded as a dynamic enti ty which participates in and responds to  
the ebb and flow of l i f e  as do other body tissues. 
It w a s  for a long t.k regarded as a fixed 
'Ibday it 
As living, develop- 
issues, bone has a s the general mtabolism which 
influences its function and is influenced by function. 
per cent of bone is water. The remainder is a two-phase mterial of 
which  60 to  70 per cent is ccerppsed of mineral, vhidi gives bone the 
abi l i ty  to resist &xipression; tlie halance is Made up of collagen (a 
proteh) which provides its ability to resist tension. 
sfand mnv i - iws the  si-resses t-r, which !i-- i s  siihieck4 in the  normal. 
SXE 25 t o  30 
A bone can With- 
course of events. 
- .  
I f  a.11 of the organic m t e r i a l  and 1,rater are remved, the re- 
maining structure crumhles easily, 
salts are extracted frcm a long bone, the remaining structure, when 
fresh and mist, can be bent easily and t ied in to  an overhand h o t .  
On the other hznd, i f  a l l  organic 
luid and of organic material 
of this and other factors, the 
bones of older persons often are easily broken, w i t h  healing becoming 
mre diff icul t .  
The organic portion of bones can be divided into: (a) cells, 
which constitute only a minute fraction of the total weight of bone; 
(h) a fibrous matrix, fomxd laxgely of fibrils of collagen, which can 
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be extracted as glue or gelatin, and (6) an amorphous ( 
substance, consisting largely of mcop a r  (prote ar 
m d s )  gr 
and along with the ti 
fikrs. %e organic m a t t e r  is ate3 w i t h  &e inorganic bone salts .  
According to icks and €Ell (49)' analyses the 
principal constituents of the mineral portion of bone are calcium, phos- 
phate, an3 carbnate, w i t h  minor m u n t s  of magnesium and sodium. 
gives an X-ray diffraction pattern similar to that o€ the -mineral apa- 
tite, the unit of structure of which contains Calo(l?O4)6p2. 
rm33stitutions, such as (0f-f)" for F", and MCJ'~ for Ca+2 are known to oc- 
Bone 
Var ious  
c u r  i n  the apati te lattice. Although fornollas for the calcium phosphate 
Bone t issue is perwated w i t h  blood vessels, l p p h  channels, and 
nerve branches. 
sis of capact bone. 
%e mj-croscopic Haversian system is the structural  ba- 
Tkis  consists of cyl5ndricaltunnels about 0.05 
mn. in dimter called the Haversj-an canals which are aligned w i t h  the 
of the bone. These branch irregularly, and contain small 
1 s and n fiber e ue is depsitedl 
ar ach Emersian canal i n  very thin cylindr 1 concentric laycrs 
~ O V M  as l m l l a e .  
called 1 
cell. 
%my mll cavities are found between the l e l l a e ,  
. Each of the lacunae contains an osteocyte, or bone 
Bch  lacuna a p a r s  shaped lfie a cigar made irregular by the 
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minute channels, called canaliculi, which exit frm it, cmnectm * g it 
w i t h  other lacunae and w i t h  the Haversian canals. These cavities are 
filled 
bones 8 
with tissue fluids. 
Bones may be classified in  a number of ways. There are long 
such as the humxous and tibia, which are found in the LLmbs. 
Short bones are s c m w h t  cubical and are represented only by the torsal 
and carpal bows. 
skull bones are knmn as f l a t  bones and have outer layers of capact 
bone f i l l ed  inside with spngy bone and m a r r a 8 7 .  
serve as extensive f l a t  areas for the attachrent of muscles and liga- 
mnts and to enclose body cavities, except for the scapula. 
f l a t  bones are sunred arid thick where tendons and fascia attach and 
thin, nearly translucent, where the fleshy muscle fibers attach di- 
rectly to the bone. 
maxilla, and vertebrae, are adapted to  special purposes. 
The sternum, ribs,  i l ium, scapula, and scx~lt3 of the 
These axe designed to 
Usually 
Fhal ly ,  h e g u l a r  bones, like the i sch ium,  pubis, 
The long bones are ad3-pted for weight-bearing and for sweeping, 
spedy mvemnts. 
ix3xiL.z fom, their  broad and specialized articular surfaces and shapes 
a t  their  ends and their  great length. 
They serve these functions we11 because of the i r  
The long tubular part  of a long bone is called the shaft or 
diaphysis. 
r m  and surrourded w i t h  compact bone. 
of the shaft blends gradually into the axpact bone of the two ends. . 
It contains the hol lm medullary cavity, f i l l ed  with mar- 
A f t e r  mturity, the carpact bone 
The prox3.miL end is usually called the head. Both the proxirraL and 
dis ta l  ends 
ties, which 
t p i c a l l y  display protrusions called 
serve as attach-ixmts or pulleys fo 
Bie shapes of the 
the bone to f i t  securely into the c 
determine or l i m i t  t ! e  kind of action possa le  at  the j ok t .  
cular surfaces 
Each ar- 
absorb shocks, and prevent dislocation of tlie joints. 
Taward the ends of long bones, the nxffullary cavity gives way 
to spngy or cancellous bnes within the external layers of capact 
bone. Spnzr  bone is as hard as compact bone, but is arranged in a 
can@ex grj-lhork. 
trabeculae. 
a t  the same titre providing great resistance to  stress and strain. 
tensile strength of canpact bone is 230 times greater than that for 
These bars of latticework are called. cancelli or 
The basic tuhlar structure af long hones co-nse~ves weignt, 
I 
The 
muscle of a similar cross-section. 
The periosteum is a connective tissue which covers the outside 
of bones, exc at the articular surfaces, vJhere it is replaced bi  the 
age. It has two layers, an outside layer of 
coll s fibers, and a deep layer ich is ostecqenic (that is, capa- 
ble of producing osteoblas which m y  in t u rn  develop into osteocytes). 
Periosteum is Supplied w i t h  blood vessels and nerve branches. It is 
nsit ive t o  injury, and from it originates mst of the pain 
Tiny processes, simi- of fractures, bone bruises, and "shin splints", 
lar to srrall rmts, pnetra* &e h~ne frm the periosteum causing it to 
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adhere to the outer surface of compct bone. 
periosteum, not directly to the bone. 
Muscles are attached to  
'ke endosteum is a similar connective tissue which l ines the 
rnellullary cavity and Haversian canals, and covers txakculae of spongy 
b n e  . is osteogenic. 
The primary function of red bone marrow is to  mufac tu re  red 
blood cells, although it also has os tqenk  pro,nerties. 
marrow fills bth the &ullary cavities and the intra-trabecular spaces 
A t  birth, red 
of a l l  long bones. 
m o w  retreats to h e  intra-trakmlar spaces, leaving the rredullary 
cavity f i l l ed  w i t h  fa t ty  yeLlow mrow. 
As spongy bone increases i n  amuntwith age, ths red 
XL-imst al l  the narrow i n  limb 
only in parts of the r ibs  , sku11 , stmm, and vertebrae. 
A recent booli by Pasch and Burke on Kinesiology - and -lied 
Anaton-y - (50) states the science of I(inesiolOgT1, or hody mvercent, cam- 
bines anatomy, physiology, and the science of body function and struc- 
ture . 
Aristotle is called the "Father of Kinesiologqr" because he was 
the first to describe tile actions of the muscles and to  subject therm to 
mathematical analysis. Since Aristotle's day, m y  others have made 
contributions to the discourse on mvarent. 
The Laws of Bone Architecture (50) constituted a classic contribution 
to the mathmatical analysis of stress and strain i n  bone. 




concluded: "(a) bones are composed of act & spngy 
as to 
designed in forms and structure t o  resist i n  the mst ec 
the n o m 1  maxinarm compressive stress M y  weight." H e  reasoned 
that muscle action was relatively unixpxtant in determination of bone 
c e .  maximum strengkh with minirrnrm miterial; and (b) 
structure and could be ignored. 
Carey crit icized Koch's theory 
tension in bone formation and asserfxki 
tors  due to  muscular contration forces 
gr& of bones (50) . 
Space. f l igh t  research problems 
of the unimprtance of muscular 
that  powerful back pressure vec- 
dminate the structure and 
have stimulated much additional 
research i n  this field. 
promises greater insight into musculoskeletal mvemnts. 
The develormnk of the elecbzonic stxoboscope 
This hstrru- 
m n t  is capable of expmures as  short as one-millionth of a second and 
can record i n  a series of instantaneous photqraphs an en t i re  sequence 
of m v m t .  Advanes in a related field--tf;le soience of aerodynamj.cs-- 
has greatly increased knmledge of mverrent of objects in space through 
investigations jnvolving wind ixnnels and other specialized research 
tools and artificial environmts.  
- 
On earth the human organism has wag& a constant w a r  against 
the Zorces of gravity. Any m v e n t  by an individual involves the 
gravitational pull  ~f the earth. 
with the direction of the mvaen t .  
This  force can either be against or 
In considering function and struc- 
ture relationsliips, ~e factor of gravity is a major one. The munt 
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of work which the heart mscle must perform a t  any t 
the effort being exerted by other parts of the body, 
i p  of the postwe of the i 1 to the sur 
earth. 
is required to pump the In roving frcm a lying to  a standing 
position, circulatory adjustmnts must be made and the gravitational 
pUL1 on the venous return brings about adaptive I17E?cfianisms. 
I f  the person is lying dam 
. 
The p h e n m o n  of stress has received a great deal of attention. 
TIe human organism atterqts t o  adjust to any upset of the h m s t a t i c  
equilibrium of the body i n  ,such a way as t o  restore its balance. 
El ton  (35) i n  h i s  exprj-ence w i t h  army trainees, states that 
the f m r a l  neck m v  he involved. _in a stress reackion of snch A chiirac- 
ter that i t r m y  constitute a major threat t o  the integrity of the laer 
exixemity. 
w i t h  the anterior pelvic area less frquent ly  affected. 
surgeon suggests that those who may be assigned to military tra5ning 
posts 3.003~ for regional osteoporosis of a hip, or a foot, or a knee 
The ferora1 shaft my also be involved in a stress reaction, 
This ortho@c 
area, which later may m i f e s t  i t se l f  roentgenologically by a l ine of 
sclerosis a t  r i j h t  angles tb the cancellous trabeculation by a pcrios- 
teal 'reaction, and a t  & I S  by a frank bone fracture. 
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WITH EXPEm.mAL ?!siII'faX -- 
density studies have not been confined to  human subjects. 
animals have prwided valuable data i n  this field. Gciser 
and Trueta (51) used 82 rabbits of both sexes from three to  12  mnths 
of age i n  five series of e q e r h n t s ,  conducted for the purpose of 
studying bonz rarefaction. 
In the f i r s t  experinu3nt, involving 40 rabbits, par t ia l  incision 
of the calcaneal tendon was made. 
tervals i n  order to collect  infonnation on the successive clianges W i n g  
place in the bonzs. 
on a radiograph, took place one week af ter  tenotomy. 
sisted of an early fading of the fan of the 
The animals w e r e  kil led a t  short in- 
Tlne f i r s t  changes which were visible in the bones 
The changes con- 
culae of the calcaneum. 
In thz second experkat, 22 rabbits had their right hind leg 
b b i l i z e d  by mans of a padded plaster extending from the toes to  just  
abwe the knee. The purpse of this e x p e r k n t  was to find the part 
which simple in causing bone atrophy. The 
b b i l i z a t i o n  in plaster-of-Paris caused changes similar to those ob- 
tained f r m  tenotomy. 
In. Ekpexb t  3 ,  i n  idiich fow a n i n ~ l s  w e r e  used, one leg of 
each animal was innrsjhilized i n  plaster-of-Paris as in the previous ex- 
perirra3nt. In this case, a window was cut i n  the plaster over the calf 
muscles jus t  large enough t o  admit a fine electrode tkrough which fara- 
dic stimulation w a s  applied twice daily i n  two animals and eight t h s  
daily in the other two animals. I n  the t w o  animals stimulated twice 
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daily, the effect did not differ  markedly from the bone rarefaction' 
shown i n  the aninraLs i n  E x p e r h t  2 40 wxxe k b i l i z e d  without stimu- 
lation, 
very sl ight  bone rarefaction limited t o  the fan of trabeculae in the 
tuber calcanei. 
~n the two'animals with mre extensive stimulation, there was 
A f t e r  four weeks, bone rarefaction had increased s m -  
what without rea the severity of that  observed i n  -1s i n  the 
Severe t r a m  is considered as directly responSible for causing 
bone rarefaction by some investigators although these authors stated 
that they were not aware of any evidence to  suggest that  it is not the 
rmscular inhibition a f te r  severe injuries affecting the bones, which 
causes bone resorption. 
In Ekperkt 5, the authors wed 14 rabbits 
fracture together with plaster k b i l i z a t i o n .  
research, an injury in the form of an osteotmy was combined with imm- 
bilization. 
As a result, another expe rhn twas  conducted. 
study the effect of 
In this phase of the 
Following the application of the fracture, the bone frag- 
mts w a e  stabilized by internal fixation with Wire, a f te r  which the 
limbs mre immbilized w i t h  plaster. 
In  this case, the saw rarefaction was observed in  the radio- 
graphs as when simple b b i l i z a t i o n  was imposed, although the bone 
rarefaction w a s  somwhatmre severe than af te r  tenotmy. 
angiographs exhibited a marked increase i n  vascularization, both in 
Collateral 
F3rperinEnts 1 and 5. 
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In sunmrizing the study, the authors stated tha t  they succeeded 
i n  causing rarefaction of the calcaneum of animals in five experkrents 
soon af te r  the bone was relieved frommuscular compressing forces;.new 
b n e  vas generated when the ca1canea-n again was subjected t o  the stresses 
and strains of muscle contraction. 
In the calcaneum of the rabbit, the authors concluded tha t  the 
presence or absence. of pressure forces is accountable for +e balance 
btween bone formtion and b n e  remmal. 
In these experiments, hone rarefaction was found to  be charac- 
terized by a great increase i n  t??e vascularity of the bone. 
crease ceased when the bone reached its f ina l  ION bone density. 
'I2iis in- 
Thus, 
Lipsch'iitz and Audova of Estonia (52) conducted a study of the 
atrophy of muscle under different conditions, using the rabbit as the 
exprimental anir;Ul. 
the tendon Achilles in rabbits caused atrophy of muscle which w a s  nearly 
as great as tha t  caused by nerve section. Tne atrophy was caused by the 
great decrease i n  work, i.e. by inactivity, according to  these investi- 
gators. 
These investigat&s concluded tihat sectioning of 
Karmsh.and Saville (53) used rabbits in a study of the motor. 
Unilateral mtor de- 
The 
denervation on muscle and bone in the hind limb. 
nervation of rabbit hind lixibs was prfo& via hemilaminectomy. 
muscle weight and b n e  ash weight on the paralyzed side was expressed 
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as a fraction of that  on the control side.  
as specific activity ratios of bone ash w e r e  also determined. 
Total radioactivi’cy as w e l l  
le and bone atrophy started irrPneaiately, continued for 10 
Eone accretion did not change una1  s awth  weeks and then stopped. 
between 10 days and four weeks when it increased by ahout 30 per cent, 
The findings suggest that muscle atxophy leads to bone atrophy. 
The n&m.xkm of the latter is by increased bone resoqtiQn follae3 by 
increased accretion unt i l  equili.brium is reached and the atrophy stops. 
MGArdle (54) studied the mtabolic stress of endurance swWng 
in the laboratory ra t .  
m e . t i o n  of 17 trained, male albbo ra t s  was determined under condi- 
n-eai~s of closed circuit spirm&ry the oxygen 
6,- c LQt s~ji-gG-,g . .  b&!d-, I-,& T G & @ ~  =-fJ >;ik\ lsz& q - ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  kc 
0-5, 1.0, 115[ and 2.0 per cent of the body weight attached to  the tail. 
irpon caplet ion of the exercise, recovery mtabolism was recorded for 
25 minutes. It tms concluded: (a) The exercise oxygen c o n s q t i o n  of 
nomeicjhted anirmls averaged 2.7 t i m s  the resting level. In animls 
able to shnwi thout  apparent difficulty,  this increased with the addi- 
tion of weight to 3 -fold a t  a load equivalent to  2.0 per cent body 
(b) V i t h  the addition of weight m y  animals had difficulty ; 
ss6mxing a t  the surface of the water. Tkis difficulty w a s  reflected in 
a decreased aerobic m3tablismwhich actually was less than the average 
of the nomeightd t r i a l s ;  (c) The oxygen conscarption in  mil l i l i ters  
per kilogram per minute a t  rest and a t  a11 levels of exercise was  nega- 
t ively correlated with body weight; (d) Tne rate of recovery was 
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dependent upon tlie preceding exercise stress: i.e,, the heavier the 
migh t  attached during s A 7 i m n i n g ,  the slaver fie recovery. 
Williams, Mason, and KcLbnald (55) conducted a study on the rat 
in which bone density neaswemts were m-de throughout the l i f e  cycle 
of this exprhwntal  anirral. These authors concluded that  a low bone 
denisty index was acccnpanid by retarded grad21 and p r  lactation. 
high bone density level, on the other hand, signifies an adequate cal- 
cium status. 
serve as a basis for establishing calcj-m reqUj.rermts in human beings. 
A 
The authms state, however, &\at the firsdings could not 
W i l l i a m s  et al. (56) studied the influence of mineral jntalce on 
bone density in humans and &-I rats. They found that  bone density levels 
.If trniinrr hinnm aitnlfc: s h m d  variations which ameared t o  indicate the 
calcium status of the individual. 
- - 
Mature rats showed no s igcf icant  
changes i n  bone density, alt?.?.ough a small and significant difference &I 
calcium content w i t h  increasing intakes ranging from 0.1to 0.5 per 
cent of calcium. 
Young graving r a t s  showed significant increases both in bone 
density and body calciumwitlh increased intake ranging froin 0.1 t o  0.5 
per cent. 
Long t e r m  isolation stress' in r a t s  was studied by Eatch, Ralazs, 
W h r g ,  and G r i c e  (57) . 
for long periods b c c e  nervous and aggressive, with caudal' d m t i t i s  
These investigators found khat rats iso1a"d 
(scaly tai l) .  After 13 weeks of isolation, rats had heavier adrenals 
and thyroid and l ighter spleen and i3yrnu.s compared w i t h  r a t s  kept i n  
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c d t y  cages. 
of the &mal cortex, 
This indicates an endocrinopathy with hyperfuncti 
Slack studied the mtabolisn of collagen in an investi 
ism af l i m b  atrophy in the rat. For purposes of the study, 
atrophy of one hind 1 w a s  produced in rats by a tech- 
ni.c;Ue of dlenewation and dislocation of the hip, af ter  which Labelled 
glycine v a s  a m s t e r e d  a t  varying periods of t ine.  
tions of the study, the mtablism of muscle protein ap@eared to  con- 
tinue nontdly for at least14 days after the injection of the isotope 
and 1 4  weeks  after the oLpration (58) . 
und& the condi- 
stigated the calciunmetdbolism and 
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%%enty-four pullets were fed a constant swcific activity ration 
for 26 days, after T i h i c h  an identical but G ~ ~ ~ - f r e e  ation ~7as fed for 
29 days. 
determine calcium balance and parameters of skeletal  mtablism. 
calcium intake 78 per cent was absorbed, 8 per cent was excreted as en- 
dogenous calcium and 70 per cent was retained. 
The specific activity of the egg shell  calciumwas used to 
Of the 
Shell formation caused 
increase in  calcium retention and a shift of calcium from 
apposition L-I bon6 and endogenous excretion t o  n-obilization fran bbne 
and she l ldqps i t ion .  
cipated in egg shell f o m t i o n ,  of L v h i c h  1 g was turned over daily. 
size of tihe exchangeable bone calcium pool was related to the q a n t i t y  
of shell-produced and was larger in pullets w i t h  a negative calcim 
From 4.3 to  4.9 g of the skeletal calcium parti- 
Tne 
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Mance than in pullets w i t h  a p s i t i v e  balance. 
c5.m rexmved f r o m  the skeleton per day was positively correlated with 
the size 04 tihe exchangeable calcium pool, the quanety of calcium 
sorbed per d-ai and shell imss. .The correlation coefficient between the 
%e quantity of cal- 
specific activity of rwdullary bone and egg shel l  calcium was 0.845, 
confirming the h p r t a n t  role of mzdullary b n e  in shell fomt ion .  
Crandall (60) conducted an experkt  on dogs, in w h i d i  he 
s tudid the effect of physical exercise on gastric secretion. 
found that after vigorous exercise on a treadmill, there was a rise of 
2O + 4* deqces F. i n  rectal  tqmrature. 
burs' of the digestive pried follwing exercise, certain of the dogs 
H e  
-. 
In the last two or tkree 
an increase i n  excretory rate t o  a well above n o m l .  H e  
. . - .. * , .  
WLIGLUUW U I ~ L  ILL& eL*ikiieIiL ~~iiECZ;~t-cd. hti~ ~;;;i;;a3;; k 2 k f  Lkt k;z~~y 
exercise &fore a rnzal interfered with digestion, undoubtedly causing 
a redistribution of blood, causing mre to be slmnted to the muscles 
less to the viscera. 
Mack e t  al. (61) studied the physiologic and mtablic changes 
in Macaca n-snistrina (pig-tail mnnlceys) on two types of diets  during' 
restraint and non-restraint with emphasis on hone density clianges.. In 
this investigation four groups of Macaca nemstrina were fed tsvo diets  
which differed in content of mjor nutrients, w i t h  D i e t .  A higher i n  
protein an3 Diet B higher in fa t ,  carbohydrate and mjor rdmerals. 
anjSnals on each diet were held in restra-ht on couches for 35 days, 
~ t h  expsure to  a Biosatellite s h l a t e d  ree;l%r)lr profile involving 
centrifug,ttion a t  12  G on the day that  the restraint  perjxxl ended. 
-5 7 
The right knee joints =re hrmbilizad by mans of a Wire ex- 
fram the mid-tibia into the proxiroill. femur behind the knee 
joint, with the Wire threaded i n  such a manner that it remained Within 
-the skinfold back of the knee. Twelve of the 6ogs either broke the 
Wire or infection occurred, so that  only 24 dogs caqleted the time- 
controlled series. Length of t k s  of bmbil izat ion were: 11/2 weeks 
for six dogs, four weeks for three dogs, six to  eight s for eight 
dogs, and nine to  fxelve weeks for seven dogs. 
A t  tilie end of each period, the specified anirmls w e r e  sacri- 
ficed. Quadriceps and patella tendons were dissected. Tissues fron 
the normal control limb of each dog wexe p l e d  with others frm the 
s a r ~  group. 
Tissues wexe dried, defatted, ground, and stored dry unt i l  ready for 
Experinmtally treated limbs were prepared i n  the saxe way. 
use. 
lyzed for hemsamines, uronic acid, sulfate and nitrogen. 
1Jlucoplysaccharide extractions w e r e  made and aliquots were ana- 
Unhydrolyzed 
mucopolysaccharides and hydrolyzed specinens were chromatographed for 
hexosamines . 
The results sho&d that, af ter  four weeks of b b i l i z a t i o n ,  a 
significant loss of nnzcopolysaccharides had occurred and the loss per- 
sisted throughout the remaining paids  of 8 and 12 weks. 
of 1 1 / ~  weeks, there was an increase in  content of acid mumplysac- 
charides attributed to wound-healing from the threaded w i r e .  
A t  the end 
F'rm the 
second week t o  the ttielfth week thei-e was a reduction i n  muciplysac- 
charides of 20 to 40 per cent. 
!Pheperiod of restraint was followed by 35 days of reconditioning of the 
fornrsrly restrained animals i n  cages, w i t h  the saxe diets continued. 
groups of unrestrained p r h t e s  were placed on the res,pective diets - 
and w e r e  kept in cages for 70 days of khe expc imnt  except for exposure 
t u  the reentry profile on the saxe day that  the restrained primates were 
exposed. 
nethod of radiographic bone densitomtry, with 17 anatomic sites in the 
Bane mass was maswed periodically in all  primates by the 
skeletal system evaluated. mne density w a s  inproved significantly in 
mst skeletal  sites when the d ie t  containing the higher levels of cal- 
cium and phosphorus was the sole e x z p e r h t a l  factor changed. 
had the oppsite effect, with loss in skeletal mass found in both di- 
Pestraint 
period which follow& restraint than &ring thelrestraint  pr id  it- 
self. 
Gross et al. carried on an investigation of calcium, nitrogen, 
and phosphorus rmbilization resulting from conditions of inactivity in 
bhcaca --- - i rus  mnkeys. ' 
nitrogen balance resulting from conditions of inactivity were studied. 
In this experirrent, calcium, phosphorus, and 
The mnkeys w e r e  inactivated by three different mthds: 
nervation, plaster casts , and tranqilization. 
in the plaster casts either in the si t t ing position or in the supine 
position. 
urine and fecal output of calcium, nitrogen, and phosphorus. 
surgical de- 
The mnkeys w e r e  p i a d  
Balance studies w e r e  conducted by rreasuring faod intake and 
Calcium 
was masukd by flcm photawtry, and nitrogen and phosphorus w e r e  
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masured colorh tx ica l ly .  
t ion 
gen halance which could be attributed t o  disuse atrophy 
The aninlals inactivated by surgical denema- 
ster casts experienced what ap&peared to  be a 
mscles. The urinary phosphorus d e 
animals by severalfold but there was no overall reduction h the total 
phosphorus excreted. No noticeable changes in calcium balance w e r e  
observed i n  the inactivated zmimals (62). 
Kaplm et al. (63)  conducM an investigation of the evaluation 
of animals continuadly exposed to  a 5 psia pure oxygen space cabin at- 
msphere for eightmnths.  
to  the selection of atrmspheric gases for space capsules. 
perimentr 117 animals of four species were exposed continuously to  a 
The pwpose of the study was to contribute 
In the ex- 
m e  oxvqen atmsphere a t  5 psia total pressure for 235 days. 
observation ser ia l  blood chemistries, bimhmical determination of 
C l i n i c a l  
hepatic cellular respiration, and histopathologic examinations revealed 
no evidence of systemic oxygen toxicity. 
changes in t k ~  lungs of dcgs and electron microscow revealed changes 
in  the lungs of dogs and rats that  could be related to  the oxygen expo- 
sure. 
LightnCcroscopy revealed 
It is unclear whether these changes were the result  of the pro- 
longed expsure or of the sudden return to  ar&ient air  prior to sacri- 
fice. They were not associated w i t h  any apparentpuhnary functional 
def icit . 
Akeson dnd I a V i o l e t t e  (64) have pointed out that  b b i l i z a t i o n  
tudies have neglected generally the consideration of connective t i s sue  
mese autlhors reprted y r  dealing minly with bone mineral loss. 
on the'connective t issue response to i..rrmb.ility i n  36 d q s .  
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Chor and Dolkart (65) conducted an irrmjbilization study with six 
young Macaca rhesus mnkeys. 
tempt to redua  the activity of the gastrocnemius muscles, although it 
Body and' leg casts were applied i n  an at- 
was realized that "stretch" w a s  still  possible a s  we11 as other tonic 
. reflexes. The authors, .after histological and chemical analyses of the 
affected muscles*, cam to the following conclusions: 
(a) Disuse atrophy is a distinct entity and is 
simple in chaxacter, as revealed by histologic findings. 
-' 
(b) Disuse atrophy consists p r k i l y  of a uni- 
form reduction of the bulk of each muscle cell, espe- 
cial ly  of the sarcoplasm. It is not attended by any 
evidence of degeneration or attempts a t  regeneration. 
I r r i w b i l i t y  to electrical stimuli remains unaffected. 
(c) There is no alteration in the proprtions 
of w a t e r  and nitrcgen content. 
2 
(d) Simple disuse is not associated with any 
demnstrable changes i n  the anterior horn cells of 
origin of the respective nerve supply, and the atrophy 
of the peripheral musculature due to disuse does not 
result in s u ~ ~  changes. 
Harrison and E'raser (66 ) ,  on the basis of W r i m n t s  With the 
diets of rats, concluded that: pure calcium deficiency produces osteo- 
porosis, or bone atrophy in rats &le vitamin I)' deficiency as well as 
calcium deficiency leads to  osteamalacia, or thin bones w i t h  wide oste- 
oid seams. The retention of a dose of strontium in the osteoprot ic  
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rats is greater than normal, and this indicates rapid bone formation. 
The inmzdiate cause of the hone thinning must therefore be an increase 
in the rate of bone resorption, contrary to  the classical  concepts of 
osteoprosis. 
Osteoporosis has been defined as "too l i t t le  bone". The present 
experiments shw, hmever, that osteoporosis may OCCTUT even when new 
bone f o m t i o n  is proceeding a t  a rate greater than nomral. 
The mechanism for increased b n e  resorption in calcium-deficient 
rats is probably a dual one, rrrsdiated through the action of vitamin D 
on the skeleton. Vitamin D is Paam to  increase bone resorption, and i n  
osteomalacia the serum calcium is raised by this mans, allaving calci- 
. . h rats by pure calc3m1 deficiency, the cmbined action of vitamin D 
and parathyroid homne mbil izes  the mlcium stores already present i n  
the animal's skeleton, i n  order t o  provide calciurn for regions of rapid 
skeletal growth. Thus the skeleton shares its calcium store throughout 
a prqressively larger mass of hone during g r m t h ,  and becomes procpes- 
sively thinner. 
rate of bone fonnation. 
Tne jncreasod parathyroid activity leads t o  the rapic?. 
€;ere, agsin, thae is presurraSly increased re- 
sorption of bone due to increased parathAymid activity, but in the ab- 
sence of vitamin D the parathyroid hormne may not ke able t o  exert its 
rraximal effect, so that  the blood l e v d s  of calcium are not raised suf- 
f iciently to allow calcification of 'the osteoid seam. 
that  secondary h ~ a r a t l i y r o i d i s m  my  accompany os t emlac ia ,  both i n  
It is iell known 
animals andm. 
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P L A N  O F  P R O C E D U R E  -
' This study is a corrrpnent part  of an extensive research program 
conducted in the Nelda Childers Stark Laboratory for Euman Nutrition 
Research of the 
by the National Aeronautics and Space 2Ciministration. 
V ? m ' s  University Research Insti tute,  sponsored 
As noted in the 
l N T F O D U C I ' I ~  of LIS Dissertation, the major m s e  of this hvestiga- 
t ion has been t o  accumulate useful data on the value of p r o g r d  iso- 
- 
. mtric and isotonic  exercise on the maintenance of the integrity of 
skele"Lalminsra1 and related mtabolic factors. 
Cooperating i n  these studies were six h~althy young adult male 
university stu3ent.s. These young m ~7ere carefully selected af te r  
passing extensive physical and psyc3ological exminations. 
ing Wle gives the pertinent data on the stibjects' heights, and then 
weight a t  the beginning and end of the study: 
Weight 
(ipunds) H e i g h t  
. ,Subject Age I n i t i a l  Final (inches) 
The follow- 
- 
AA 25 152.50 147.00 70.25 
BB 22 152 100 149.50 72 00 
EE 22 181.00 176.25 74.50 
€?F 20 155 .'OO 149.00 69.50 
GG 24 170.00 164.75 70.25 
HH 21  . 170.00 165.50 69.00 
PRxEDW USED IN -- 
’&roughout the entire study, the s fed in 
the Mus-t-;rbolic ward of the N e l d a  Childers S 
txit ion Research a t  the Texas cl;;ljman’s unirversity ~esearch Institute. 
Specially trained dietitians planned and supervised the preparation of 
the -1s which w e r e  opthum i n  a l l  mjor 
intake of ea& subject was recorded throughout the study by individual 
atory for Human Nu- 
ents. The da 
foods. 
BSs study was mnducted under close &ical supervkion. A 
record v a s  made of heiqht and weight changes throughout the study. 
orderlies attended to the hygienic needs of the subj&cts during h- 
M?e 
Tkis study consisted of two bed rest periods accoqanied by 
ambulatoxy periods as follms: 
EQuilibration P e r b d ,  29 days, June 3 - July 3, 1968 
-7- Interim Ambulatory Period, 14  days, July 31 - August 14, 
1968 
Bed Rest EjurrSXr - 11, 28 days, August 1 4  - September 11, 1968 --
. Post-Bed --- Pes t  Period, 1 4  days, September 11 - Septmikc 24, 
1968 
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This period lasted for 29 days. The six subjects led a normal 
life while engaged a t  various tasks i n  the laboratory, together with 
d e r a e  exercise, for eight hours each day. 
in bed at 10:30, with the lights out and the bed cubicles darkened f r m  
They were required to be 
U : O O  P.M. unt i l  7:OO A.M. 
During this phase of the study, the svbjects w e r e  b b i l i z e d  
for a period of 28 days. Throughout immbilization, the m n  assullEed a 
horizontal position on a single bed q i p p e d  w i t h  one pillaw. 
w e r e  encouraged not to  l i f t  their heads, although very limited m v m t  
of the arms and legs was allowed. 
glasses equipped w i t h  p r i smt ic  lenses, and television was watched on 
hospital type television sets. During th i s  psricd of inmbilization, 
Tney 
Reading was  done with the aid of 
trained rrale orderlies were present around-the-clock t o  attend to  "&e 
hygienic needs of the subjects and to  safeguard their m v m t .  
subject was spoon fed by one of the thre dieti t ians,  with a record 
kept by weight and masure of their individual daily food conswption. 
Each 
- 
During this 14--day period of ambulation, the six subjects en-. 
Tney worked i n  the laboratory gaged i n  coqulsory physical activity. 
during the periods when they wexe not engaged in a physical exercise 
program. Eals  were consum3 in  &e mtabolic ward under &e super- 
vision of the dieti t ians.  
- .  
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BED REST PERIOD NUPEER I1 -- -
The variable i n  tkis 28-day bed rest was  the introduction of an 
exercise programusing the Eker-Genie and Exer-Grip Ekercisers. 
s u r k t s  of foot and hand action, squeeze, and ismstrics mre  made 
With the Luflcin Anthropcmztric (woven) Tape w i t h  a Gmlicl; Spring At- 
tachnent (3176KC). The masuratents of hand and foot action w e r e  
started on the second day of b b i l i z a t i o n ,  while the squeeze exercise 
Mea- 
was introduced on the third day and iscmdxics =re begun on the fourth 
day of h b i l i z a t i o n .  ,cuhjects I1A, EE, and GG w e r e  allowed to exer- 
cise a t  w i l l ,  while Subjects BB, FF, and HH exercised four tW daily 
according to  a f h n  schedule which was closely suAprvised. 
Each desired exercise period called for by the "At W i l l "  group 
also w a s  supervised an6 con6uctcxi in the stan6+r6 m e r ;  but this 
group did not exercise unless they desired t o  do so. 
I 
This final period of the study lasted for 1 4  days. During t h i s  
the subjects engaged in supervised physical activity as much as 
their physical condition permitted. 
i n  the laboratory whenever they w e r e  not exercising. 
They also p e r f o m  limited duties 
They re-entered 
the university a t  the heginning of the 1968-69 te rm.  
DIF=rAfos PLAN 
Menus w e r e  planned so as to  yield 2,600 calories per day, 90-100 
grams of protein, 280 yrams of carbhydrate, 120 graw of f a t ,  18-20 
mill igrms of iron, 10,000 I.U. of vitamin A equivalency, 400 I.U. of 
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vitamin D, 100-150 milligrams of ascorbic acid, arid minima of 1.6 m i l l i -  
grams of thiamine, 1.8 milligrams of riboflavin, and 21rnilLigrams of 
niacin. A minimUm of 250 milligrams of mgnesiumwas supplied daily. 
The *mas were planned to f a l l  in a fourday rotation cycle. 'food 
i t e m s  were analyzed chemically for calcium and phosphorus, w i t h  energy 
' 
and other nutrients calculated from recently published tables. 
During axhulation and ked rest, the food i t e m s  wwe placed on 
individual dishes for the respective subjects af ter  being recorded- ac- 
cording to weight. 
weighed and placed i n  the day's record for the subject involved. 
Rejected food, which was minimal in amnt, was 
During the ambulatory periods, the subjects &e as a group a t  a 
During a bed rest pr id  they were spoon fd. in a supine position i n  bed 
by one of the dieti t ians,  as noted. 
Because another mtxr of the research team was carrying on a 
study to determine various aspects of calcimmtabolism on the saxe 
subjects, 47calciA was administered during the f i r s t  day of each of 
the two bed rest periods in order to find hm rapidly the radioactive 
calcium would reach the serum, and the urine. 
this entity, which wzs incorporated into the milk fed during the mrning 
of the f i r s t  day of each bed rest, was not thought t o  have any effect  on 
the results of the study reported i n  th i s  dissertation. 




During the second of the two 28-day bed rest periodsr the exer- 
cise program vas initiated. 
for'arms and legs) and- trunlr, rreaswen-ents were accarplished by th- * use 
of a Lufkin Anthroporretric Tape w i t h  a Gurlick s;Sring Attachrent, as 
nobd. 
me g i  s (left and right both 
Anatomical skin surfaces were =ked, using a laundry pen, to  
insure subsequent ng made a t  These 
masuren-mts were repeated each five days during Bed Rest N-r 11. 
Because the Exer-Genie was selected as an exercise device t o  
place aboard the 
missions, it was  
center, NaGonal 
spacecrafts for the Apllo VI1 and khe -110 VI11 
suggested by scientists a t  the Manned Spacecraft 
Aeronautics and Space Adhninistration that  this exer- 
cise hstrumcnthe used in this  bcc3 rest study in preparation for these 
missions. In addition, the Exer-Grip, a hand squeezing exercise device 
chosen to  study the specific effect  of exercise in causing the phalan- 
ges and wrist bones t o  resist reduction in  bone density during recum- 
I 
bency, also was used. 
By the use of volunteers frm the work force of the Ldbora- 
tories, a number of trials were mde on the Exer-Ge.nie 
able settings for the Exer-genie cylinder. In S u r r e ~ _ r y  
obtained frm the use of this exercise i n s w t  w i t h  
a t  3.0 pounds. The results are given in terms of: (a) 
to find desir- 
A, data w e r e  
the cylinder set 
i n i t i a l  and final 
temperature readings of the cylinder of the i n s t n n m t ;  (b) resting 
blood pressure arld final bl& pressure of the volunteer who functioned 
in this case (,Subject A): and (c) resting pulse rate and f inal  pulse 
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rate of the subject undergoing the est. 
' .  This test was run for s ix  minutes a t  60 strokes per'minute. 
Surmraries B and C give the s e  types of data t?ii$ Eker-Genie 
c y W e r  settings of 6.0 and 8.0 pounds, respztively.  M y  other tests 
were rnade with different subjects, 1df3-i settings of 3.0, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0, 
mrd 12.0 . Ssmmries A, B, C, which are sentative, shm 
the response of subjects w i t h  different initial leGels of blood pres- 
s- and pulse rate t o  different cylinaer settings of the exerciser. 
The txials m t i o n e d  a b v e  sha& that periods'of rest were 
essential i f  the exercise program decided upon was to be successful. 
Sumwies D and E shm7 .two of the m y  trials which were made i n  whh3-1 
the rest periods and ismstric exercise were interspersed v t i t h  the 
isatanic leg exercise. 
- 
Shmaary F outlines the Final Exercise Program which v n s  selected 
for use in the investigation from the m y  trials which were run. 
sunmiry shows that  four brief rest perids were provided, that iscmtric 
The 
exexcise with the Eker-Genie strap pulled uy, to  the chest, followed by 
body stretching was included a t  three points, that hand exercise using 
the Hand Gripper was ber ted  a t  two points, arad that isotonic leg exer- 
cise was f o l l a e d  for t w o  perids, for a longer time than for any ot;'zer 
activity. 
In carrying out t k i s  program, the cylinder of the Exer-Genie-was 
set a t  8 pOundS, the Metronm used for keeping tirre for the leg exer- 
cise strokes was set at  one beat per second, with the entire routine 
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. 
+rfomd four tines daily a t  9:OO A.M., 11:OO A.M., 2:OO P.M., and 
4:OO P.M. by those who exercised regularly. 
w i l l ' 1  called for the exercise whenever L h y  chose to 
Those who exercised "at 
low it, but 
they were  required to run through the ent i re  routine under Supervision 
each the  they chose t o  function. Figure 1 shows one of the subjects 
using < d e  in an is c phase of the pr when the feet 
=re being exercised while in a supine position. 
S U M M A R Y  A 
._ 
1. Resting Blocd Pressure of Subject . . . . . .  78/120 
7O/minute 2. Resting Pulse R a t e  of Subject . . . . . . . .  
Initial Terrperature of Cylinder a . ' 25O C - 77O F. 
After 6 minutes of exercise a t  one 
stroke per second, tenprature 
of-cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  * .130° C - 266O F. 
Continue with exercise for 4 additional 
minutes f&en: 
4. FinalBloodPressure . . . . . . . . . . . .  150 f65 
5. -Final Pulse Rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  116/minute 
6, Final Temperature of Cylinder . . . . . . . . .  140° C - 284O F. 
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1. Ilt3sthg Blood Pressure of ,Subject . . 120/78 
2. &sting Pulse Rate of Subject . . . . . . . 72/minute 
3, Initial '&mperature of Cylinder. . . , . . . . 25O C - 77O P. 
- -  - .  - ~ - -  
c ~ l ~ t f i  u i t u ~ u ~ t z ~  UL GZUZLLL~CZ aL uu -I 
- strokes per minute, m a t u r e  
ofcylinder. . . . . . . . , . . . * .  . 95O C - 203O F. 
Continue w i t h  exercise for 4 additional 
nlinutes then: 
4. Final Blood Pressure , . , . . , . . . , . . . ' 135/65 
5, Final Pulse Rate . . + , . . . . , . , . . . . ' .  126/kLnute 








S 'u 1.1 rd A R Y c 
€&stbig Blood Pressure of Subject 
Resting Pulse Rate of Subject . . . 
Initial Terrg?erature of Cylinder . . . 
&n.cLcG- G r;,i-c~zs ol' sa&sr: & 56 
._ 
strokes per minute, terrq?euature 
o f c y l i d e r .  . . . . . . . . . 
Con-t-jnue w i t h  &excise for 4 additional 
minutes then: 
Final Blood Pressure . . . . . . . . 
F h a L P u l s e P a t e  . . . . . . . . . 
F i n d  T e r r p r a t u r e  of Cylinder . . . . . 
' '110/74 ' 
. 7O/minute 
. 25O G - 77O F, 
. ' ' LOOo C - 212O F. 
. ' . '  142/70' " 
* 
. 'LOO/minute . 
- '. . ' 125O C - 257O F. 
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S U M M A R Y  D 
1. Pesting blood pressure of stibject . . . . . .  
2, Resting pulse rate of s ~ j e c t  . . . . . . . .  .74/minute . 
3. Initial terprature of EXEl+GENIE cylinder . 25O C - 77* F. 
4. Bl@ pressure of subject . . . . . . . . . .  X60/70 
5. Pulse rate of subject . . . . . . . . . . . .  $LS/mjnute 
1 
6. Cylinder t e r r a tu re  of FXEl?---GZ?IE . . e . . 125O C - 257O F. 
Zx!-!'Th?? FEST 
7. Blood pressure of subject . . . . . . . . . .  . .  115/70 , 
8 .  Pulse rate of subject. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' .  80/minute 
. c  
9. Cylinder temprature of EXER-GENIE . . . . .  ' .  85O C - 185O F. 
10. Blood pressure of subject . . . . . . . . . . .  140/65 
12. Cylinder tempratwe of EXER-GI3U.E . . . . .  145O C - 293O F. 
11. Pulse rate of subject . . . . . . . . . . . .  lOO/rtlinut..e 
13. Blood pressure of subject . . . . . . . . . .  130/60 
1 4 ,  Pulse rate of subject . . . . . . . . . . . .  86/minute 
15. Cylinder t;emperature of EXEX-- . . . . .  70° C - 158O F. 
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__. 
S U M M A R Y  E 
1. Resting blodpressure of subject . . . . . .  120/80 
2. Resting pulse rate of subject . . . . . . . .  45/mhute 
' 250 C - 770 F. 
4. Blood pressure of subject . . . . . . . . . .  . 130/65 
5. Pulse rate of subject. . . . . . . . . . . .  72/minute 
6, Cylinder temperature of E X E R - m I E  . . . . .  l l O o  C - 230° F. 
7: B l o o d  pressure of subject . . .  , . . . . . .  . . . .  '120/55 
8 .  Pulse rate of subject . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . Sl/minute . 
9. Cylinder teqxrature of EXEl?--GENIE . . . . .  ' '70° C - 158O F. 
10. Blood pressure of subject . . . . . . . . . .  130/62 
11. a l se  rate of subject . . . . . . . . . . . .  6l/minute 
12. q7lhder temperature of EXER-GENIE . . .  ;* . 95O C - 203O F. 
TEN SECOHDS OF IS-C EXERCISE (NO llYTEX?JmIATE 
E S T  PERIOD) F C X K - ~ ~  BY S I X  Y-ES OF LEG 
CISE AT O>E STRCXE PER SEXXIXI 
r - - . - ~ - ~ _ T . - - - _ I _  I- _.--._ ~ ----- --- --- 
-*-, -. ----- 
13. Blood pressure of subject 125/65 
14 .  Pulse-rate of subject . . . . . . .  : . . . .  6O/minute 
. . . . . . . . . .  
15. Cylinder temprature of EXER-GENE . . . . .  95O C - 203O F. 
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S U M M A R Y  F 
‘=XI% PRCGW- ~~~ IN BED REST I1 --- ----
OF THIS IINCTF,STIC7ATION -- c- 
Ins-& q l o y e d :  
Setting of Eker-Genie during bed rest, 8 pounds; 
FxeY-Gknie and Hand G r i p p e r ;  
Timc 
1. I m t r i c  exercise w i t h  strap of mer- 
Genie pulled up t o  the chest, w i t h  
su5ject stretching . . . . . . . . . .  10 seconds 
2. Leg exercise (Eker-Genie) . . . . . . . .  6 minutes 
3. Rest 2 minutes 
4. Hand - Fingers squeezing gripper . . . .  1 minute 
5. Rest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 m i n U t e S  
6 .  Ismetric exercise (Exer-Genie) . . . . 10 seconds 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
7. Arm exercise (&er<aie) . . . . . . . .  6 minutes 
8 .  Rest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2rninutes 
9. Hand - Fhgers sqyeezing griper . . . . .  1 minute 
10. Rest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2minutes . 
11. Ismtric exercise (Exer-Genie) . . . . .  10 seconds. 
12. Leg exercise (Exer-Gmie) . . . . . . . .  6 minutzs 
Total i swtr ic  exercise . . . . . . . .  30 seconds 
Total isotonic exercise,. . . . . . . . .  20 minutes 
I - -  . 
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. Chemical tests were mde on food, blood, urine and feces on the 
Each separate subjects of the study by membezs of the laboratory team. 
item of food was analyzed for calcium and phosphorus throughout, w i t h  
. the author of t??is report responsible in  part for this contribution. 
Blood was analyz&d once weekly by ldmratory staff  rcsmbers as a masure 
of nutrition status. The analyses included i n  this part of the overall 
study included total protein, albmnin, calcim, phosphorus, vitamin A 
equivalency, ascorbic acid, thiamine, riboflavin, and niacin. 
In addition, analyses in a Beclanan liquid scinti l lator were made 
by Marcia Clifton and her director, D r .  E l s a  A. Dozier, for radio-active 
ca lc ium fed i n  milk on the f i r s t  day of each bsd rest of this series, 
ami non--radioactive caicium was anaiyzeG by mrouly van Zmac ana ner 
directors, Dr. Izalph Pyke and Walter G i l c h r i s t .  
in urine and feces were ccmpard in this report w 7 i t h  the bone density 
t 
me calcium excretions 
changes during bed rest. 
creatinine, 17-hydroxy~rticosteroids, and hydroxyproline by other in- 
vestigators who were working on the s m  subjects a t  tlie same e. 
Urinary analyses w e r e  made also for creatine, 
Chemical analyses on a l l  corpnents of the urine which were con- 
sidered w e r e  made on p l e d  collections enking, respectively, a t  8.A.M., 
12 noon, and 8 P.M. Excellent circadian rhythms were derived frmmany 
of the urinary components for which analyses were made, especially cal- 
cium. 
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in US study was the roentgenographic te 
Wmn' s University, which had been develop3 by Mack and associates, 
wed a t  the Texas 
The history of the mmod recently has been outlined in  sane detail 
by Mack (67). 
The earliest publications on t h i s  subject have been de- 
scribed by Mack and Smith (68) in 1938, and by Ma&, Smith, Logan, 
O'Brien, and Baurrran (69) i n  1939. The earliest ccanpyehensive reports 
i n  which this n ~ t h o d  of skeletal densitmetry was applied t o  popula- 
t ion groups were Ikck, et al. (70) in 1940, bY 
0 ~ 2 ~ 7 3 1 7  M a A r  e+- a1 f71\ - nlen in 1 9 M .  hv Mack. Smith. LnCran. . . .  
. .  
O'Bsien (72) i n  1942, and by Mack and Urbach (73) also in 1942. 
Intxcductions of step-by-step automtion into the eqUipwnt 
have been described by Ihrm (74) , by kick (75) (761, by Mack, BrBM, 
and mapp (77) , by Mack, Vose, and Nelson (78) , by Nelson, Mack, and 
Descriptions of "&e h n e  density changes i n  the foot, hand, 
wrist, and dis ta l  radius and ulna during Gemini IV, V, and VI1 missions 
have been reported by Mack, Vose, V q t ,  and Lachance (81) 182) (83) , by 
Mck, Lachance, Vose, and Vogt (4) , and by Mack and Lachance (1) . 
Descriptions of bone density changes during the missions of . 
Wllo V I 1  and VI11 have been described by Ma&, Vbgt,  G i l c h r i s t ,  and 
S W &  (5). 
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Densitmeter kxmnbly. Figure 2 illustrates a section of the 
densitarreter assembly q l o y e d  a t  the Texas 'J;laman's University in scan- 
ning the various sections of the bones x-rayed i n  th is  study. 
portion of the a s s w l y  consists of an analogue computer system, the 
%is 
portions of which are outlined in the caption of this figure. 
_-- 
-E sequence of operations needed- to achieve calibration of a 
density curve and. t o  integrate the area under the curve of a bon, 0 on 
the sa* radiograph using th i s  assernbly follows: 
(a) The wedge roentgenographic image f i r s t  is scanned for the 
purpose of providing the density calibration curve of that  film on the 
f i r s t  recorder. Tne scanning uni t  consists of optical syskm, a 
for the recorder. 
With plane optically polished windms, -red from a highly stabilized 
The optical system includes a special tungsten lap 
p e r  pack hav-hg a constancy of output w i t h  0 . 1 p r  cent for a-c l ine 
voltages between 100-125 volts a t  frequencies between 55 and 65 cycles. 
The beam from this larrp is focused on a photocell af ter  passing through 
the x-ray plate being scanned. The film is munted on the plate stage 
that  is supparted by ball-hexing rollers on a carriage rod, a l l  ac&- 
rately machined to very close tolerance. 
A scele, mnnted on the scanning unit an3 calibrated i n  m i l l i -  
mters, sub-divided by a vernier, indicates plate travel, and enables 
the operator to scan a nuntxr of precisely equal secpmts of the film- 
tram. T k i s  scale also permits the operator t o  retrace exactly the 
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sam length of film on repeated scans, and serves as the guide for  
grating the equal trace s e g ~ ~ ~ ~ t s .  
The plate travel is synchronized w i t h  recording chart travel t o  
insure tihat quantitative masuremmts of density can be p 
reproduced accurately. 
and stabil ized gain mlt ip l i e s  the minute current f r m  the photocell to 
a value masurable by a self-balancing po ten t imte r  recorder. 
d and 
A precision d-c amplifier with stakdlized zero 
(b) The f i r s t  recorder consists of a Spsedomx G self- 
balancing functioning Recorder having adjustable zero, adjustable span, 
and a f u l l  scale balanchg sped of less than one second. This recorder 
indicates continuously tlie magnitude of the amplified photocell currat 
Amjor  feature of the complete assexbly consists of a special 
d-c retxansmitting slidexire mmtd i n  this Speedomax Self-Balancing 
Potentionu3"cer Recorder, w i t h  a moving contact on this slidewire driven 
in syncJxonism w i t h  the recording pen in an indicating poin&r. This 
ret.ranSmitting slidewire is divized very precisely &to 20 equal seg- 
e n t s ,  each se-t being shun- by an adjustable ten-turn potenti- 
mter. An adjustable d-c voltage is impressed across tlle to t a l  slide- 
Wire; and the output of the slidewire is characterized by adjusting the 
potentimeter d i a k t o  provide a calibrated output from this slidewire 
fram the trace of the reference wdge. 
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(c) The uncorrected wedge trace on the f i r s t  recorder is scaled 
by the operator in  the analogue system a t  20 equal intervals, using a 
special transparent rule calibrated t o  provide direct  setability of a 
calibration factor on the one thousand division dials of the 20 potenti- 
cxrEtf?rs. 
Since L5e scale of the first recorder is determined by the per 
cent of transmitted l ight,  and the calibrating retransmitting slidewire 
corrects the scale of the second recorder t o  s tddard  wedge density, 
producing a straight line trace of the caljbration wedge i n  conformity 
w i t h  the wedge slope, the x-ray absorption as indicated by its densi- 
tomter trace on the second recorder is related directly to  the x-ray 
absorption of the standard. wedge. 
The second recorder receives, displays, and records the signal 
f r m  the special calibrating retransmitting slidewire which serves as a 
function t r ans fomr ,  providing a line graph of the reference wedge cvld 
a calibrated dmsity trace of the bone sarrrple. 
chron.ized with the autamatic s d g .  
Its graph also is syn- 
Finally, a retransmitting potentimeter is driven from the out- 
put shaft of tihis second recorder and actuates an Instron electronic 
integrator which is located in the Sase of th i s  uni t .  The Integrator 
provides a digi ta l  readout proportional t o  the area under the calibrated 
densitameter trace of the bone section which has been scanned on the 
second recorder. 
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The Twu bone densitm&ric system had the addition of a srrall 
d ig i t a l  computer to  the analogue system a b u t  three years ago. 
revised instzurentation is sham in Figure 3. 
above (80). 
The 
This has been cited 
The l ight  ixansmission data from the film, i n  the form of a 
voltage functional w i t h  per cent l igh t  tyansmission , are masured with 
the sam nxiiified Kriorr--Auxrs Hicrophotm-eter as describzd above, 
except for the fact  that tine vacuum tube Dc mplifier originally used 
i n  the u n i t  has been replaced with a solid-state amplifier and power, 
supply to provide additional stability. 
driven assmkdy that  traverses a l ight  h a m  as descxj-bed previously. 
In  the analogue systen, analogue computer techniques enploying adjust- 
The film is  held i n  the mtor- 
1-27 . able &mctiuri ptait.iweLas at3 ULIL~Z& to c ~ I L L ~ L ~  l i $ i L -  
trahsmission i n  terms of wedge-thickness for  each film. 
data from subsequent bone scans then were integrated by mans of the 
Cal - ibra ted  
electromchanical (Instron) integrator, as d e s c r W .  Tnese systems 
required that  several step-by-step adjustmats and calibrations be 
performd by an operator. 
~n the new assembly; the output of tl-xi? scanning u n i t  is con- 
nected through an amplifier (Astrdata ErIOdel 885) to a small digi ta l  
carrlputer (a Digital Fqjprent Computation PDP-8 supplied 6y the Kaman 
Company). An malog+o-digital { A B )  converter formats the data for 
direct processing by the cmputer,’ and the covuter  samples the data 
a t  specific intervals of t b .  P r q m n g  and operating control is 
effected through a te3.etSrpevriter unit  (m) that  includes a paper-type 
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input/output (I/O) feature. 
The coMputer has been h p l m t e d  to  perform corrp?utati~n~ simi- 
lar  to the functions perfom& by the previous analog system. First ,  
the wedge k g e  is scanned and the resulting l igh t  transmission data 
are stored in terms of distance along (or thickness of) the wedge. 
Second, the bone bage  is scanned and the resulting l ight  transmission 
data are stored, After both the wedge and bone scans have been can- 
pleted, the canputer calibrates the stored hone scan data in terms of 
equivalent wedge thiclmess by using the stored wedge scan data. The 
calibrated bone data then are integrated along the scan by using a 
tra-pzoidal approxireation integration formula. 
i n  providing an autonnticmans for  calibrating the film i n  terns of 
the l igh t  transmission of the aluroliium alloy wedge, the roentgenogram 
of which is taken sjlmultaneously w i t h  the rcentgenqram of the bone of 
interest. 
n 
The previous system has ken  evaluated i n  extensive detail. 
The present technique also has been evaluated t o  s h a h 7  the reproduci- 
b i l i t y  of successive scans. 
output of the analog system, w i t h  the finding that the analog and 
The results have been compared with the 
digital  systems provide essentially the s m  results. 
technique, however, offers a mre rapid prccedure for analyzing the 
f i b ;  and it rduccs  the technical error that  could be introduced by 
The digital 
tlie operator in measuring the heights of the uncorrected i n i t i a l  wedge 
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- 
trace a t  20 points and adjusting the correspndhg potenti-ters. The 
analogue system is used at frequent intervals for compwative calibra- 
t ion puipses. 
Ekpswre - of Pcentgenograms. In the study described in this re- 
port, r m t g e n q r a m  were made of the experimental subjects approxi- 
mtely every other day during the ambulatory periods, and daily While 
the subjects w e r e  a t  bed rest, w i t h  very few exceptions. Tae foot and 
hand constituted the parts of the anatomy of Tdiich rmtgencgrams &ere 
made, as had been done i n  studies w i t h  the astronauts. Tfie l e f t  foot 
was exposed in lateral =and the left hand in posterior-anterior aspect. 
Each ex_posure had a radiation level of 167k2 milliroentgens, a 
Calibration of exposed f i l m  is effectuated by placing an a l d -  
num alloy reference wedge on ea& 
ated. The alloy in the wedge was 
absorption coefficient similar t o  
r ~ a n s  of correcting any bone scan 
film adjacent to the h n e  to  be evalu- 
selected hecause it exhibited an x-ray 
that  of bone,. 
which is traced by f i r s t  correcting 
The wedge serves as  a 
the trace of the wedge €or deviations resulting from slight differences 
i n  fi’lm characteristics or developmnt techniques, as has been described 
abme. 
of the k i n g  x-rayed w i t h  lead impregnated vinyl sheeting. 
l&ile being x-rayed, the su5ject is covered except for the part 
See Figures 
4 and 5. 
i 
Figure 2. Analogue Coquter --_c_- -%sernbly. The equipn-mt consists of 
five major sub-assemblies, a l l  designed to  operate together as 
a cmpletely integrated system. 
assab ly  were the following. 
%e basic units of the overall 
A nr;clified K n o r r - ~ s  canning unit (unit a t  right of 
the figwe) ; 
A Sp&cmx We1 G transmitting recorder (uni t  in cen- 
ter of the figure) ; 
A series of 20 ptentiomters in the sam3 panel as (b); 
A Speedonax ?bdel G recording p t en t iomte r  ( u n i t  a t  
left of the figure), and 




Figure 3. Digital-Analogue C q u t e r  Assembly. - This is the bone densi- -- -.- 
tameter a s s d l y  used i n  scanning sections of bone radiographs i n  
order to evaluate their density in the A p d l o  VI1 tests. 
extcerce right is the densitometer through ~712ich the  calibration 
At the 
kedge is scanned by mans of a standard l ight  beam, af ter  which the 
bone section to  bs maswed is scanned. 
are a part of the analogue cmputer assembly. 
is the digi ta l  ccxputer, by rreans of which the test i g  p rog rmd  
Tne t w o  central sections 
A t  the extrem l e f t  
so that  the density of the bone section is obtained without m u a l  
work on the central recorders. The ent i re  analogue a s s w l y  'is 
us&.only pr iodical ly  for calibration purposes. 
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Anatcxt-tic Sites Investigated. The a n a t a d  sites i n  the foot a t  - --- . -  
which bone sections are ev&uat& for skeletal density by mans of the 
digital computer assably whi& has been described include a single scan 
of the os calcis forming a section called "the conventional.os calcis 
section" by those in the laboratory. In addition, parallel scans 1.0 
millineter from center to  center of the scan are made above the cen'cral 
scan as far as there w a s  no overlaming of other bones, and below to the 
bottom of this bone. 
cent of the os calcis, or calcaneum. 
the talus is scanned. 
These a t i p l e  scans cover approximately 60 per 
In  addition, a central section of 
Figure 6 shows the scans of the central sections of the os cal- 
cis and of the talus. Figure 7 shcms a positive view of the os calcis 
in the proximldirection where overlapping of other bones begins t o  
the b a t t o m  of the bone. 
In the hand, crosswise multiple sections of hand phalanges 4-2 
and 5-2 (Figure 8) cover these two bones enkirely, w i t h  a single diago- 
nal section evaluated across the capitate, and single scans across the 
distal &.s of the radius and ulna. These sections give an indication 
of the skeletal density of the fingers, the wrist and the distal ends 
of two  long bones i n  the am. 
Cancellous or t r a ~ ~ c u l a r  t issue is represented in  a major area 
of the os calcis and i n  the cei-~tr;ll p r t i o n  of hand phalanx 4-2 and 
phalanx 5--2. Cortical or carrrpact t issue is present in the perhter  of 
a l l  of the individual bones, and is found i n  generous mmts i n  the 
d is ta l  end of the os calcis. 
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Figure 4.  XTray techologist' s s i t i o n i a g  subject f ox  exposing 
standard radiograph of os calcis 
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Figure 5. X-say technologist psitj-oning subject for exposing 





t h i s  laboratory, a phantom bras used to find whether 
le&& films in each 
possible mmxtacturi 
. ferences i n  film spectral sensit ivity or sped. This system 
w i t h  t3e finding that the*concentrations of developing and fixing solu- 
tions change Oonstmtly with usage. 
veloped in constant temperature equipent a t  68&2%., w i t h  one set of 
films, not t o  exceed 20 in n&r, developed a t  one t5.1~ i n  new process-. 
* 
Therefore, a l l  films are hand de- 
inn qnliitinnc aftor w'nirh +hn cnllii-inne arn  A i  cnarAor7 Vhn itn~7n1n-nt - * 
and fixing t h s  are regulated by stop clock. a 
' Standardization of l.!b&ines. ) &cause different x-ray 
--m -- I -7-. . . .  
units must be e n p l  in mrw cases i n  some series of films, as for 
exarrple i n  the Gemini astronaut series, the uiits must be calibrated 
and the  conditions of exposure standardized. The mthd of calibration 
has been descritxd i n  detail  by Y i c k ,  LaChance, Vose, and V o g t  (4) .  
Bureau of Stan- -- Standaxdization of Radiographs by the Na 
Eecause "in house" standardization of radiographs 
--. --- -- -
as in-pQrtant so that sequential films of one series prcijuced in 
this labratory may be c q a r e d  with Gach other, 'work has been done co- 
l y  with the Data Corporation of Dayton, Ohio, t o  have unexpsed 
and exposed x-ray films standardized by the National Bureau of Standcards. 
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P R E S E N T A T I O N  O F  - D A T A  
As noted,"th3 t h  comunxd during the four daily periods set 
The tirw consumd i n  aside for exercising w a s  recorded by stopwatch. 
minutes by the three subjects u7ho exercised regularly (Subjects BB, F", 
and EH) are given i n  Table I, Parts  A, B, and C. 
data for those hko exercised "at w i l l "  appear in Table 11, Parts A, B, 
and c. 
The corresponding 
Subject BB exercised for 2,194 minutes during the entire 28 
days of Fied Rest 11, when the exercise program was follomd four tims 
daily, except for the f i r s t  two days when the t i m e  was cons&- Wit?i?i 
hl ocx3 and other smcj.al tests. Miect FF exercised for 2,181 mLnutes, 
and Subject FIH for  1,913 minutes d&ng Bed &s$ 11. 
the fact tha t  Subject 
"he reason for 
exercised during a lesser t im than did the 
other two i n  t h i s  regular exzrcise category was that  Subject CG, who 
began as a regular participant, decided af te r  one we& of the'exercise 
perid that he preferred to  exercise "at will". Subject €El L\ereuAmn 
volunteered to  exchange roles w i t h  Subject G. 
OE the subjects who exercised when they decided. to  do so, SUS- 
ject AA exercised a to ta l  of 577 mkutes during the days when exer'cise 
was followd. 
total of 855 minutes. It should be noted, ho::lever, tliliat the t k  ex- 
pended jn the exercise routine by Subject = was expended t o  a consi- 
Subject EX exercised a to ta l  of 182 and Subject GG a 
derable extent during the f i r s t  wsek  of t h i s  period, with mmy of the 




PART A. SUBJECT - BB (EXERCISED REGULARLY) 
Amount of Exercise in Minutes I 
.9 5 
TABLE I, CONTINUED --.--.- --- 





PART A. SUBJECT AA (EXERCISED A T  WILL) -
nr I I I i 
DAILY EXERCISE ScHEDuL;E IN 
I__-- -
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- PART C. SUBJECT - GG (EXERCISED AT WILL) 
9:oo 11:oo 2:oo 4:OO 
A.hfi. A.M. P . M .  P.M. 
Date 
Tota 1 
- - August 1 6 - 4 - 4 
17 - . 12 12 1 6  40 
1 8  2 0  I 2 0  23  23  86 
- 19 - 23  2 3  23  23 92 
22 I 23 2 3  23  23  ' 92 
1 
f 
2 0  23  . 23  23  23  92 
2 1  2 0  2 3  23  23  69 
23 23 - - "2 3 
I I Amount of Exercise in Minutes I 
CIlAPGES IN BCXE DENSITY OF 
06 CAT-CIS 
--vT--.I---.--r . _ .  . -
--.._ -*__ 
Table I11 gives the d3ta for the central or I' tional" 
section of the os calcis shenevey r of the foot 
s who exercised are given in tm 
, which could, if 
desired, be converted into calibration wedge equivalency or calcium 
hydroxyapitite ezfuivalency. Since the conversion would not change the 
per c a t  change in the bone density values w i t h  tine, however, no ad- 
va;ltage was s e a  in not using the coquter values directly. 
designafxd priods of the study, with respeck to man bone densities 
of tkre central se&.ion of the os calcis, 
and the probability of a significant dif 
of Integrator Counts, 
the mans. 
subject BE3 ----- - 
Canq?arison of the Pre-Eed R e s t  . . . 12,262 
Period with EecL ?&st I . . . . . . . 11,286 P <o .OOl 
Probability of 
Significance or' 








-ison of &e-- Best . . . . .  
With Ikm5.m Ambulatory Period . . .  N.S.* 
Comparison of %XI Pes t  I . . . . . . .  11,286 
With 13ed -st 11 . . . . . . . . . .  12,231 
Subject F'3? 
-I__ C I  
Cbqarison of Pre-N %st . . . . . . .  
W i t h  Bed Rest I . . . . . . . . . .  
C!mparison of I?re-M Pes t  . . . . .  
With Interim W u l a t o r y  P e r i d  . . .  
11 , 740 
10 , 579 
11 , 740 
11,407 
Carparison af Bed R e s t  I . . . . . .  10,579 
W i t h  Bcd Rest I1 . . . . . . . . . .  -11,456 
Subject KH ......... -
Conparison of Pre-Bed Rest . . . .  13,395 
Period wim Rzd Rest I . . . . . . .  12,218 




P < O . O O l  
P<O.OOl. 
N.S.  
With Irkerim Ambulatory Period . . .  13,191 
Cmparison of B d  R e s t  I . . . . . .  12,218 
With Eed Rest I1 . . . . . . . . . .  12,944 PCO. 001 
-,8-9- --*------ 





Carparison of We-Bed Rest . . . . . 12,466 
With Eed Rest I . . . . . . . . 11,350 P < O . O O l  
-axison of Pre-Bed Rest . . . . . 12,466 
With Interim Arhulatory P e r i d  . . . 12,256 N.S. 
Conparison of M R e s t  I . . * . . . 11,350 
P < O . O O l  
with E d  Rest I1 . 0 . * . . . . . . 12,220 
The data given i n  this sec"&on shm that there was a high sta- 
tistically significant difference between the Pre--M Rest and the Bed 
RQCI- I y n m ~ : ;  w t n  n i p ~ r  .cone ciensxty 1.7aives ouru-~g P W  r i r s ~  ~mn17ia- 
 to^ Period than i n  the f i r s t  horizontal recm?.smcy perid, s&en the 
subjects were not exercising. 
preceded Bed Rest I, was cxxrpard with the Interim Zmbulatory P e r i d ,  
which preceded Bed R e s t  11, there was no s ta t i s t ica l ly  significant dif- 
men the f i r s t  Bdmlatory Period, which 
ference in the data of a11 of the subjects pooled together, and i n  all 
one of the  individual subjects of the regular exercise group. In  
the case of the one exception, Subject E", the difference was only 
slight, with significance sham only a t  the 10 per cent &vel of confi- 
dence, 
d e c ~  &e respective h ~ d  rest periods show that -t;"lere t 7 a s  l i t t le  dif- 
The resul ts  from LIS coqarison of t3e two periods which pre- 
ference i n  the b n e  density of the ' a n a t d c  site under consideration 
&fore th_e t v a  respective rest peridds began. 
The statistical comparison of the central os calcis during E&d 
Rest I and Eed R e s t  I1 shm;red that, for those who exercise3 regularly, 
the bone density of this anatomic site was higher during LIe re&q 
period When exercise was t a k a  (Bed Rest 11) than that during the period 
with no exercise (Bed Rest I). 
Subjects tho Exercised "At 'EIJill". Of the subjects who exercised --- - ..- -..-- 
only when they desired t o  do so, the following conparisons of the bone 
density of t ! e  central os calcis were seen for the designated perids of 
the stu&y. 
Cmprcison of Pre-PA &st . . . . .  
W i t h  Interim Amhulatory Period . . .  
carcg?arison of W =st 1 . . . . . .  
W i t h  Bed &st II . . . . . . . . . .  
subject AA 
--T- h. 
Coxparison of Pre--Ecd R e s t  . . . . .  
With Bed Rest I . . . . . . . . . .  
Co-q2arison of Pre-W Rest . . . . . .  
With Interim &n5ulatory Period ._ .




9 , 863 
.-- 
- An A A - I  r \ u . u u I  
N.S. 











Comparison of Bed I.....O 
F7ith Bed Rest I1 . . . . . . . . . 11,843 
.Subject 
.I-.--- - 
me-Bed Rest. . . . 
W1thBedPest I . 0 . 0  . . . . . P<O.OOl 
Conparison of Pre-Bed =st . . . . . 
With Irsterim &.rbulatory Period . . 
ccsrq?arison of Bed Rest 1 . . . . . . 
. FEth Bed &st 11 . . . . . . . . . 
I 
All Subjects whoXxercized "At W i l l "  
FT. I --I.-.- ?.-i-. ___. -?.TP --
corrp?arison of Pre-Bd R e s t  . . . . . 
W i t h  Bed Rest I . . . . . . . . . 
Ccmparison of me-Bed &st . . . . 
With Interim&dmlatory Pezid . . . 
10 , 766 
10 , 666 
9 , 851 
9 , 902 
11,169 
10 , 461 
11 , 169 
10 , 889 
N.S. 
N.S. 
P < O . O O l  
N.S. 
Comparison of Bed Rest I . . . . . . 10,461 
. With W Rest 11 . . . . . . . . 10,579 N.S. 
Of the subjects sdio fo l lm&? the exercise program only vzien 
they chose to  do so, S C E - E ~ ~ I E S  not even cmpleting one entire unit of 
the program although they were being supervised for as long as they 
continued, the bone density of the central os calcis section during the 
Pre--Bed %st Period surpassed that during Bed €?.est I (no exercise) by 
differences for each individual subject which were highly significant 
(PCO.001 in each case). P7ith the data for all subjects p l e d  to- 
gether for the sane conparison, the same superiority v7as found, w i t h  
the difference highly significant (P<O.OOl ]  . 
In the case of these subjects, again there was no s ta t is t ical ly  
significant difference Setween the central os calcis b n e  density 
valuss of the mbulatory period which preceded the f i r s t  and that  vhich 
preMed ule seconu W yest rerid. Wnen tiie.two &xi B.es1; ~eric6.s 
were coitparsd, the bone density values for the "at t.Jil1" exercise sub- 
jects during Sed Pes t  I1 (with exercise) failed to surpass E2d R e s t  I 
(with no exercise) except i n  the case of Subject AA. 
Eed Restwi'kll Exercise Period exceeded the Bec? R e s t  Period with no 
exercise by a difference which was significant (PCO.05). 
probability of a significant difference, hacvever, far less than was 
found for each subject who exercised regularly. 
In this case the 
The level of 
Subject Gr,, who exercised for a totcal length of t k  (855 min- 
utes) which surpassed that  of Subject AA (577 minutes), shaved no sta- 
t i s t ica l ly  significant difference btween thz hone density levels of 
the central os calcis throughout Ecd R e s t  I1 as coxpared with Bed R e s t  
I. Tine reason for this finding undoubtedly em.nat& froii the fact  that 
the exercise tim accomplished was gr 
Bed Pest 11, with far less t j ~ ~  expended in exer 
progressed, and wieh nin 
this period. 
devoid of 
With the data p l e d  for a11 of the subjects who did not exer- 
cise regular t cedly s 
the period of Bzd mst I in bone density of the central os calcis sec- 
tion (PCO.001). The Initial and Interim ambulatory periods did not 
differ significantly in bone density of the anatomLC site under dis- 
cussion, nor was there any statistically significant difference between 
the results with respct to the man of t h i s  bone section densities 
during the t w a  b d  rest periods. 
Table I11 gives the complete data for the bone density values 
of the central os calcis secfdon in terms of Integrator Counts and 
Calibration wedge equivalency for the subjects who had no exercise dur- 
h g  Bed %st I, but who exercised regularly during Bed Rest 11. Table 
IV gives the corresponding data for those who did not exercise during 
Bed %st I, but who exercised only when they desired to Go so during 


















!BE first bed rest periodr when no exercise program was 
follam3, was canpar&- for each subject i n  tile study as to the per 
cent CL'lange i n  each anatomic site in the foot in comparison w i t h  
the corresponding section during the second bed rest, wit31 exercise. 
The m was repeated for the hand. 
The fomer skeletal sites jncluded: (a) ths central os 
CaLcis secticn; (b) multiple sections across approximately 60 p?r 
cxmt of the os calcis; and (c) a central section across the talus. 
series of sites across the various parts of the hand, 
wcist, and distal arm included: (a) hand phalanx 4/2; {b) a diagonal 
section across the capitate; arid (c) sections acrsss the iiistal a d s  
of t l ie radius and ulna. 
Subjects who Exercised Regularly ---
Subject BS 
Per cent change during Bed Rest I . . . . . . -10.70 
Per cent chcmge during 'Red Rest I1 . . . . . - 2.95 
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Per Gent change during Bed R e s t  I . . . . . . -15.70 
Per cent  change during FEX~ Rest I1 . . . . . - 0.21 
Per cent ch&e during Eed R e s t  I . . . . . . -12.30 
Per cent Cfiaqe during ‘Bed Rest I1 . . . . . - 3.20 
Per cent charge &ring Bad Rest 1 . . . . . . - 5.70 
Per  cent change during Eed Pes t  IT . . . . . - 7,80 
Subject 
per cen t  change during ikd Pes t  1 . . . . . e -10. LU 
# *  
Per cent cliang~ during Bed Pes t  I1 . . . . . -10.03 
Subject Gc; 
Per cent change during Bet, Pest I . . . . . . - 8.70 
Per  cent chaqe during Bed 2est I1 . . . . . -11.98 
,Subjects who Exercise3 R e ~ l a r l ~  ---,-- . .--. - ---- - 
Subject BB 
Per .cent chcmge during Bed !?est 1 . . . . . . - 9.35 
Per cent dicmge during M Rest 11 .’ . . . . - 3.10 
subject !i?f? 
Per change during 
change during 
Per .cent ch&ge during 
Per cent d-snge during 
Per cent change during 
Per cent change ~ L X C ~ C J  
Per cent chanye during 
Per cent change during 
Per cent change during 
Per cent change during 
€?&Rest1 . . . . . -12.00 
Bed3&stII . 9 . * * - 3.50 
M R e S t I .  9 0 . .  . - 6.00 
?3ed ?est I1 . 9 9 9 . - 4.94 
B e d R e s t I . .  . . . . - 8.87 
~ R e s t X l  c . .  . 9 -10 00 
l3edRestI. 0 0 9 0 . - 8.75 
l3eaRestII . . . . . -12.05 
c!ElTE?? SECTION OF TALUS 
*-I_-- --- 
Per cent chmge during Ped Iiest I . . . . . . - 5.46 
Per cent change during &I Rest I1 . . - 2.26 
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subject FF 
Per cent clange during Bed Pest  I . . . . . . - 8.33 
Per cent'change during Ekd Pes t  11 . , . , . - 2.86 
Subject HEI 
per cent change during PLA Rest I . . - 8.73 
Per cent change during Red Rest I1 . . . , . - 2.99 
, . . 
Per cent change during Bed &st I . . . . . , - 7.60 
Per cent change during Bed &st X I  . . . . . - 2.98 
Skibject E 
Per cent change during 9ed Rest I .- . . , . . - 8.68 
Per cent change during Bed Pes t  X I  . . . . . - 7.52 I 
Subject GG 
_ _ .  . 2. I 
Per cent change during Bed Rest I . . . . -. - 9.60 ' 
Per cent change 8wing Red Rest I1 . . . . . - 6.98 
Per cent change during Bed Rest I . . . . . . - 8.57 
Per cent change during Bod Rest I1 . . , . . - 4.03 
113 
per cent change during Bed'&st I . . . . . . 
Per  cent change during E& Rest I1 . . . . 
Per pen-1.1 change during Fed Pest I . . . . . 
Per cent change during Bed Rest 11 . . . . . 
Subjects &io Exercised 'lnt Mil" --..---- -- --- I- -
Subject ,?!A 
Per cent change during Bcd Rest I . . . . . . 
Per cent change during Eed €?.est I1 . . . . . 
Subject EE 
- yer cent changeciuring k6. ks t  i .. . . . . . 
Per cent changz during Bed R e s t  I1 . . . . . 
Fer cent change during E e d  Rest 1 . . . . . 
Per cent change during Bed Rest I1 . . . . . 
Subject EB 
Per cent  change durb-g Eksd Rest I . . , . . . 














Per cent change during Bed Rest 1 . . . . . - 7.77 
Per cent change during E&d Rest I1 . . . . - 0.40 
Per cent change during E& %st I . . . . . . - 7.01 
Per cent change during Bed Rest I1 . . . . f 0.10 
Subjects who Ekercised "At W i l l ' '  -------.- -- -- -- ..-- 
Subject ,9A 
Per cent change during Bod R e s t  I . . . . . . - 8.07 
Per cent change during F& R e s t  I1 . . . . . - 4.63 
.$1ihipclf- W. 
Per cent change during W Rest I . . . . . - 9.32 
Per cent change during Ped R e s t  IT . . . . . - 7.3% 
Subject GG 
Per cent change during B d  R e s t  I . . . . . - 6.72 
Per cent change during Bed Pest I1 . . . . . - 5.06 
SFXTION ACRES DISTAL EXD OF RADruS . . . .  . .  ,--- rr_p .-- -
Wject BB 
Per cent change during Ped Test I . . . . . . - 6.41 
Per cent change during W Rest I1 . . . . . - 2.29. 
Subject FF 
Per cent change during 3ed Rest I . . . . . . - 5.47 
Per cent change &ring Rest 11 . . . . - 2.05 
Per cent change during Bed Rest I . . . . . . - 6.51 
Per cent change during Bed Pest X I  . . . . . - 3.06 
Subject Ni 
Per cent change during Bed Rest I . . . . . . - 8.93 
Per cent change during ?3ed Rest 11 . . . . . - 5.17 
Subject EE 
Per cent Cllarlcp during Bed Pest I . . . . -. 5.74 
Per cent change during 'Beci Rest T I  . . . . . - 7.55 
Subject GG 
Per cent change during Bed R e s t  I . . . . . . - 5.89 
Per cent change during 9ed R e s t  I1 . . . . . - 4.17 
Subjects id10 Exercised Peguhr ly  
l---77-l-- - -- ( r -  . . * ... 
Subject SB 
Per cent change during Bed Rest I . . . . . . - 7.17 
Per cent change during bed Rest 11 . . . . . - 1~. 80 
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Subject F'F 
Per cent change during Bod Rest I . . . . .. . -10.83 
Per cent change during Red Pest I1 . . . . . - 3.05 
Per cent change during Bed P e s t  I . . . . . . - 9.49 
Per cent change during PRd kst  I1 . . . . . - 2.85 
Subjects who Exercised "At  F7i11" .-..----- - -- r.-.. c_.. 
Subject AA 
per cent change during Rest I . . . . . . - 6.35 
Pcr cent change during Bed R e s t  I1 . .. . . . - 4.08 
subiect EE 
Per cent change during Bed Pes t  I . . , \. . . ' - 8.75 
Per cent change during Rzd Rest I1 . . . . . - 9.60 
Subject GG 
Per cent d m g e  during Red R e s t  I . . . . . . - .7.50 
Per cent chmge during E& Rest II . . . . . - 6.08 
The data given above concerning the skeletal density changes 
r 
i n  #e evaluated anatomic sites showed i n  general tha t  the losses dw- 
ing W Pest  1 were grzater than those for W -st II far the subjects 
who exercised regularly during the second bed. rest, with the saw not 
found for  those tho exercised only  en they CiecLded to  do so. The 
differences b2twe&n Bed %st I and Bed Rest I1 differed in the various 
skeletal sites, although thz regular exercise group generally shaved 
reducrtions in the bone density loss i n  all sites greater than 
llat will" group. 
tween the changes in  bone density values of the cenbal or "oonve 
section of .t;he os Calcis from one rest perid to  the other of 
The those who exercised regularly and those who exercised "at w i l l t r .  
regular exercise group -ienced marked reductions in bone density 
loss betwem t?ne first bed rest with no exercise and the second Sed 
rest with regular exercise four t*s a day. 
Those who exercised "at v & l l "  during the second bed rest, and 
in ccmmn w i t h  those who exercised rGgularly during th i s  period, not 
jirri~ cnanze in mne c lens iy  OT: 
the central os calcis section frorn oae bed resttperiod- to the other. 
Multiple Os C a L c i s  Sections. The total of the multiple os 
c -1- 
calcis sections, which covered t h i s  b n e  entirely from Lle point there 
it was overlapped bv another b n e  to  its distal perineter, was similar 
to  the central os calcis section i n  the bone Sensity changes frm Red 
Bst I to  Sed Rest 11. The subjects who exercised regularly expri- 
one su5ject, 
two subjects 
reductions in  bone liensity loss i n  
Subject AS shmm.3 a rninor loss 
losing slightly mre i n  W Pes t  I1 than i n  Ped Rest I. 
w i t h  the other 
. zie men who exercised regularly 
sh eases i n  bone density 10s s hetween 
Eed Rest I and E& R e s t  I1 in the central section of the talus. The 
irregular exercise group shmied s- reduction i n  hone density i n  this 
skeletal site, dlthcugh t h i s  was f a r  less for a l l  thre.3 11y3n than for 
those who exercised regularly. 
J!kiltiple - Sections of - Hand --- ---- Phalanx - 4/2. For those who exercised 
regularly, the loss in b n e  density of hand phalanx 4/2, covering the 
entire' hand phalanx 4/2 was reduced during R x l  t 11, amroxirrately 
to one-half that  expzriencd by tlie sam subjects during Bcd Rest I. 
For the "at s ~ i l l "  exercise grou?, on the other hand, t te loss was re- 
duced by a much lesser proportion. 
The srnaller reduction in the bone dmsity loss from this 
skeletal site, even for the rn who exercised regularly, probably re- 
sulted froan &he fact  that the second phalanx o€ the fourth. finger was 
not. irwolved in the  exercise w i t h  the mer--Grip t o  the extent of pull- 
ing mscles attached to  this bone t o  any great extent. 
Diagonal Section across the Capitate. Marked reductions in 
-I___ -- ~~ ~ -. 
bone density of the diaqonal section assessed across the capitate was 
found in the subjects who exercised regularly, with much lesser reduc- 
t ions in this skeletal location i n  those who exercised oi-ily when they 
c 
wished to do so. It is bclieved that, i n  squeezing the mer-Grip, the 
wrist  tended to be bcnt a t  an angle a part of the the dming tilie 
exercise pricd, which would activate the mscles attadied to  wrist 
hones. 
Skeletal Section across the D i s t a l  End of the Bdius. Of the 
-cl___ --- -- --- 
xren who exercised four t h s  a day regularly, there were distinct 
lavering of bone density losses in a section across the d i s t a l  end of 
the radius in  a l l  subjects i n  going from P A  Rest I to  T;ed Rest 11. 
On the other hand, two of the m who exercised "at w i l l "  experienced 
minor losses in Bed Rest 11 i n  conparison w i t h  Bed %st I, w i t h  one 
m &hibiting an excrease in bone density loss during the second b& 
rest wid.. 
slieletal Section across the D i s t a l  End of the U l n a .  The regu- - __L I- -- ---- 
l a r  exercise group exhibited very m k e d  reductions in  bone density 
losses i n  the distal ed of the ulna during -Bed Rest 11 i n  i=orcq?arison 
with €3~3 Pes t  I. Again, 02 tfiz m i n  the exercise "at w i l l ' '  
group shov7d only minor reduction i n  skeletal losses in t h i s  bone, 
It appars vsry probable that  during bt lh  the j-somtric por- 
tion of the exercise program when the anns wae deeply involved i n  
the exercise routine, a d  i n  the hand gripping part of the program, 
the wrist and 1owsr m s  experienced a dis t inct  pull on the mscles, 
attached to the mist and the anns. 
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As -has been noted, nui ious  c h d c a l  tests .tme made on blood 
and urine of the d j e d s  of + I s  study by o the r  investigators i n  these 
LaSOratories. The w r k  vhich was n n s t  closely associated with the in- 
vestigation ClescrW herein was that  of Van Zandt (%), which involved 
the analysis of calcium and phosphorus in urine and feces. 
which was continued tlxoughout the five periciis of the stu31, supprted 
the findings of the author. 
This work, 
%e following'is po ted  from the work of t h i s  investigator: 
%tatistical analyses of ths data shaved that  the quantity of 
calcium excreted during Bed R e s t  I surpassed that  during Bed Rest PI by 
- A; ++tx-rvn-a r . 7 h i  t-+h T % n c  hi r c h l ~ 7  c i  mi f i  rant Sny +hose aibje&s who aer- - -  - 
cised regularly, while those exercising 'at h7Lll' excreted less calcium 
during E k d  -Rest IT by a mller, though slightly si&ficant, m m t .  
These results dmnst ra ted  the f h h g  that, W j _ t h  subjects on a un~-form 
d i e t  which eliminated d ie t  as a variable, exercise during a highly 
supervised horizontal bed rest reduced calcium loss in the urine 
m k e d l y  whm regular programred exercise w a s  followed, and t o  a cer- 
tain extent even i f  the exercise was not routine. 
"A greater proprLion of the, calcium was excreted in the feces 
than in the urine LI all subjects, as has been found in other studies 
of th is  series. 
that lost in the urine during W &st I, a greater quantity of cal- 
cium appared during the h b i l i z a t i o n  period than during the previous 
ambulatory perid i n  th i s  subject, by a difference wlnich w a s  highly 
significant ( L ) < O . O O l ) .  
P 
Tub3ct -_.- FF. - During E& Pes t  I, the urinary calcium excretion 
by Subject FF w a s  greater than that of the Fquilibration Period, w i t h  
R riin-ermrrp wnicrn wac: ni.%inc+ iy silcjn1rican-c i.r.c= [)-tu!. 
"Subject EM. The m u n t  of calcium appearing in  the urine of --."-*_ -
Subject HH during Bed Rest I w a s  greater p r  unit of tim than that  
excreted during the initial Ambulatory Period, w i t h  a difference which 
was highly signif icmt (P .< 0.001) 
difference was not s 
higher than that  
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during the ZknhiLatory Period by a difference which was s ta t is t ical ly  
significant (PC0.05). 
"Subject GG. tbre urinary calcium was excreted during Bed &st ---- -
I by Wject CG than i n  the i n i t i a l  Equilibration P e r i d ,  but the dif- 
ference was not sicpificant i n  t h i s  case. 
"All --_ Subjects. ---- When ths data for the subjects who exercised 
regularly during the second Bed Pes t  were pooled together for  the cm- 
parison of urinary calcium during the  Ekpilibration Period and Bed 
Rest I, Table VliI, P a r t  G shows that the E%d Rest Period surpassed the 
Equilibration Mula to ry  Period by a highly signi€icant difference 
( P < O . O O l ) .  
"hien the data on the 'at w i l l '  exercise groups li3cewise w e r e  
poolecl, the calcium excretion in the urine during the r e d -  of 
Bed Rest I surpassed that of the inttia1Ambulatox-y P e r i d  by a dis- 
t i n c t l y  signifLcant difference (P<=O.Ol). 
Regular Exercise Group 
c . . , . . . c r- --- 
l*w3ject BE. mere %'as no s t a t i s t i c d l y  significant diffekence ---- -
between the quantity of wirLary calcium excreted by tkis subject during 
the trm M %st periods, alt;l'?ough 'the quantity during EEX~ pest I was 
slightly higher than that during Eecl P e s t  11. 
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"Subject EF. - Subject E??, on the other hand, shaved a decrease 
in cdlcium loss in the urine during Bed ?est 11 when cam)?ared w i t h  Bed 
&st I, the difference hing highly significant (PC 0.001) . 
_- 
~ ~ h j o c r t  ---FM. ?"ne "urinary calcium excretion of this subject 
shad a slight decrease during Bed Rest I1 in corparison with Bed Rest 
I, but the difference between the t w o  FRd Rest Periods was  not signifi- 
cant, 
"Subject AA. _I ALtliough this subject, too, shmred a decreased 
urinary calcium Loss 6whg M R e s t  I1 over Red Wst  I, the difference 
was too small to be s ta t i s t ica l ly  significant. This subject exercised 
t'&ject _ -  EE~ A comparison of ~ e d  Rest P e r i d s  for Subject EE 
indicated that a sawwhat greater loss had occurred i n  urinary calcium 
excretion during Beti Pest I than i n  Bed RE?& 11, w i t h  a difference 
which was sl ightly sicpificant. 
"Subject G. - ?Enis subject excreted a higher munt of urinary 
calcium 6uring E& Pes t  I than during Bod Rest I I r  with a difference 
tlkich was distinctly significant. 
"AI1 Subjects. Fhen ths t o t a l  urinary calcium. excretion d.ata 
c__ ---.-.- 
for the three participants i n  the study who exercised regularly mre 
cohhed together, the I t '  test shared. that the quantity of this ele- 
lent excreted dwhq € 3 4  Rest I surpass& that during Ped &st 11 by a 
124 
dif€erence which was highly significant ( P < O . O O l ) .  
that, during Bed Rest 11, exercise was taken routinely on a progrmned 
basis by three mn, and a t  irregular W s  when called for by the other 
three. 
It will.be recal 
_ -  
"Of the three subjects who exercised 'at w i l l ' ,  the calcium ex- 
cretion isl the urine during Bed R e s t  I was shown in a pooled data analy- 
sis ti0 have sur_pa.ssed that excreted during Bed Rest I1 by a difference 
which was significant (~<0.01). 
exexcising of the respective sub-groups. 
This is consistent with the exteht of 
f Total -- Calc ium Excretion (Urinary 
Fecal) during the Two Bedl Rest P e r i d s  
I-- 1_----7- 
"The Sumnary vhich follows gives the data on man daily calcium 
ex&&icm in the urine and feces during Bed Rest I and Bed Rest 11, 
respectively, for  each participant i n  the study. 
"Table k shows that a greater proprt ion of k?e calcium was 
excreted i n  the feces than in the urine in all. subjects. Because the 
subjects were on a low residue diet ,  their fecal excretions were very 
i r r e a r .  
"Figwre 9 shows, by mans of bar graphs, a canpaxison of the 
man levels of total calcium (urinary and fecal) excretcd by the six 
subjects i n  the study. 
the excretion of calcium during Eed Rest I1 slightly exceeded that 
It should be noted tinat the only n m  in which 
during & R e s t  I was Subject €33. This 'subject exercised the least  of 
. . . . .  
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Bed Rest I 
Bed Rest II 
I 1  
. . . . . . . .  . . . . .  - . . . . . .  - .. - ...... ..A - . - . . . .  ._ . 
. FOR PAKI'ICIPATING SUBJECT 
[from Van Zmdt  (84))  
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of any of the 'at will' group, with a total numlxx of minutes expmded 
in this activity totalling about one-third of the tine expmded by 
those who exercised regularly. 
scxrwhtmre urinary calcium during Eed Rest I than during Bed 3est 11, 
This subject was shm to have excreted 
with the difference statistically significant. In view of the small 
munt of the which he s p t  exercising, tihis was sarewhat surprising. 
-When his fecal excretion was included, hmever, the results f r o m  the 
two sources of calcium showed very slightly mre mineral loss during 
the second than the first Bed %st. 
Cbqarj-son of Total Calcium Excretion during 
--r --- 
"The subjects exercising 'at will' excreted mre calcium in the 
urine during Bed Rest I1 than did those exercising regularly. 
the six subjects lost less calcim during Bed Rest 11, w i t h  exercise, 
Five of 
than during EW Rest I, withoct exexcise. 
mre calcium during the latter period was the one vho exercis@ least. 
The one subject who excreted 
"Table V shows the total. excretion of urinary and fecal calchin 
the two bed rest periods by the regular and the 'at will' exer- 
cise groups. 
As in the case of the calcium urinary excretioa data, ths phos- 
phorus fhdings w i l l  be given first for the individual subjects, w i t h  
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T A B L E  ' V I  -~ -. 
[ E r a  van zandt (84) 3 
-.. . . - -  
Populations Conpared 
Durhg Bsd Pes t  I 
F&gular Exercisers 
c*-. . . . . 
During Eed Pes t  I1 
Regular Exercisers 
"At W i l l "  Exercisers 













Prosabi l i ty  
N.S. 
P < O . O O l  
findings as shown by the analysis oE p l e d  data for th 
* of subjects follcwing thereafter. 
ccqar i son  - of 
the w i l i b r a t i o n  -- 
"Subject - EB. Idhen the m u n t  of urinary phmphorus excreted by 
Subject BB during the In i t i a l  Equilibration P e r i d  was compared w@th 
that lost i n  t h ~ ?  urine during E%& R e s t  I, an in 
immbilization. 
ase was s h a m  dueing 
The difference between the two values, hobever, was 
. .  
barely significant (P<O.lO) . 
"Sub-iect ET. mere was no statisticallv siqnificant difference 
h urinary phosphorus excretion when a conparison was made between the 
Inikal Fkpilibration Period and Bed Rest I for t h i s  subject. 
''Subject - EI. The urinary phosphorus loss for .Subject I-IH in- 
creasfl during M Rest I in comparison w i t h  that  of the Initial 
Equilibration Period, wit21 the difference higtlly significant (P<O. 001) 
-- 'At W i l l '  .-a -
1% AA. N o  signific difference i n  urm phosphorus 
loss was evidenced by Subject AA [&en the Initial Equil 
Bed I?mt I Periods were c a r p e d .  
on 
I' - sub -- RE. The armunt of phosphorus 
ubject E 3  shaved no significant change .during 
and the f i r s t  Lmbil izat ion Periods. 




"Subject - - -  GG. Likewise there was  no change in the quantity &E 
urinary phosphorus eliminated during the Initial EQuilLbration Period 
and Bed Rest I for  this subject. 
"All Subjects. When the data for the three subjects Who exer- 
pl_- 
cised regularly were pool& for the purpose of statistical. analysis, 
sphorus excretion was shorn Bed Rest I 
in conparison with the In i t i a l  &pilibration P e r i d .  
in phosphorus loss between the two periods was distinctly significant 
Tie difference 
(P(O.01). 
"Similarly, when the data tere p l e d  for the purpose of find- 
ing whether there w a s  a significant difference between losses of phos- 
phorus during Red Pes t  I and the previous Equilibration Anbulatory 
Period for  the 'at w i l l '  exercise group, there was not a s ta t i s t ica l ly  
significant difference ktxeen tile levels of secretion of t h i s  enti ty 
between fihe two periods, although the value excreted during Bed Rest I 
surpassed that of the previous &rbulato-T Period to sare extent. 
for Urinary Phosphorus Excretion -- -___ 
F?qular Ekercise Group ---..-.- .--, 
"Subject ---_ €313. - The quantity of phosphorus excreted i n  the urine 
by Subject BB decreased during E d  wst 11 over tha t  of B2d Pes t  I. 
The difference between the two w a s  s ta t is t ical ly  significant (PCO.05). 
This man engaged in regular exercise for a total of 2,194 minutes during 
the second Bed R e s t  Period, which  was ins-?tal i n  causing the 
decrease i n  exc 
significance (~<0.1.0). 
Bed Rest 11 for a total of 2,181 mi-nUtes, experienced sans digestive 
trouble during the stu&j. 
"Subject -- la. Tne s t a t i s t i c s  for this subject indicated that 
Subject HH excreted mre w i n ~  phosphorus during Bed Pest I than' 
during Eed Rest 11, the difference k i n g  highly significant (PCO.001). 
CFho mmmf nf rcvnilm- F\Kprpice in Whir17 i-his siihieck e n m a d  durinu 
Bed Rest I1 to$alled 1,913 minutes, and its effect  is clearly seen i n  
the large decrease i n  phosphorus excreted during this tine. 
"At P611'' Exercise Group -- -_-_--- 
"Subject ---AA. A coqaxison of Bed Pes t  I wit.!.! BBd Pest I1 
revealed the finding that Subjectm excreted less phosphorus i n  the 
wine during 
. sented a diffe distinct s t a t i s  
s subject exercised ' a t  w i l l '  during Period 
f 577 minutes, and even this 1 m u n t  of t h  
rus excretion. It 
tl? so= regularity, 
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"Subject E. The amunt of urinary phosphorus excreted by * 
Subject E33 during Red Rest I1 was less than that of Bed Rest I, the 
difference between the two amunts )Xing s ta t is t ical ly  significant' 
(PC0.02). 
is reflected i n  a decrease of phosphorus lost through the urine. 
The srrall total of 182 mimutes of exercise for L I S  subject 
"Subject -__ CG. - "lie amount of phosphorus excreted i n  the mine 
- by Subject GG decreased during .Red 3est I1 in comparison w i t h  f3ed =st 
I. The difference sufficiently great to kc? highly significant 
(PCO.001). 
seven days, and thereafter emgaged in  exercise only on an 'at w i l l '  
bas-is, the amunt achieved during this p r i o d  was 855 minutes. Its 
effect is reflected in  &e la rue  decrease i n  nhosnhorus loss durinq 
Although this subject discontinued re9lar exercise after 
this t h .  
%ll --- Subjects. bken the data were bled so khat an overall 
cmparison could be mde beh-n Bedl Pests  I and I1 for the thee sub- 
jects idlo exercised regulcwly, it was found that  phosphorus ac re t ion  
during BscI Pest I (no exercise) greatly exceeded that of 8ed Rest I1 
(PCO. 001) 
- 
YI%e sam level of difference also m s  found betwsen Red Rest 
I and Bed Pes t  11 for the 'at w i l l '  exercisers. 
coln-&zison of Total Phosghorus -Excretion (Urinary ------ 
* and Fecal) during the ~-,a Bed ?est perids 
I_- 
"Table e gives the data on man daily phosphorus excretion 
in the urine and feces.during Bcd R e s t  I and Bed'Rest I1 for each 
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[from van Zandt (84) I 
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participant in the study. 
"In contrast with the calcium excretion pattern, the major 
portion of the phosphorus which is excreted is found in the urine. 
The distribution &tween urine and feces differs for the various 
individuals. 
"Table VI1 separates the regular exercise grolq from those 
who exercised when they desired to do so. No statistically signifi- 
cant difference was found betmen the.two groups in total phosphorus 
excretion either during Bed Rest I or 11. 
"As in the case of calcium, the excretion of phosphorus during 
EM Rest I surpassed that during Bed F&st I1 for a l l  subjects, whether 
they exercised regularly or 'at will'. 
Figbre 10. I' 
This is shown graphically in 
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-*- 
[ f r m  Van Zandt (84)] 
EXERCISE GROUPS -. -- 
During Bed !?est 17: 
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D I S C U S S I O N  - .- 
Tmeta, Nuffj-eld Professor -itus of Ortlhopedic Surgeq a t  
the University of Oxford, i n  his  classical treatise on Studies of -- the 
Ikvelop-ent and Dzcay of the Hurran Frax (85) ha5 stated: "The abi l i ty  -.- ---- - _I -
of the osteoblast [in the bone] to synthesize the required protein for 
its matrix depends on the availability of amino acids and other con- 
st i tusnts needed for the synthesis. It has long k e n  knm that  im- 
mobilization, bed rest, and lack of muscle activity are all factors 
contributing to  osteoporosis, a condition of decreased skeletal IMSS 
associated wiLh increased porosity. hhy this is so has not yet keen 
fully explained, but that the osteoblast-osteocyte syncytium appears 
t o  bc adversely affecked by la& of activity is unquestionable." 
In  order to  throw l ight  on this problem, Tnieta and others 
have carried on animal experimts designed to offer so= explanation 
of the osteoporosis of intictivity. 
Geiser and Trueta (51) h a study of Muscle Action,. BoDe -- m e -  - 
faction, and Bone Formtion, which has ken cited and discussed briefly * .--.- --- 
i n  this reprt, have carried on an extensive study involving rabbits, 
fromwhich they concluded that  rarefaction of the calcaneum of anbnls 
in five e q e r k t s  occxurrd soon af ter  the hone v7as relieved of muscu- 
lar conpressing forces. 
the calcaneum again was subjected to  the stresses and strains of muscle 
contraction. These authors cmcluded further that, i n  the calcaneum of 
Tliey found that new bone w a s  generated when . 
the rabbit, lack of muscular action seems to be the mst inportant 
factor inducing osteoporosis. 
the o r i g k  of p s t - t r a m t i c  osteoporosis has the s m  basis. 
They state also that it is possible that  
de Valderrama and Trueta (86) carry the concept of the relation 
of muscle activity to intra-osseous circdat icn.  They review certain 
aspects of the investigations of Tmeta (85) and of C e i s e r  and meta 
(51) w i t h  res,pct t o  osteoyprosis being caused by the suppression of 
muscle aztivity,  and they state h t  ffese investigators have found 
that the intra-osseous vessels increawd in 
r m v a l  exceed& bone de,nosition. 
The puripse of the investigation of 
size and number where bone 
these workers was t o  study 
Conference on EKme Biodynamj-cs at the Ford FIospital, Detroit in 1964. 
In this study, zdult mngrel dogs were used. The effect  of 
mscle contraction on the blood supply of the adljacent bone 972s inves- 
t i g a t d  by determinations of the intra-osseous pressure in the tibia 
e 
of the dog during varying cqnditions of muscle activity. 
They found thatrqscular contraction seas t o  influence the 
blood f l w  i n  bo112 in  two ways: (a) by the ccclusj-on of the vmous 
outfLow, !?icfi k d s  to an increase in  i$xamedu~lary pressure; and 
(5) by the rapid enptying of the intra-ossecus venous system following 
muscle relaxation, w h i c h  causes the intra--osseous pressure t o  f a l l .  
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(88) i n  a review o tal renew& and’ 
m3abl-lj-c bone state the following: “The ske l  
e total m y  czlcium, serves two nlajor 
. .  
Firs t  of all, it plays an inportant pa* i n  calcium hmeostasis, both 
mspndirig to and contributing to changes in calcium rretaholim. 
se integrity of th  
d existence. 
.tk s k e l e ~ l  system, o c w  with increasing frquency in tihe elderly 
because of decreasing strenEfi;h of the skeleton. 
largely to a reduction i n  skeletal mss caused by an jxbalance bebeen 
the forration and the resorption of bone. Throughout l i f e ,  even af ter  
F’ractwes, by far the imst important abnoml i ty  of 
TI.iis weakmss is due 
cessation of longitudinal growf31, cancsllous and cortical  hne are 
duction of new deposits in microscopic amunts a t  mimy sites hetero- 
geous ly  distributed througi?out the skeleton. a m g e s  i n  tlx~s balance 
betxeen foxmation and resorption have a critical role in calcium haneo- 
ease wih‘ a- no&le influence‘ on- &e adult 
, . ”  - * _ -  - .  . , - -  
- ”  stasis and underlie 
skeleton. 
Xn the study d e s c r i M  i n  t h i s  dissertation, the diet was  mi-- 
fom for  all sdjects, and was planned wikh special attention given to 
the 
skeletal IMSS, w i t h  exercise the 
cussed not only calciurn, phosphorus., and protein-as necessary in bone 
fonnation, but also polysaccharides, which are kportant in collagen 
production, as well as various vitamins. 
c a p n e n t s  k l i e v d  to be essential to the maintenance’of 
ly variable. meta (1) has dis- 
This author eqhasizes 
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pxrtkularly vitamin A, ascorbic acid, and vitamin D. These are hpr- 
bn-k not only in bone formatLon during grmkh, but also in the mhten -  
anee of the integrity of the slceleton in adults. 
'I3-e mst exknsive tmrk on vitamin A and bone status was  done 
by Me1lmb-y (89) 
studks on vitamin A and ascorbic acid i n  connection Wi.th h n e  density 
status. Vitamin A equivalency in its relation to  hone density was 2n- 
eluded in a study of college woma published i n  1955 (90) and h unpub- 
lished human nutrition studies conducted from 1953 to  1968, which in- 
cludd football. players and the ~ l e  a%lt m i n  family groups. 
w i t h  ?Jack and associates having camied on various 
- -  
data from these studies, und.ergoing preparation for pulllication a t  the 
presmt th, show that  aplzasis should he placed on vitamin A ancl. 
ascokbic acid, preferably from food sources, v&en the skeletal density 
is to bs maintained or improved. 
The inpOrtance of dietary calcium i n  the mintenance of skele- 
tal h-stasis has been discussed by Lutwok (90) , based on worl~ car- 
rid out in the rdktab1ic Disease &-ancli, National I n s t i t u t e  of Art-hri- 
t i s  and 14etzblic Disease, National Insti tutes of Eealth, Bekh2sda, 
f i q ~ a n i i .  This investigator has sunmaxized his report as folLows: 
Osteoporosis has k s n  eramin&t as a disorder resulting f r o m  a 
relative -nutritional i m b d a n e  of calcium, leaang  to  -increased bone 
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resorption. 
inwe relative to losses from the M y .  
tive calcium Mance despite very high die 
relative defect in calcium ah on is postulated, correctable in 
SCE _instances by the administration of mdest munts of v i W n  D. 
w 
the rate of bone resorption and hence, presumably, halts the process 
of demineralization. 
In sore individuals, this m y  
cing positive balance of calcium decreases 
* It should he noted in connection w i t h  this report that the e 
exexcise progrm developed and used in this study has had a trial in 
the A p l l o  missions. ??ran i.nfomI5on gains3 during debriefing ses- 
sions and frorn personal conversations beb7ea certain of the astronauts 
and the director of this.study, it is believed that the extent of use 
of -- exercisers by the m during flight tms a factor which had a 
lationship to the extent of loss of bone density in the os 
calcis and talus during this period. 
(Cunningha) lost no bone density in the hand, wrist, and distal ends 
The fact that %nly one astronaut 
of tihe radius m d  ulna during flight is believed to m a t e  from the 
habit of t h i s  man of flexing the fingers frequently, usually around a 
tubuiar objeck. This practim was not reported by other two m. 
ApolLo VI11 m, on the other hand, have st to the director of this 
they had very little t h  to exercise. The cmparative 
in skeletal status during flight are shown in the fol 
. table. 
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T A B L E  I X  - - -- 
A p l l o  VI1 Astronauts -
Central O s  Calcis Section . . . . .  -5.32 4-0.74 3.2.27 
Multiple O s  Calcis Sections . . . .  -4.10 
Central Talus Section . . . . . . .  -3.60 
Hand Phalanx 4-2 Sections . . . . .  -9.30 
Capitate Section . . . . . . . . .  -4.07 
D i s t a l  Padius %ction . . . . . . .  -3.25 
iXst+aL G i n a  Seckiurri . . . . . . . .  -3.62 
- m m  
Central O s  Calcis Section . . . . .  -2.13 










~rvrUltiple O s  Calcis SGctions . . - . -7.08 -6.04 -6 . 50 
Central Talus Section . . . . . . .  -2.62 -2.81 -3.18 
H a n d  Phalanx 4-2 Sections . . . .  -2.19 -2.41 4-4.81 
Capitate Section . . . . . . . . .  -9.60 -12.11 -6.65 
Distal Padius ,Section . . . . . . .  -8.76 -11.06 -11.39 
D i s t a l  Ulna Scctj-on . . . . . . . . .  -6.42 -12.41 -16.17 
In preparation for the A p o l  
Stark Laboratory for Human Nutrikion Resear 
Research Insti tute at  the Texas F'lofnan's University, was requested by 
, a ccmpnent of the 
the National Aeronautics 
Center, t o  conduct an investigation _in Which six healthy adultn-m would 
participate, w i t h  a l l  variables including diet controlled, except the 
degree of exercising. 
The broad objective of the study was  t o  determine the effects 
of p r c g r d  exercise during highly disciplined horizontal bed rest, 
With two 28-day hed rest p e r i d s  conducted and wid31 periods of pre-bed 
rest ecpilibration and post-bed rest recovery hcluded. 
first bed rest period no exercise was t&en by any subject. 
During the 
Following 
the intervenin~ equiliSration arcibulatory perid., three of the subjects 
engaged i n  Lle exercise program routinely four t h ~ s  daily during the 
second recxmbency period, while the other three subjects participated 
in the suprvised exercise program only vhen they desired to do so. The 
fow-day cycle nmus contained optimum levels of a l lnu t r ien ts ,  includ- 
ing calcium w'dch slightly in excess of one e 113 
days of the study. 
r- 
During the periods of bed rest, roentgenograms wexe made of the 
f t  hana foot or' ea& sbbject Z e d  
prmedures -at the Research Inst ' s I.dboratories, approximtely once 
1 43 
daily. 
skeletal  status of the suhjecis on the -is of evduations of certain 
specified anatomic sites. The skeletal sites fran the foot x-rays of 
each subject included: (a) the central section of the os calcis; (b) 
.multiple parallel  sections across a?prox.kmately 60 per cent of the os 
The 'Wac! Xethod" of bone densitomtry was used! to  assess the 
. calcis; and (c) the central section of the talus. 
mom the roentge.noqams of the hand the folloxing series of 
sites were analyzed for each subject: (a) hand phalanx 4-2; (b) a 
diagonal section across the capitate; (c) a section across the digi ta l  
end of the radius; and (a) a section across fhe distal end of the ulna. 
Identical tracing ? a h  were followed and sMlar m a s u r m t s  
~FEIX? mafie Zrom x-ray t o  x-ray of the same individual an4 for a l l  six 
.subjects of this s t ~ d y .  
During the 28 days of Bed Pest I, a l l  subjects ex?+5en&- a 
decrease in bone density ranqing f r o m  5.70 to  15.70 per cent in the 
standard site:-t??e central section of the os calcis. During the pzrid 
of Bed Rest 11, which followed an interim equilibration psriod, t?he 
losses in the Llxee nen who exercised regularly w i t h  both isomtric and 
isotonic exercises four t i m s  a day declined markedly in all  anatomic 
sites, whereas for the three subjects who exercised only when they &- 
shed to  do so, the ra te  of loss continued as i n  Bed Rcst I, actually 
exceeding that of the previous recxmhency p r i d  in sane cases. 
The loss of bone density during Bed Rest I in the central 
section of the os calcis of each subject, for -le, increased in 
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comparison w i t h  the pye-bed rest equilibration period by a difference 
which was highly significant. A statistied ccacg3arison of E3ed Rest I 
and Bed Rest I1 with respect to  the bone density of the central os 
calcis section shom3 an increase h this b n e  during the bed rest w i t h  
exercise for those who exercised regularly which was highly significant. 
An increase which was  sl ightly significant was found only in one subject 
of the irregular exercise group. 
Wne loss was acco-wanied by increased urinary clacim excxe- 
t ion which cEn6nished r e i k a b l y ,  a1”Lhough not entirely to pre-bed rest 
levsls, for three m n  who exercised regularly. 
section, under conditions of this study, appared to be a sensitive 
site for the m a s u r m t  of changes i n  b n e  mineral density. 
The os calcis central 
Tne findings of this study are i n  line 1 4 6 t h  the  mrk  of other 
investigators Fjho have found that muscular activity is related to 
homostatis i n  bone, and further that  muscular activity is acmqanied 
by intra-osseous blood flaw. 
Tile findings of th is  study also are related t o  the two space 
missions i n  which hone. density losses, rreasured b17 those in this 
laboratory, %re markedly lomred, the mksions of && VI1 and 
Apllo VII, w i t h  the reduction believed to be related to the exercise 
which was practiced. 
The appxent relationship of exercise to  the maintenance of 
skeletal integrity during recxmkncy a t  one G and during orbital  f l ight  
suggests that q h a s j - s  should be p l a c d  on this finding i n  future space 
missions. 
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SUBJECT STUDY: Effects of Programmed Exercise 
on Skeletal Density and Calcium Metabolism 
during Horizontal Bed Rest of Healthy Adult 
Human Males 
SUBJECT OLMONTHU PEPORT: EXCRETION OF CREATINE 
AND CREATININE DURING TWO 28-DAY BED REST 
PERIODS AND RELATED AMBULATORY PHASES 
113-DAY STUDY INVOLVING EXERCISE AT D 
ENS LEVELS DURING HORIZONTAL BED REST 
OF A 
FFER- 
T h i s  study was conducted on six adult human males cover-ing a 
( *  
span of 113 days, as has been described in previous monthly reports of 
this series. 
Pre-Bed Rest, Bed Rest I (no exercise), Interim Ambulatory, Bed Rest I I  
The subjects were observed during five different Periods- 
(with exercise), and Post-Bed Rest Reconditioning. The study was de- 
signed mainly to determine the changes in bone density, as well as , 
metabolism following oral administration of radioactive Calcium, and 
the ef-fects of exercise during bed rest on these factors. 
47 
FORMATlON CREATININE 
One o f  the most important end products o f  amino acid catabolism 
is creatinine which arises from creatine phosphate by ring-formation with 
the loss of phosphoric acid. The spontaneous decomposition of creatine 
156 
phosphate to form creatinine can be shown by the following equation: 
H-M-P-ON H- 
1 &i m.= c 
1 
Cornoarison of  Two Methods of Analysis 
- for Creatine 
Two analytical methods were studied in connection with the analy- 
sis of creatine. One was the direct procedure in which creatine reacts 
with a chemical agent to produce a chromogen, and the other i s  the in- 
Jt---A - .  _ _  - - - - . - - J * * w -  :- *.vh;eh rrna+inn i c  r l e f p r m i n p r l  ;~ftpr dphvdration to 
creatinine in acid media. The direct method for the analysis of creatine 
was devetoped by Raaflaub and Abelin (Raaflaub, J. and 1 .  Abelin, &-- 
chemische Zeetschrift, 321:158-165 (1950); and the indirect method by 
Folin (Folin, Otto, American Journal of Physiology, B117-138 (1905): 
Both o f  these methods were evaluated in this study. 
In order to determine the stability of the procedure for the 
direct method, the rate o f  color development was observed by following 
the rate o f  absorbency on the spectrophotometer. ..Readings yere made 
after color development of 20 minutes, 30 minutes, 50 minutes and 70 
minutes, plotted in Figure 1 .  
The analysis also was read at varying wave lengths from 450 mu 
to 540 mu in.an effort to ascertain at which wave length the maximum 
, I 
$cas modified by Biggs and Cooper, Clinical Chemistry, 7:655 (1961) 
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.. 
absorption i s  reached. The results are given in Figure 2 showing that 
peak absorption occurs between 520 mp and 530 my. 
A standard curve was prepared following this procedure. Five 
different standard concentrations containing 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 
of creatine were used to determine the linear relationship. Figure 3 
pg. 
shows that this method follows Beer's Law. 
The indirect modified Folin method had been used in this labora- 
tory for a number of years in the analysis both of creatine and creati- 
nine, because of the frequency of its use as reported in the literature. 
A comparative study o f  this method and the direct method of Raaflaub and 
Abelin in the analysis of creatine was made using urine containing known 
creatine amounts at different levels. With the latter method, 95 per 
en-+ vncn\inrw wac f o i t n d  dpnntino a hiah dearee of accuracy. Much lower 
levels o f  creatine were recovered in the modified Folin method of  analysis. 
This report therefore is based on the results of the direct method for . 
creatine, with creatinine analysis continuing according to the modified 
Folin method. 
Creatinine has long been considered a normal constituent of the 
urine, being the second most abundant nitrogen containing compound in 
human urine. In the past, it was commonly believed that urinary creati- 
nine was relatively constant, thereby providing a good indication as to 
the accuracy of a 24-hour urine collection. More recent investigations 
haveldispelled this concept in favor of the theory that constancy i s  
variable with the individual, and that creatinine excretion will be as 
variable a s  other urinary components. Various isotopic studies have 
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confirmed the finding that 24-hour uripary creatinine output i s  insuffi- 
ciently constant between individuals, or in the same individual from 
time to  time, to justify its use as an accurate index of completeness 
of collections. Stress is one factor which may effect muscle contraction, 
thus causing increases in urinary creatinine. 
Creatine can be detected in the urine of most normal subjects. 
Creatinuria is the condition in which creatine is found in the urine 
above that which is expected, Because of &e variety of methods used for 
creatine determination and the variatibn in excretion among normal Sub- 
jects, there is no sharp distinction as to the level at which creatinuria 
normally occurs. 
Urinarv Excretion-of Creatinine 
On careful examination of the statistical data relating to changes 
in the excretion of urinary creatinine, it i s  notedrthat all subjects ex- 
hibited a significant increase (P<O.OOl) during Bed Rest I and Bed Rest 
I I ,  as compared with the Pre-Bed Rest Period. When the data were pooled 
during both bed rests. 
for all six subjects, the amounts excreted were significantly higher 
subject between No statistical difference was observed in any 
the creatinine excretions reported for Bed Rest I whi 
were not participating in exercise, as opposed to Bed 
e the subjects 
Rest I I  in which 
the subjects were engaged in supervised exercise, although Bed Rest I 
was slightly higher in this respect for all subjects, as shown in Figure 
4. 
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A l l  subjects were found to show a signifiqant difference when 
comparing the creatinine excretions of the Pre-Bed Rest Period with the 
Interim Ambulatory Period, with the Interim Period higher than the Pre- 
Bed Rest Period. No significant difference, however, was observed be- 
tween the other ambulatory periods of the study. 
With respect to the higher creatinine values observed in both 
bed rests, it may be that the element of stress involved in bed rest may 
be a factor in the elevated excretions. Previous studies have indicated 
stress to be a significant factor in increased amounts of urinary creati- 
nine excret ion. 
Urinarv Excretion of Creatine 
Creatine excretion i s  shown to be significantly higher during 
. *  I ' - - A -  
J -- --  - . . .  L-ch l.-A vv'c,, "I- . _ _ _  p e y i w f q  than clrirrng cne r r e - ~ e ~  ne3c I C ~  Iwu ,,, ".. _"I 
( P < O . O O l ) .  
In comparing the results of the two bed rest periods, there was 
a significant difference in each subject between the bed rest periods i n  
which the subjects exercised and the bed rest period during which the 
subjects did not participate in exercise, with Bed Rest I higher in each 
case (P(O.001). See Figure 5. 
It also was noticed that, when Bed Rest 1 with no exercise was 
compared with the Post-Bed Rest Ambulatory Period, a l l  subjects showed 
a statistically significant decrease (P(O.001) during the latter. 
There was no significant difference demonstrated by either group 
when the Exercise Period was compared with the Interim Ambulatory Period. 
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When comparing the creatine values of the Exercise Period for the group 
exercising ad libitum with the Pogt-Bed Rest Period, no significant 
difference was noted. The values for the group who exercised regularly, 
< 
however, showed a highly significant decrease in creatine excretion dur- 
. i ns  the Post-Bed Rest Period as compared to the Exercise Per.iod (P<O.OOT) .  
I n  comparing the creatine excretions of the two exercise groups, it was 
shown that the subjects in the group exercising regularly in Bed Rest II 
had a lower mean urinary creatine excretion during Bed Rest I than did 
the ad libitum group. The difference between the two groups was highly 
significant ( P < O . O O l ) .  In 'comparing the creatine excretions o f  the two 
exercise groups during Bed Rest I I  in which both groups were participating 
i n  exercise to a different level, no'significant difference was noted. 
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Figure  1. A TYPICAL CURVE SHOWING T H E  RATE AND STABILITY OF 
COLOR DEVELOPMENT FOR THE,COLORIMETRIC DETERMINATION OF 
CREATINE BY THE METHOD O F  RAAFLAUB AND ABELIN 
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figure 2. A TYPICAL CURVE SHOWING THE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM 
FOR THE COLORIMETRIC DETERMINATION Or-" CREATINE BY THE 
METHOD OF RAAFLAUB AND ABELIN 
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. CONCENTRATION ( y q )  . 
Eigure 3. A TYPICAL STANDARD CURVE FOR THE COLORlMETRiC 
DETERMINATION OF CREATWE BY THE METHOD OF RRAFLAUB 
AND ABELIN 
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Bedrest 2 With Exercise 
SUBJECTS OF T H E  S T U D Y  
. . . . . . - .~ . . . .  ~ 
F i g u r e  4. MEAN URINARY CREATININE EXCRETION DURING THE TWO 
BED REST PERIODS BY’ALL SIX SUBJECTS IN THE STUDY 
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SUBJECTS OF THE STUDY 
Figure 5.  MEAN URINARY CREATINE EXCRETIONS D U R I N G  THE TWO 
BED REST PERIODS BY A L L  SIX SUBJECTS IN T H E  STUDY 
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SUBJECT OF MONTHLY REPORT: CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS IN 
URINARY CALCIUM, PHOSPHORUS, NITROGEN, 
CREAT I NE, AND CREAT I N I NE 
CIRCADIAN RHYTHM PHENOMENON 
This report emphasizes the important and almost unexplored area 
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living organisms, including man, took place under the influence of cos- 
mic forces that have not changed appreciable for long periods of time. 
As a result, most physiological processes still are geared to these 
forces; and they exhibit cycles that have daily, seasonal, and other per- 
iodicities. While daily, lunar, seasonal, and other periodicities are a 
universal feature of biological phenomena, their precise mechanisms are 
still a matter of controversy. It has been stated that the most common 
assumption is that each organism possesses a number of "internal clocks" 
which indicate when a biological activity should begin. 
For a long period of time, the constancy of the "milieu interieur" - 
now mostly referred to as homeostasis - has been well established. It has 
been believed that all vital mechanisms, however varied they might be, 
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have but one goal, to maintain the unitormity of the conditions of life 
i n  the internal environment. 
O f  a l l  biological rhythms, the ones with a daily periodicity have 
been most extensively studied. The term diurnal is stilt used in refer- 
ence to daily rhythm; but since it has been shown that animals rarely 
exhibit a periodicity of exactly 24 hours, the term circadian (circa dies) 
has been adopted as more appropriate. Rhythm is influenced by environ- 
mental as  well as physiologic factors. 
Circadian vatiations o f  urinary excretions are among the problems 
most extensively studied, at present. It is difficult to achieve stat s-  
tically valid variations in circulating blood, and hence numerous stud es 
in this area have been made on urine. Urinary rhythms are among the 
easiest to studv under field conditions, since material can be collected 
for analysis after return to civilization. 
The recumbency study of which this is a part was planned in such 
a way that circadian rhythms of various urinary components upon which 
analyses were made could be observed on Bed Rest 1 .  
the s i x  subjects were in complete horizontal bed rest, with a constant 
During this period, 
diet and with no other variables which would interfere with the rhythm- 
icity.observations except during the first of  the four weeks of this bed 
rest, when blood tests and other measurements were made whjch, it was 
believed, might interfere with this problem. During Bed Rest I f ,  some 
observations also were made, although the variable o f  exercise was intro- 
duced, with three o f  the subjects exercising according to a schedule, 
and three "at wi 11". 
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C i rc.ad i an Rhvthms o f  Ur i nary Ca 1 c i urn and PhosDhorus 
The p a t t e r n  o f  a d e f i n i t e  c i r c a d i a n  rhythm was ev ident  i n  t he  
u r i n a r y  ca lc ium exc re t i on  du r ing  Bed Rest I ,  w i t h  the average d a i l y  m i n i -  
mum amount f o r  each sub jec t  present i n  the u r i n e  sample accumulated a t  
night, du r ing  the pe r iod  ending a 8:OO A.M. The maximum amount o f  c a l -  
cium was observed i n  the 8:oo A.M. t o  Noon c o l l e c t i o n .  No d i u r n a l  per -  
i o d i c i t y  was ev ident  f o r  phosphorus, however, du r ing  t h i s  Bed Rest. I n  
some cases the  phosphorus amounts du r ing  c e r t a i n  per iods were opposi te  
those o f  calc ium. See Summaries A and B and Figures 1 and 2. 
F igure  3 shows the  c i r c a d i a n  rhythms f o r  u r i n a r y  ca lc ium d u r i  
Bed Rest I f o r  a representa t ive  sub jec t  f o r  a l l  days du r ing  th ree  weeks 
when c o l l e c t i o n s  were f i n a l i z e d  a t  standard t imes (8:oo A . M . ,  12 Noon, 
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r] 8A.M. to NOON 
. N O O N  to 8 FTM. 
F4gure 1 .  THESE BAR GRAPHS SHOW THE TOTAL KEAN URINARY CALCIUM 
EXCRETED D U R I N G  A 24-HOUR P E R I O D ,  D I V I D E D  I N T O  THE THREE 
P O R T i O N S  E L I M I N A T E D  F U R I N G  THE SUB-PERIODS DESIGNATED,  FOR 
T H E  S I X  SUBJECTS O F  THE STUDY (BB, FF, H t j ,  GG, AA,  E E )  
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I cn 3 K , o  I a cn 55 
I m 8 P M t o 8 A M  
a 8 A M  to NOON R 
H Y  
NOON to  8 PM 
GG AA EE 
Figure 2. THESE BAR GRAPHS SHOW THE 
EXCRETED DURING A 24-HOUR PER 
TOTAL MEAN URINARY PHOSPHORUS 
OD, D I V I D E D  INTO THE THREE 
PORTIONS E L l M t N A T E D  DURING THE SUB-PERIODS DESIGNATED, FOR 
THE S I X  SUBJECTS OF THE STUDY ( B E ,  FF, H H ,  GG, AA, EE) 
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Figure 3. URINARY CALCIUM CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS 
DEMONSTRATED DURING BED REST 1 (COMPLETE 
R.EcLtMRFNcV! F f l R  StJR.l&-f: I t-I- 
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F i v e  o f  the s i x  sub jec ts  l o s t  less  ca lc ium dur ing  Bed Rest I I ,  
w i t h  exerc ise,  than d u r i n g  Bed Rest I ,  w i t h o u t  exerc ise.  The one sub- 
j e c t  who excreted more ca lc ium d u r i n g  the l a t t e r  s tudy was t h e  one who 
exerc ised l e a s t .  The h ighes t  e x c r e t i o n  o f  u r i n a r y  ca lc ium f o r  a l l  sub- 
j e c t s  occurred d u r i n g  the p e r i o d  which ended a t  Noon. 
Exerc ise appeared t o  a l t e r  the c i r c a d i a n  rhythm program f o r  c a l -  
cium to  some extent .  The samples were n o t  taken a t  the r e g u l a r  per iods 
used i n  Bed Rest I because chemists a t  NASA Manned Spacecraft Center 
whenever v o i d i n g  occurred. 
For those sub jec ts  e x e r c i s  
lowest concent ra t ion  o f  u r i n a r y  ca 
O.nn n LA L -  Q.nn A M --11..-4:,.-- 
wanted a l i q u o t s  o f  the u r i n a r y  excre t ions  f o r  separate analyses c o l l e c t e d  ' . 
ng r e g u l a r l y  d u r i n g  Bed Rest 1 1 ,  the  
cium was present  most o f t e n  i n  the 
. 1, +hm h: " C l n r ~  *.*-,F ~ . h + - f i A  m n r t  
d - . _ _ . . . . . _ -  - . - . - . . - - -  - -  
f r e q u e n t l y  i n  the 8:OO A.M. t o  12 Noon samples. There then was u s u a l l y  
a gradual decrease, sometimes fo l lowed by another peak i n  the  l a t e  evening. 
The sub jec ts  e x e r c i s i n g  "at w i l l "  excreted more ca lc ium i n  the  
u r i n e  d u r i n g  Bed Rest l i  than d i d  those e x e r c i s i n g  r e g u l a r l y ,  w i t h  the  
g r e a t e s t  amount observed from 9:OO A.M. t o  Noon, and the nex t  l a r g e s t  
q u a n t i t y  found from 3:OO P.M. t o  6:oo P.M. These t ime per iods o f  maxi- 
mum e x c r e t i o n  d i f f e r e d  from those o f  t h e  sub jec ts  e x e r c i s i n g  r e g u l a r l y .  
The subjects  e x e r c i s i n g  r e g u l a r l y  e x h i b i t e d  the  h ighes t  u r i n a r y  
phosphorus e x c r e t i o n  d u r i n g  the 9:OO P.M. t o  the  12:OO Midnight  per iod,  
and the lowest q u a n t i t y  from 6:Ol A.M. t o  9:OO A.M. Those sub jec ts  who 
exerc ised "at  w i l l "  showed a somewhat d i f f e r e n t  r h y t h m i c i t y .  Peak u r i -  
nary phosphorus e x c r e t i o n  f o r  t h i s  group occurred from 6:01 P.M. t o  9 : O O  P.M., 
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as  compared to 9:Ol P.M. to 12:OO Midnight in the regularly exercising 
exercise group group. The least phosphorus excretion for the "at will" 
was noted from Noon to 3:OO P.M.,  in contrast to the per 
A.M. to 9:OO A.M.  in .the group exercising regularly. 
od from 6:oi 
Circadian Rhythms of Urinary Nitrosen 
Urinary nitrogen followed the same general rhythm pattern during 
Bed Rest I as calcium, with the excretions from 8:OO A.M. until 12:OO 
Noon highest in this element, and the night excretions (8:oo P.M.. until 
8:OO A.M.) lowest. See Figure 4. 
The nitrogen excretions during Bed Rest I I  when exercise was 
followed to different levels did not follow a regular pattern. 
1’77 




MEAN NITROGEN EXCRETION 
AT DESIGNATED PERIODS 
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SUBJECTS OF THE STUDY I 
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E.igure 4. THESE BAR GRAPHS SHOW THE TOTAL MEAN URINARY NITROGEN 
EXCRETED IN BED REST I DURING A 24-HOUR PERIOD, D I V I D E D  INTO 
THE THREE PORTIONS E L I M I N A T E D  DURING THE SUB-PERIODS DESIGN- 
ATED, FOR THE SIX  SUBJECTS OF THE STUDY (BB, FF, WH, GG, AA,  
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Creatinine (No Exercise]. 
a l l  subjects during both bed rests 
.- ( P < O . O O l )  than during the Pre-Bed 
tinine was higher for'al l subjects 
12 Noon than for the other collect 
CIRCADIAN VHYTHMS OF CREATININE A& CREATINE 
The urinary creatinine excretion of 
was noted to be significantly higher 
Rest Period. The excretion o f  crea- 
during the period from 8:oo A.M. - 
on periods. This increase showed a 
statistically significant difference in all cases, with a markedly signi- 
ficant difference when the data for all subjects were pooled (P<O.OOl). 
The excretion rates during the periods from 12 Noon to 8 P.M. 
and from 8 P.M. to 8 A.M. were similar for all subjects, with all sub- 
jects exhibiting a slightly lower creatinine excretion during the over- 
night period (8 P.M. to 8 A.M.). Statistically this change was not 
Creatine (No Exercise). 
for all subjects w8s highest during the period from 8 A.M. to 12 Noon. 
In five of the subjects this increase was noted to be of statistical 
significance when compared to the other two collection periods. Although 
Subject HH showed an increase in creatine excretion during the 8 A.M. 
t o  12 Noon period, it was not found to be statistically different from 
the other two periods. 
The average urinary creatine excretion 
Most of the subjects exhibited no significant change when the 
data for the period from 12 Noon to'8 P.M. was related t o  the period from 
8 P.M. to 8 A.M. Subject EE, however, was noted to have a highly signi- 
ficant increase ( P < O . O O l )  in creatine excretion between the periods of 
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12 Noon to 8 P.M.  as compared to 8 P.M. to 8 A.M. 
I t  was’of  note that the creatine excretion was found to be low- 
est during the overnight period (8 P.M. to 8 A . M . ) .  
statistically significant difference when compared to the period 12 Noon 
to 8 P.M., but it may have some physiological importance. 
This exhibited no 
See Figures 5, 6, and 7. 
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. t  
Figure 5 .  COMPARISON OF MEAN CREATININE EXCRETIONS DURING 
BED REST 1 (NO EXERCISE) AT DESIGNATED PERIODS OF- 
COLLECT1 ON 
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8.0 0 p m - 8:OO a m 
~ 8 :OOam-  12:OO noon 
- 
Figure 6 .  COMPARISON OF MEAN CREATINE EXCRETIONS DURING 
) AT DESIGNATED PERIODS OF 
COLLECTION USING THE ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE OF FOLIN 
AS MODIFIED BY BlGGS AND COOPER 
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SUBJECTS OF THE STUDY 
Figure  7. COMPARISON OF MEAN CREATINE EXCRETIONS DURING 
BED REST t (NO EXERCISE) AT DESIGNATED PERIODS OF 
COLLECTION USING THE ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE OF RAAFLAUB 
AND ABELIN 
Creatinine (Yith Exercise). During Bed Rest I I  the subjects were 
divided into two groups-- one group of three subjects (AA, EE, GG) who 
exercised . .  "at will'' and one group of subjects (BB, FF, HH) who exercised 
on a regularly supervised schedule. During this period the individually 
collected urine samples for each subject were pooled and analyzed on a 
24-hour basis for urinary creatine and creatinine. 
In analyzing the data for the exercise period, both groups of 
subjects exhibited a highly significant increase (PCO.001) 'in urinary 
creatinine excretion during Bed Rest 1 1  when exercise was practiced as 
compared to Pre-Bed Rest I with no exercise. There was also a signifi- 
cant difference demonstrated by both groups of subjects when the creati- 
nine excretions of the exercise period (Bed Rest II) were compared with 
the excretions of the interim Ambulatory Period. 
The group which exercised regularly showed no significant dif- 
ference in creatinine excretions between the two bed rest periods while 
the group exercising "at will" demonstrated a slight degree of statis- 
tical difference between these periods, In both groups, however, the 
mean creatinine excretion was slightly higher during Bed Rest I when the 
subjects were not engaged in an exercise program. 
' 
When these two groups were compared as to their creatinine ex- 
cretion for the exercise period itself, a highly Significant change 
( P < O . O O l )  was observed. Those subjects exercising ad libitum had a 
higher mean urinary creatinine excretion than those who exercised 
regu iar 1 y . 
1.8 4 
Creatine (With Exercise]. Both groups excreted a higher amount 
of urinary creatine during the Exercise Period than during the Pre-Bed 
Rest Period, with the difference highly significant. Both groups also 
excreted a higher amount of urinary creatine during Bed Rest i with no 
exercise, than during Bed Rest I I ,  with exercise, with the difference 
also highly signi’ficant (P<O.OOl). 
See Figures 8 and 9. 
In comparing the creatine excretions of the two exercise groups 
(those who exercised regularly and those who exercised “at will”. during 
Bed Rest I I  in which both groups were participating in exercise to a 
certain level, no significant difference was noted. 
See Figure 10 for illustration of a Bed Rest subject exercising 
wirn an txer-Genie w i i i  ;e ~ v i ~ ~ p i t : i t : ; y  r e ~ ~ ~ A e i - , t .  h!: zin tL- L I l b IIIU*” -**.--’...-- .”4 . *-- ” 
e 
lated to the feet and legs assists in circulation and aids in maintaining 
the integrity of the skeleton provided the diet has supplied the blood 
with the nutrients needed by bones. 
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Bedrest 2 With Exercise “1 225 PERIODS 
A A  B B  E E  F F  G G  HH 
S U B J E C T S  OF THE S T U D Y  
Figure 8. COMPARISON OF URINARY EXCRETION OF CREATININE 
DURING BED REST I (NO EXERCISE) AND BED REST 1 1 ,  WITH 
VARYING DEGREES OF EXERCISE FOR THE DIFFERENT SUBJECTS 
1'86 
MEAN URINARY CREATINE 





With Exercis e 
SUBJECTS OF T H E  S T U D Y  
Figure 9. COMPARISON OF URINARY EXCRETION O F  CREATINE 
DURING BED REST 1 (NO EXERCISE)  AND BED REST I I ,  WITH 
VARYING DEGREES OF EXERCISE FOR THE D I F F E R E N T  SUBJECTS 
1-8 7 
Figure 10. BED REST SUBJECT EXERCISING WHILE,  
COMPLETELY RECUMBENT I N  HORIZONTAL BED R E S T '  
Monthly Report 19 June, 1969 
Under Contract NAS 9-8246 
SUBJECT: CIRCADIAN RHYTHM PATTERN OF -17-HYDROXY- 
COR TIC OS TER OID URINARY E XC R E TION _. IN
, 
HEALTHY ADULT HUMAN MALES 
In recent years, many investigations have been conducted in 
order to find whether o r  not the adrenal cortex has a cyclic urinary 
excretion pattern within a 21 hour period. Pincus(40) first pro- 
posed a circadian rhythm of the adrenal cortical secretion in his 
study on the estimation of urinary 17-Ket~steroids, Apparently one 
to have a clear circadian rhythm reflected both in the plasma con- 
centration and urinary excretion of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids(29). 
Several authors already have generalized concerning the fact 
that, under normal conditions, the maximum value of plasma 17- 
hydroxycorticosteroid was observed early in the morning, with the 
minimum noted during the late evening hours. The circadian rhythm 
of the urinary excretion of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids has a similar 
pattern to thzt of the plasm 17-hydroxycorticosteroid concentration, 
although the peak value usually was.delayed two o r  three horirs (12). 




by measuring the amounts of urinary excretion of 17-hydroxycortfco- 
in normal healthy young men was investigated 
steroids a t  different times-of the day during conditions of ambulation 
and bed rest immobilization. 
The Reddy method was used for th e te r m in a tion of u r  in a r y  
steroids, which is based on the theory of color . 
razine-sulfuric acid reagent 
on the dihydroxyacetone portion of 1 ?-hydroxycorticosteroids(4 
The main objectives of the present study were the following: 
1. To study the effects of bed res t  immobilization by 
healthy adult men on the urinary excretion oE 17- 
hydroxycorticos teroids; 
2. To study the circadian rhythm response of the adrenal 
cortex by measuring the urinary excretion of 17-hy- 
droxycorticosteroids a t  various times during the 24- 
hour day; and 
3, To investigate whether or not bed rest immobilization 
affects the circadian rhythm of urinary 17-hydroxy- 
corticosteroids excretion in comparison with the am- 
bulatory period. 
P R E S E N T A T I O N  O F  _. F I N D I N G S  
The data of total daily urinary excretion of 1'7-hydroxycortico- 
steroids for the Initial Equilibration, Bed Rest, and Final Ambulatory 
Periods a re  presented in Table I (Appendix). Table I1 gives the data 
concerning the diurnal pattern of urinary 1'7-hydroxycorticosteroid 
excretion during the Bed Rest and Ambulatory Periods. For th is  
purpose, the urine for each individual was pooled for the previous 
period a t  three different times of the day; 8:OO A. M., 12:OO Noon, 
- -  
and 8:OO P. M, Table I11 presents the statistical analysis of daily 
u r  rnary excretion oi 17 -hydroxy cor t icos iew ids &x-ing t k  Eq~22.x;- 
tion, the  Bed Rest, and the Final Ambulatory Periods comparing all 
periods to one another. Table N gives the statistical findings com- 
paring the urinary data collected during the three different periods 
of the day, both during Bed Rest and the following Ambulatory Periods. 
COMPARISON OF - URINARY 17-KYDROXYCORTTCOSTEROLDS 
EXCRETION DURING BED REST AND THE 
INITIAL EQUILIBRATION PERIOD 
----
As shown in Figure 6, the average daily urinary excretion of 
17-hydroxycorticosteroids during the Pre-Bed Rest'and the Bed Rest 
190 
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Periods varied among individual subjects. Somewhat higher excre- 
tion values of urinary 17-hydroxycorticosteroids occurred for sub- 
jects HH, AA, and EE during bed rest than during the Equilibration 
-Period, while the subjects BB, FF, and GG had a slightly lower 
excretion of urinary 17-hydroxycorticosteroids during Bed Rest. 
Comparing the data on an individual basis, the difference be- 
tween the two periods was not statistically significant for any of the 
subjects except subject AA for whom the difference was only slightly 
significant (j?cO. 10). 
When the data for all six subjects were pooled, slightly higher 
cwr-rntinn valiion nc.c.nrre?d durincr the  Bed Rest: Period a s  compared 
to the Pre-Bed Rest Period; but the difference was not statistically 
significant. 
COMPARISON OF URINARY EXCRETION - OF 17-HYDROXY- -
CORTICOSTEROIDS DURING THE BED REST AND ---- 
DURING THE - FINAL AMBULATORY PERIOD 
- I The daily amount of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids excreted in 
the urine during the Bed Res t  and the Final Ambulatory Period a re  
shown in Figure 6. The difference between these two periods were 
not statistically significant for each individual subject analyzed sep- 
arately except for subject BB, whose excretion value for  this steroid 
was significantly higher during the Final Ambulatory Period (P<O; 05). 
When the data for all subjects were pooled, there was no statistically 
. .. 
. 
significant difference between the excretion of 17-hydroxycortico- 
steroids between these two periods. 
.. 
COMPARISON - OF URINARY EXCRETION _. OF 17-HYDROXY- 
CORTICOSTEROIDS DURING THE EQUILIBRATION 
PERIOD WITH THE FINAL AMBULATORY --
PERIOD 
- _. - : 
tically significant difference in the amount of 17-hydroxycorticoster- 
The data of all  s ix  subjects pooled together showed no statis- 
cfc?,~ cxcreteC the zrine Gzyifig :ke ~ f i ~ f ~ a . ~  a . 3 ~  ~ i - n n i  nmniii2Tnry 
4 .  
periods. On an individual basis, Subject BB was significantly higher 
during the Final Ambulatory Period than during the Initial Equilibra- 
tion Period (P<O. 05). This was the only subject in the study who 
showed this difference. 
OVERALL COMPARISONS OF - URINARY 17-HYDROXYCOR- 
' 
TICOSTEROID EXCRETION PER DAY DURING THE PERI- -- - 
ODs OF INITIAL EQUILIBRATION, BED REST, AND --- -
FINAL AMBULATION 
As reported in the study of Vallbona, et. al. already cited (53), 
a slightly increased excretion of urinary 17-hydroxycorticosteroids 
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for the average value of s ix  subjects were found during the Bed 
Rest a s  compared with the Pre-Bed Rest  Periods, even though 
there were variable individual differences. In the current study, 
again slightly increased values were recorded during the Final 
Ambulatory Period as  compared both with the Bed Rest, and the  
Pre-Bed Rest Periods. All  of these 
not statistically significant (Figure 
it may be stated that, in human beings, the change in urinary ex- 
cretion of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids"by immobilization does not 
occur in a relatively short  time, unlike the animal cases reported 
by Burstein et. al. (6), which showed a two- to three-fold increase 
1-- - --A: ---&---:A r\wn s - n t i n n  r l r r l - inm jm mnhil j 7a+inn - 
v 
*.I " V L  -*v..- --- - --- ---- - - . 
COMPARISON - OF EXCRETION - OF 17-KYDROXYCOR- 
TICOSTEROIDS A T  SUB-PERIOD O F  THE 24- - -__.- 
HOUR DAY 
BED REST COMPARISONS 
In order to ascertain whether or not there was any degree of 
rhythmicity in the urinary excretion of 17-hydroxycorticbsteroids 
in certain segments of the 24-hour day, all  voids between three 
daily periods were combined for analytical purposes. These were 
the periods from 8:OO A, M. until 12:00'noon, from 12:OO noon to 
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8:OO P. M., and from 8:OO P. M. to 8:OO A. M. Comparisons wcre 
made within the Bed Rest and the Final Ambulatory Periods. Scc. 
Table IV. 
For the data from ail  subjects pooled together for the Bed 
Rest. Period, the sub-period from 8:OO A. M. until 12:OO noon had  
t ie highest level of excretion of this steroid (see Table IV), WiUj  
the period from 12:OO noon to 8:OO P. M. ranking lowest, and that 
from 8:OO A.M. to 8:OO P.M. intermediate. This is shown also 
in Figure 7.  
* > , G  
-.: ,.The morning period (8:OO A. M. to 12:OO noon) surpassed d.&C 
e!xr.reted d u r i n p  the night and again that excreted from 12:OO no22 
until 8:OO P. M. by highly significant differences (P<O. 001 in kx 
cases), Again the 12:OO noon until 8:OO P. Mi excretion excee&< 
the night excretion by a highly significant difference (P(0. OOl), 
The individual subjects varied greatly a s  to the cornpar&-,-, :p
the excretion of the steroid under consideration during the thr=ls 
sub-periods of the 24-hour day. Fo r  four subjects there was TI: 
statistically significant difference between the 12:OO noon until 
8:OO P. M. excretion a s  compared with that from 8:OO P. M. to 
8:OO A. M.,  although the afternoon sub-period surpassed the ~ i z .  
sub-period to some extent in all of these four subjects. One SLZ-~~:  
, 
1.9 5 
was superior in the afternoon sub-period by a highly significant 
-difference (P(0, OOl), while for the other .. subject, the afternoon 
sub2period exceeded the night sub-period by a slightly significant 
difference. 
In the comparison of the morning excretion with that of the 
afternoon, four subjects were significantly superior during the 
former by different levels of probability, whereas the remaining 
two were superior in the same direction, although the differences 
in the two cases were not statistically significant. 
When the morning excretions 
costeroids were compared with the 
former surpassed the latter in five 
of urinary 17 -hydroxycorti- 
12-hour night excretion, the 
of the six subjects of the study. 
- 
In the sixth subject, the morning excretion of th i s  steroid surpassed 
the night excretion, although the difference was not statistically 
significant. 
FINAL AMBULATORY PERIOD COMPARISONS 
For the data of all subjects pooled together, the sub-periods 
within the Final Ambulatory Period showed marked differences in 
some but not in all comparisons. The urinary excretion of 17-hy- 
droxycorticosteroids during the morning sub-period from 8:OO A. M. 
until 12:OO noon surpassed both the 22:OO noon until 8:OO P. M. 
period and the night sub-period (P<O. 001 in both comparisons). 
There was no significant difference, however, between the 12:OO 
noon until 8:OO P. M. and the 12-hour night period, although the ' 
former was somewhat higher than the latter. 
* With respect to individual subjects, all s ix  followed the 
' overall pattern of a l l  data pooled in that ihere was no statistic- 
ally significant difference between the excretion of the steroid 
under consideration during the afternoon and the night sub-periods. 
- _  
With respect to the comparison of the morning and the after- 
nnnn siih-nprinds diirinv t h e  F ina l  Ambulatorv Period. five sub- 
jects had statistically significant differences between the two 
portions of the 24-hour day in behalf of the morning period, with 
the sixth subject showing no significant difference in this respect. 
In the comparison between the morning and the night sub- 
periods, again five subjects showed a significantly higher excre- 
the study with one subject not exhibiting a statistically significant 
difference between the Duo sub-periods. 
OVERALL COMPARISONS - O F  URINARY I7-HYDROXYCOR- 
TICOSTEROIDS EXCRETION DURING __.- THE BED . 
REST AND FINAL AMBULATION PERIODS ---
The results obtained in the present study conform with those 
found in many previous studies in which a marked circadian rhythm 
of the 17-hydroxycorticosteroids was demonstrated. As noted 
above, the highest excretion of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids in the - 
urine occurred in the morning hours (8:OO A. M. to 12:OO noon), 
with a far  greater excretion during this period than during the other 
two sub-periodo of the day. 
- Relatively low values were observed in the alternoon periods 
(12:'OO noon to 8:OO P. M. ), with the lowest generally recorded during 
the overnight period. The difference between the latter two periods 
was not statistically significant for the pooled data of all subjects. 
Similar diurnal patterns of urinary 17 -hydroxycorticosteroid 
excretion were obtained during the ambulatory periods. This a1s.o 
is identical with the report  of Katz (24). 
Thus, according to these findings, it may be stated that the 
biological cycle of adrenal cortex which is reflected on the urinary 
excretion of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids is  relatively unchangeable by 
the mild s t ress  condition of immobilization. 
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S U M M A R Y  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N  
The present study was  designed to investigate the effects of 
bed rest immobilization on the total amount of urinary 17-hydroxy- 
corticosteroids excreted, and the  circadian rhythm pattern of this  
steroid during the . The experimental periods of the 
study cons is ted 
during which the subject was ambulatory and led a normal life; 28 
days of horizontal bed rest, which prohibited physical movement 
which involved pull on the muscles; and 14 days of ainbulation which 
included compulsory physical activity. 
Aiiiiuugh ihere were Soiiits vai-iatiGiis Z G ~ G Z ~  t k  iiii3i~2ds ~f 
the shidy, the data of all  subjects pooled together showed that there 
were no statistically significant differences betwekn the total 24- 
I .  
hour excretion of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids during the Equilibra- 
tion Period and the Bed Res t  Period, between the Bed Rest Period 
and the Final Ambulatory Period, o r  between the two ambulatory 
periods. 
A marked characteristic circadian cycle was observed during 
bed rest. It was found to have its highest excretion value during 
the morning hours (8 :OO A. M. to 12:OO noon), a low excretion 
value during the afternoon period (12:OO noon to 8:OO P, M. ), and 
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, the lowest values during the overnight period (8:OO P. M. to 8:OO 
A.M.) .  The differences of average values between those experi- 
* 
mental periods were a s  follows: a highly significant difference 
appeared between the morning and afternoon periods, a s  wel l  a s  
a highly significant difference between the period of morning.and 
overnight, and ag rence between the 
. afternoon period and the overnight period. 
During the final ambulatory period, the overall phase of 
I -diurnal rhythm of urinary 17-hydroxycorticosteroids was found 
.. - - 
to be similar to that during the bed rest, although a somewhat 
different feature was noted between the  periods of afternoon and 
overnignt. No siatisiicaiiy significance was iound in iiie iaiier 
comparison a s  compared with the highly significant difference be- 
tween these two periods during bed rest. The data arranged by 
- statistical analysis during this ambulatory period were obtained 
as  follows: highly significant difference (P<O. 001) in urinary 
17-hydroxycorticosteroids excretion between the periods of morn- 
ing and afternoon, also highly significant difference (P<O. 001) 
between afternoon period and overnight periods, and no statistic- 
ally significant difference between the periods of afternoon and 
overnight. 
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